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;' 1.0 Introduction

A theory has been developed which predicts onset and erosion in MPD

thrusters. The theory predicts onset currents which are in quantitative

agreement with experiment. Erosion rates are predicted for a steady-state

hot cathode thruster. This theory is the first to model the viscous and

thermal electrode boundary layers in MPD thrusters. Stability criteria for

diffuse-mode electrode current conduction have been found.

This report, in conjunction with two earlier annual progress reports,

summarizes progress made under grant AFOSR-83-0033.
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2.0 Research Objectives

The overall objectives of this work were to determine the erosion rates

and limits of diffuse mode operation. To accomplish these overall objec-

tives, the following objectives were set for the research effort: (1) to

model the bulk flow in MPD thrusters, (2) to model the viscous and thermal

boundary layers in MPD thrusters, (3) to model the sheath-boundary layer in-

teractions, (4) to model the thermal response of the electrodes.

3.0 Status of the Research Effort

The discussion below summarizes the highlights of the research efforts

under this grant. A more detailed discussion can be found in the

appendices.

Previous work on frozen and equilibrium quasi one dimensional flow in

plasma in MPD thrusters has been extended to include finite rate ionization,

plasma boundary layers, and electrode sheath effects. The quasi one dimen-

sional flow model with finite rate ionization mechanics can quantitively

predict the occurence of onset. Combined with the boundary layer and sheath

theories, electrode erosion rates can be predicted.

A comparison between predicted and experimental onset currents is shown

in Table 1I. The experimental results are from the 20 centimeter straight
coaxial thruster of King. The theoretical prediction assumes a one dimen-

sional channel flow and conserves mass momentum and energy. A rate equation

for Ionization Is Included.

MASS FLOW THEORY EXPERIMENT

(g/s) (kA) (kA)

3 16.8 -16

6 25.2 -27

TABLE 1: Predicted and experimental onset currents are compared for two mass

flows in King's 20 cm coaxial straight thruster.
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Laboratory quasi-steady MPD thrusters typically conduct current through

cathode spots. Spots tend to have very high erosion rates. These high ero-

sion rates severely limit thruster lifetime. In actual space use, thruster I

will likely be run for long periods to time with hot electrodes. Hot .

electrodes permit defuse current conduction and much lower erosion rates.

This study concentrates on the hot electrode case.

To understand the conditions at the plasma electrode interface, a study

of the plasma boundary layer and plasma sheaths has been performed. The

boundary layer theory uses a momentum integral method. Profiles of electron 0

temperature, heavy particle temperature, density, and ionization fraction

can be predicted. Sample profiles are shown in Fig. 1.

A major result of this theory is that the boundary layer thickness 0

strongly depends on the ionization fraction near the wall. Electrons and

ions recombine on the walls and this would tend to make the ionization frac-

tion near the walls small. If it is small, the viscousity is large and the

boundary layer grows rapidly and viscous flow losses can be expected to be

important. If the ionization fraction is not very small, near the wall, the

P. boundary layers grow slowly and viscous losses can be expected to be a small

part.

Erosion from a hot cathode is largely by evaporation. From our bound- ,

ary layer and sheath models, heat transfer to the cathode can be analysed

and cathode temperature distributions predicted. From these predicted ten-

peratures, the erosion rate by evaporation can be predicted. Sample S

predictions are shown in Fig. 2.

The stability of the diffuse mode MPD thruster has been analysed. It

is found that, under some conditions, a thermal run away may occur in which S

.1 the electrode regeneratively heats itself until it melts. This can be

avoided by external cooling of the cathode. The external cooling rate,

however, must be carefully chosen. If the cooling rate is too slow, thermal%

run-away will occur. If it is too fast, the arc will extinguish. 0
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5.0 Interactions

In addition to those reported in previous Ann6al Reports, the following

papers and publications resulted from this grant: 0

V. V. Subramanian and J. L. Lawless, "The Electrical Characteristics of

MPD thrusters," IEEE Conference on Plasma Science, Pittsburgh, I,

Pennsylvania, June 1985 0

V. V. Subramanian and J. L. Lawless, "An Integral method for Two-

Temperature Ionizing Laminar Boundary Layers." accepted for publication

in Physics of Fluids ,

V. V. Subramanian and J. L. Lawless, "Electrode-Adjacent Boundary Layer 4

Flow in Magnetoplasmadynamic Thrusters," Submitted to Physics of Fluids

V. V. Subramanian and J. L. Lawless, "Onset in Magnetoplasmadynamic

.", Thrusters," AIAA-87-1068, presented at the May 1987 AIAA EP conference,

Colorado Springs, Colorado, also submitted to Journal of Propulsion and
Power
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J. L. Lawless and V. V. Subramanian, "Theory on Onset inP

Magnetoplasmadynamic Thrusters," AIAA-85-2039, presented at the AIAA EP

Conference, October 1985, also published in Journal of Propulsion and

Power, Vol. 3, No. 2, p121, March-April 1987

V. V. Subramanian and J. L. Lawless, "Thermal Instabilities of the

Anode in an MPD Thruster," (in preparation) N

E. Richley, H Torab, and J. L. Lawless, "Numerical Simulation of Two-

Temperature MPD thruster Flow," (in preparation)
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To complete the problem description, boundary conditions where T, - (mu + PHW) 1.L is the total thrust. For a planar 4.

are needed at the channel inlet, x- 0, and exit, x-L. Atx-L, channel, V=EH+ V, where V, is the sum of the sheath

we require B= 0. At the inlet x=0, the flow speed is specified, voltage drops. By including the thrust due to pressure, r, dif- D

u = u,. The inlet flow speed, uj is very small; and, for present fers from qL, For the normal operating regime of MPD

--j purposes, it may be taken as approximately zero. Th: value of thrusters, as opposed to electrothermal thrusters, the pressure

N - the magnetic field at the inlet B B, is determined from the ex- component of thrust is small and the two efficiencies agree

perimentally specified total current J by Ampere's law: closely, as will be shown in Sec. IV.
The governing equations described in this section can be '.

B, = pOJ/W (9) solved to determine the electrical characteristics and efficiency

The mass flux F is related to the total mass flow by: of the thruster. This will be done in the following sections.

F=i!(HW) (10) 111. Magnetogasdynamic Choking

The combined action of ohmic heating and Lorentz body

The performance of the MPD thruster can be characterized force can cause a flow in a constant-area hannel to accelerate

by its efficiency. We will define two efficiencies. Although the from subsonic to supersonic. Since both of these effects are

definitions are different, they agree closely over the range of large in the MPD thruster, variation in the channel cross-

i e rtion .re d irt, theparee cy ver thearangesofe sectional area may be unimportant even if it is present. This

MPDoperation. efficiency, which isdefined byas thermodynamiso of the section will develop the condition for this choking to occur in

done by the electromagnetic force to the total electrical power the self-field flow of a nonideal gas obeying equation of state

d t r c t trin, Eq. (4).

In Rewriting Eqs. (I) and (4) in differential form, combining
L dthem with Eqs. (2) and (3) to eliminate dp and dp using Eq.

11L 0  j 0  (II) (5) to eliminate j, and solving for the velocity gradient yields

When the integrand in Eq. (11) is rearranged, the Lorentz effi- I du I I ( 8 h E dB

ciency is seen to be the weighted average over the power of the -d M 2 - 1 p,3h/8p Ip k0 P I, -W

ratio of the back-EMF to the electric field:

-"2 - s0 (, jdx (12) where M=u/a is the Mach number and a is given by" (

I *(phuplp)/( -1pahlap,,) (16)-

I .IE 
a Is the acoustic speed of sound in a gas obeying equation of

state Eq. (4).16 For the special case of an ideal gas, Eq. (16)

It is then evident from Eq. (13) that for efficient thruster reduces to the conventional expression.

I operation it is necessary to operate in a regime where the back- It is seen that Eq. (I5) Is singular at M - I. For continuous

! EMF is comparable to the electric field. This means that the acceleration through M- 1, it is required that

back-EMF onset mechanism, discussed in Sec. V., is expected _!

to be important in efficient thrusters. E-Pa8 1 (17)

"J The second type of efficiency is conventionally used to aP,.

define overall propulsion system performance:
where * represents quantities evaluated at the sonic point,

q (TI/2m)/(JV) (14) M- I. Equation (17) is the choking condition. It relates the

. "q. . .", % '% % N •% " ',- ',% % ,-'
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electric field E to the back-EMF at the choking point, a'B'. The two solutions to quadratic Eq. (23) may be readily written ,
This will play a central role in the prediction of back-EMF in- in terms of B and the sonic quantities .,,..

duced onset discussed in Sec. V.
Equation (17) can be interpreted in terms of classical U Q" -.4J) (25)

gasdynamics, Ohmic heating tends to drive a gas toward M= 1and the magnetic body force tends to drive the nlow away from•

M= I." Equation (17) determines the electric field necessary where
to provide the right amount of ohmic heating to drive the flow
just to M- I where the body force can accelerate it to super- 5 B2

sonic speeds. -- Ii -2(I + I
This choking condition has been previously studied for the 8 B'.

special case of an ideal gas. Resler and Sears'9,'° considered
such choking for an applied-field calorically-perfect flow. The upper sign in Eq. (25) represents the solution for super-
King et al.' studied choking in self-field flow for the special sonic flow and the lower sion is fot subsonic flow. Eq. (25)
case of a gas obeying the equation of state h = h (Pip). The shows that u/a ° is a function of BIB' with SO as a parameter.
case of a self-field calorically-perfect flow will be considered Combining Eq. (25) with conservation of mass Eq. (20), p can
in the next section, and the more general case of self-field be found:
choking in a nonideal gas will be addressed in Sec. VI.

IV. Frozen Flow Model 2 (26)

The concept of back-EMF onset is most easily understood P"

in the special case of a constant-composition (frozen) Eq. (26) determines pip" as a function of BIB' with S" as a

calorically perfect plasma. In this section, the solution for the parameter. Combining Eq. (25) with momentum conservation "%.

flow profiles for frozen flow is presented. The flow in this case Eq. (21), the pressure P can be found:

is found to be characterized by a single nondimensional "[+ :"f-

parameter. This parameter, the magnetic force number, is P.Fae.g_&+._.LF =4 ---- (271*
closely related to the experimental onset parameterP/M. L 2 2 2 11 - 2

.r.. The flow of a fully-ionized one-temperature plasma is
modeled. Because ionization and recombination reaction rates Eq. (27) determines PIFa' as a function of BIB' with S" as a
are not considered in this section, this is called the frozen flow parameter. The relationship between B and position x can be
model. With electronic excitation neglected, this assumption found by combining Ohm's law ( Eq. (5) ], Ampere's law ( Eq.
of a fully ionized flow permits a simple expression for (6)], and choking condition (Eq. (19)]:
enthalpy: d

5 ,, -- a'B - uB (28) s.

: 5 k T += P ( 1 8 ) 2
m, mA 2  , A .O

From Eqs. (25-27), it is seen that SO, defined by Eq. (24), is a • :'
Substituting this frozen flow enthalpy into the choking condi- very important parameter. S" is the magnetic force number2' P %

tion, Eq. (17), gives evaluated at the choking point, and displays the relative im-
portance of magnetic pressure and gas dynamic kinetic energy

E=--5 aB* (19) density: 0

This choking condition determines the electric field and S Bo 2 (2
defines the operating region. B'i/2p'u' = kinetic energy density (29)

"-, To obtain an analytic solution, the conservation equations kns
for mass (Eq. (1)), momentum (Eq. (7)], and energy (Eq. This magnetic force number S" is very closely related to the '.e

(8)] may be rewritten for frozen flow in terms of the sonic onset parameter P2/,h, which is used by experimentalists to
quantities: correlate data. Using Ampere's law [Eq. (9)], mass flux

pu=F=p'a" (20) definition [Eq. (10)], and the definition of SO, [Eq. (24)]
yields

B2 B°2 J fya 1S (30) 
+FM+*+01+(21) -- - (30

where x = B,/B' is typically about 1. .. •
%F +F-+ EB = a *' +F-+--(22) Limits on operating values of S" can quickly be established.

2 me 2 Po First, for Eq. (25) to have a real solution, it is necessary that %

f2 >4t. This occurs for the trivial case of SO =0 or S' >6.4. '#
,. Combining Eqs. (18-22), the following quadratic equation for For a physical solution, it is also necessary that P>0. Ex- 1.,.%'d

u is obtained: amination of Eq. (27) shows that this limits SO to values less 4%.
than 14.0. In light of Eq. (30), this upper limit on S" could Id

( 5 S ( B2 ) signify onset. In the next section, however, a more severe limit *
U \ \' -2) -2),- than SO < 14.0 will be found. , 0

The behavior of these solutions is illustrated in several
/5 ( ) + figures. Figure 2 shows the variation of the nondimensional '

+ -- S. I-1- +I a* -0 (23) exit speed (u,/a') vs the parameter S'. The top portion of the
curve represents the supersonic branch of the solution,

YA where whereas the bottom portion gives the subsonic branch. The
supersonic flow profiles for three values of S* are shown in

S= B'1/(pAP'a' 2 ) (24) Fig. 3. The thruster efficiency for the supersonic flow branch

O 'n ,r
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is shown in Fig. 4. This figure shows that the two definitions twice during the Integral, which is hence singular and
tor efficiency presented in Sec. 11 are in close agreement. meaningless.
SIn summary., analytical relations between u, p, P and B have The physical significance of this limit can be round by
been round. The solutions contained SO, the magnetic force returning to the governing equations, Eqs. (1-6). If at some %d,
number evaluated at the choking point, as a parameter. The location in the thruster E-uB, then from Ohm's law, [Eq. %
solution was round assuming a fully-ionized compositionally- (5)] no current flows. If no current flows, no magnetic force % I

frozen flow. Approximations such as isothermal flow or In- acts on the plasma [see Eq. (7)] and no ohmic heating occurs V
finite magnetic Reynolds number have not been made. The (see Eq. (8)]. Consequently, the plasma flows at constant
next section reveals how this solution predicts a new speed and temperature. Further, if no current flows, the
mechanism of onset. In Sec. VI, how the solution is affected magnetic field is constant [see Eq. (6)). All this implies that if

Svwby ionization rates is discussed. E-uB somewhat in the channel, then it will be true that
E-uB at all points downstream. It this is so, the boundary

V. Onset condition of B - 0 at x-L cannot be met no matter how long
This section explains how the simple model of the previous the thruster. Thus, it is necessary that uB<E for all locations

lsection predicts onset. Onset appears as a limitation on the within the channel.
Tvalues SO, as defined in Eq. (24) or Eq. (29), may assume in The limit of uB<E for the analogous case o plasma ac-
,9. the supersonic mode. This limit is a consequence or combining celerators with applied magnetic fields is well-known. It was

Ohm's law with the flow solutions. The behavior of the back- first studied by Resler and Sears"' 20 and has since appeared in "

EMF will be considered first. The effect of back-EMF on textbooks.21'

.Ohm's law is then considered from mathematical and physical This value of S 8.52 at which E= uB can therefore be
viewpoints, considered as the onset limit, indicating a regime of operation

The behavior of the back-EMF, uB, is considered first, beyond which the flow can no longer be supersonic. Using Eq.
Near the inlet, the flow speed u is very small, so uB is small. (30), this limit can be restated dimensionally:
Near the exit. uB is again small because B-0. Somewhere ,,a

near the middle of the thruster, the back-EMF, uB, peaks. s8.2 (32)
This is shown in Fig. 5 for various values of S. m PO 2

An important relationship between the electric field E and
the back-EMF uB can be found if Ohm's law is considered. Eq. (32) correlates the experimental data of Malliaris et al.5
Combining Ohm's law [Eq. (5)] with Ampere's law [Eq. (6)] very well. This is shown in Fig. 6. This success does not prove
and integrating yields the existence of back-EMF onset, however, because the scaling

laws for anode mass starvation onsetl ." are similar.
-It dB The reason back-EMF should rise raster than the electric ,

L o poc(E-uB) (31) field can be explained with some scaling behavior. From
Ampere's law [Eq. (6)] B scales directly with J. From the V

N. where L is the thruster length, B, the magnetic field at x=0, choking condition [Eq. (17)] E scales roughly with J, and %
and a the plasma electrical conductivity. The relationship be- from conservation of momentum [Eq. (2)], u scales roughly
tween u and B is given by Eq. (25). For frozen flow, the elec- with J./m. Thus, as one increases the current, the back-EMF, %

tric field E is given by the choking condition [Eq. (19)). This which scales as in/m, increases faster than E, which scales as t,
,. is also plotted in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5, it is seen that as S" in- J. This leads ultimately to current blocking.

creases from 7.0 to 8.5, the peak back-EMF approaches the This paper does not attempt to establish the flow conditions
-electric field. This tends to make the denominator in Eq. (31) after onset has occurred. For S° >8.52, the smoothly ac-

small. As the peak back-EMF reaches the electric field, the in- celerating supersonic solution discussed in Sec. IV is not
tegral indicates that an infinite length thruster Is necessary, possible. Thus, some largely subsonic flow is expected. By
This occurs at S° 8.52. For higher S° , E-uB changes sign energy conservation [Eq. (8)], a subsonic flow would likely

200-
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have a higher temperature. Thus higher erosion rates, by 20
evaporation as well as by sputtering, are expected.

Back-EMF onset also affects the efficiency. It was shown
earlier in Eqs. (12) and (13) that for thruster operation with a
high Lorentz efficiency, it is necessary to operate in a regime 15
with a high average value of UBE. Since back-EMF onset . .,u
restricts the peak value of uBiE to one, its average must be
much less (see Fig. 5). Thus, back-EMF onset restricts the effi-

4ciency as well as SO.
0

VI. EffecOt of lonilon

The previous section considered back-EMF onset quan-
titatively in the frozen flow model. In this section, the effect of
non-zero ionization rates is included. This is done first under
the equilibrium and secondly under the nonequilibrium 5
assumptions. It is found that ionization rates have a strong ef-
feet on the choking condition and thus on the appearance of
back-EMF onset. %

For both the frozen flow and equilibrium flow limits, the
magnetogasdynamic choking condition can be written as o ,_ _ _ _ _ _ 0,

0 5000 1000 15000 20o00
E ah (33) T [KJ

787 ,  p  I,. Fig. 7 The electric eld determined by Ihe choking condition. Eq.
(17), platted against temperture at the cbokiag point for the two

For frozen flow of a monatomic gas, the right-hand side of eam of equilibrium and frozen flow.
Eq. (33) has the value of 5/2. The equilibrium calculation
causes the right-hand side of Eq. (33) to be up to an order of
magnitude larger. This is shown in Fig. 7. The major dif- represents the dependence of the electric field on the ioniza-
ference between the two limits is that an important part of the tion rate at the sonic point. The physical significance of the
change in enthalpy in equilibrium is due to the change in the relative magnitude of these two terms can be found by
ionization fraction. The right-hand side of Eq. (33) oscillates rewriting the above equation in the following nondimensional
in the equilibrium model as the plasma progresses through form:
successive ionization stages.

The difference in thermodynamics has an important effect E 5 p el do (37)
on back-EMF onset. Since the equilibrium model can predict J*U'mA r x 37
large electric fields, the occurrence of back-EMF blocking is
delayed. This is why King et al.I did not rind evidence of onset Consider a unit volume of the plasma as it travels a distance
over the range of parameters used in their numerical dx. (pe1 /mA)da is the energy added to ionization.jBdx is the
calculation. work done by the magnetic field to accelerate the plasma.

The nature of the choking condition with nonequilibrium Thus, the second term on the right of Eq. (37) measures the
ionization can be analyzed as follows. A plasma composed of ratio of energy going into ionization to the work done in ac-
electrons, neutrals. and once-ionized ions is considered. In celerating the plasma.
nonequilibrium, the equation of state [Eq. (4)) must be The ionization rate da/dx is found in a nonequilibrium
replaced by model from a rate equation: 11

h=h(P,,a) (34)da k/pa(I-c) kp 2 o' I. 3

where o is the ionization fraction. Proceeding exactly as mAu M ,4U

before, we can combine the governing equations in differential
form with the new equation of state Eq. (34), solve for the The frozen flow model is found as the limit in which k1 and k '--

velocity gradient, and obtain the following nonequilibrium approach zero. If k1 and ki, approach infinity, the equilibrium

choking condition: model is recovered.
In this section. the choking condition for frozen and ¢. -4

aO equilibrium flow have been compared. Fig. 7 showed a large ,

EP a - i -a d (35) quantitative difference between these two limits. Using a
tD/" J ,,,.x generalized equation of state [Eq. (34)), the magnetogas- _•

dynamics choking condition was extended to non-equilibrium
where refers to quantities evaluated at the sonic point, flow in Eq. (35). It was shown that the importance of the "0

. The above shows the effect of ionization rates on the electric ionization term in the choking condition was determined by
field explicitly. the relative rate at which energy enters ionization to the rate at . .,

, Neglcting again elctronic excitation, an analytic form for which work is done on the flow at the choking point.
. the equation of state can be found:

h -h(Pa) (5P/2P) + (ae/mA) (36) VII. Summary and Conclusions 0

A model of one-dimensional plasma flow in the MlPD %
Using Eq. (36). the choking condition Eq. (35) may be thruster has been presented. Three different thermodynamic
simplified to models have been used: frozen flow. equilibrium flow, and

nonequilibrium flow. Because of its simplicity, an analytical
3 p*a*e do solution was found for the frozen flow case. A single ".,.

E- jmA dx,.. parameter, S, governed the solution. SO was shown tobe pro-
portional to the well-known experimental parameter J1/M.

Observe that the first term on the right-hand side is the elec- Onset appeared in this model through the nonintuitive result
tric field from the frozen flow theory and the second ierm thai. for a sufficiently larae SO. the electric field is insufficient .
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ONSET IN MAGNETOPLASMADYNAMIC THRUSTERS0
WITH FINITE RATE IONIZATION*

V. V. S-Abramen - nr

PtsugPennsylvania 15213

u ft Comnment of velocity along the charincl. in the .Abstract

directionQuasi one-dmnensionial self-fielid flow In a .6

ma~ielplama~wmc truseris anlyzedincluding th ffc U ft~ u * -componcnt or velocity along the chainnel in the x a

f no-eqiliriu ionzaton. Thi thory.lik th frzen direction. normalized by the speed of sound at the ionic point

flow theory. predicts the occurrence of the destructive "onset" ~* Ailcodnt ntedrcino iefo ligl
channelpliemoincrnon due to an excessive back-EMF. Comparison fato

aSj a Ionization frcto %
betweein this theory and experiments oma a straight coaxial _

thruster is given and shownt to he Food withiii the limits of ~ asdlst

o - Electrical coiiductivity
quasi one-dimensioiiatity. The back-EMF onset mechanism IsSpeofsudatesnipit
also shown here to be miuunced by wall friction and heat ~ * Sedo on ttm oi on

transfer. and a choking condition incorporating these effects is = Magnetice field at the sonic pomint

derived. h' Eiithalpy per uiiit mass at the sonic point

sound rea ofchanne Current denity at the soniicoit point

Nomeclatre -Pressure at the sonic point

A Crs-sclio~l rea r canne r Temperature at the soanic point

B Magetic od -Position of the sonic point
B IB - Nom-dinesionalized maptictic field a* - ionizatir, fraction at the sois- roint

E*Electric fietd p* Mass density at the sonic point

P - E/a*B* - Non-diuensionalized electric field w*- Electrical coniductivity at the sonic point

F Pu -Mass flux B, - Magnetic field at the inlet. x a 0

h = Enthalpy per unit mass Cu . Drag coefficient 1 7

I-Current density D, Hydraulic diameter%

k B foltzmann's constant h - Effective heat transfer coefficient

L - Length of channmel. or thruster length kb Three-body recombination rate constant

M au/a - Mach number A Ionization rate constant

P * Pressure M4 Atomic mass

* r = Teimperaturc r Walt temperature

a.. 7V Temperature sion-diiensionalized by the = First ioniziation energy

teinperature at the sonic point p feritwability of free space

1. Introduction

thusters has primarily beeii limited by the onset phenomenon.

1rh . 17 N. J-oA:511 This Thenoerforncolctel o fe to irasd eroinmct of

Coigbs (9 Am it g taste or 4e.q r se and
Awromeuiln. Inc.. t1. AN ris ta ed

%0



thruster components and large voltage oscillations. for steady Pxecsxary Its suslain suprsrottic flow ain t1w NPD thuster, is

operation at a critical current with fixed mass flow and de-teraihed by the requaremelutit that the accelcration' frim

Scmtr. Ose a frtobevd xeimnalyadsic, subsonic to supersonic flow lake place in a smooths fashiosi.
geThisry Oonseto was ririt obese txeriestat choid conitncew.th

there have beens scveral theorctical attempts to understand aid Thscnii ws nwnatechigcodin. Nw th5'

quantify it. Exsting theories of oiset :. J.4.6.7myb electric field also had to satisfy the coaastrait iaiiposed by

classified into three major categories. These are the anode Ohim's law which specified tike magnitude of the field nccessary

starvation theries that partially account for the Hall to draw all the applied current. Lawless et al. also showed

i effect '2 ' th. s tha 'con for th leroyanis that frozein MP) flow was parametrizcd by the niagnetic force
nube S. which thenun relte toe theodnmi& oneIaaee ht

iiid those that consider the MPD discharge in the unsteady nubrS.wihte rladtoikostprmtrtats

used by experimntalists to define the olise lanit. Both
m&coinstraints on the electric field could be Satisfied for steady *A

Bcueof the complexity of the problem. several flow only* for all values of s* beow a critical limit. This

COiin1ptifviiig asaaisptioiis have beein used in each of the theories. litoi 5' raslld t alii n he xpinitll
Bakimht on S'. trhnbin.e ad Matie en pi. have assermeenthat
Bakht r a.. hubn.andMarine ora/ hae asumd tat measured onset parameter aiid correlated well with the

the flo* usi the MPD thruster is isothermal and thereby experimecntal data of Malliaris et al". This conflict between
climinated the energy equation. Ins addition. Shubin and teeeti il ecsr t r' 1 h ple utn n

Martinez et a/. have considered the magnetic Reynolds number teeeti il eesr o uesncfo lacii~

tob niie h akEF ter" aen uh value of the currenit, is interpreted to be onset. 1
assumptions but considered the MPD flow to be fully ioniized

a nd frozen ( i.e. zero ionization raie). The appearance of onsetTh efct fte iztinreattesic oit n
4*_ the choking condition has been discussed by Lay less of #/.%

i% n this theory was found to be strongly affected by the They shwdIa h.eetiJiedncsay.o h ;"

assumptions regarding the thermodynamic&. However. the Hall ThyVoe htteeeti il icsa3 frcoii

effect which was partially included in the anode starvation deesstogyo thinzaonreath oucpn.Te

therie, ws ngletedin he ackEMFthery.arger that rate, the larger the electric field imust be in order r
theoies.was eglctedin te bck-EF thory

to sustain a supersoinic flow. Consequcintly. ionization rates .

The back-EIVMF theory differs from the other theories.

1-rom the experuiieintal results of Barnett$. it is evident that the coto ttria olae ntc mlcaino isrsl e.
is that the ionization rates iiay coiitrol the appearanice of onaset

predictions of the anode starvation theories would be severely b h nkEFnehauu. I hsppr h feto

affected by the injection of a small amount of mass near the byte uc-M mchns. I tisperteefcto

realistic ionization rates Oil detcruiiiing the electrical
downstream end of the anode. This would have no effect on

characteristics aiid ois coslrolling the appearaice of back-EMf
the back-EMP theory. The differeiice between the back-EF.M

onset A ill be exaiied using1 a quasi- ID non-equilibriumIe%
theory and the unsteady instability) theories is that onset by a

theory. This paper A ill uiidtrscore the importance of
dominant hock-EMY appears iii the steady state. The fact that cosdeigte ealdter dnmcs fMID lw. N -

the assuasiplions made in the back-EMP theory are different eqibru iozaonMD fw wth netrilyapid

fro th oter heoiesiii~caes hatthephscalmecaiisms magnetic field has beeni considered previously by Seals and 'V
responsible for oniset are different. There as however aai'* Hwvr thydditatep anelntino

insufficient experimental information on a uniform geometry at ne. Frhroe hi nayi a etitd t h
onset turherore thei analysise wasc retice toes theeet n

this tam, t detrmie wich f tese diffrcit Oast operation of the thruster its the electrothermal niode. The non- S..

preictonsoccr irs uiderwhch stuptiniequilibrium theory pres~ented herein will he used specifically in%

S" The becla-EMF theory will now be summarized. k~ing of order to predict and quaiilify miscltia) self-field MPD thrusters. %-S

a/. and Lawless et al. have shown that the electric field Tegvrigeutoso us-D fo ilh ie

2
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11 section I. followed by a discussion of rate. dn/dx in the non-equilibrium theory Is then found from

magnetoplnsmadynamic choking iN section 111. Non-equilibrium the rate equalwan:

fnow is discussed in section IV and comparisons with tl. de kApht I - n) kp a

experimenits of King t a/.I" ii are given i section V. The dx mAU mA;U

effects of w'all friction and hest transfer on the where i Is tie ionization fraction. and k and kb are the

magnetoplasmadynamic choking of quasi-ID non-equilibrium Ionization and recombination rate constants respectively. The"/-

flow is discussed in section VI. followed by the summary and frozen flow model is found as the limit in which I, and kb

conclusions in section VI1. approach zero. If A and kb approach infinity, the equilibrium '

model is recovered. The rate constants have been obtained
IL Govering Equations from the work of Mansbach and Keck

"  
for the non-

The governing equations of quasi i-D constant area e'c sequilibrium ioiiaion case. These are: .

channel flow under the assumptions of negligible viscous ,
48jrlO-* .

effect, Hall effect, and heat transfer have been previously - exp{- j/|,

described"''" The only difference in the non-equilibrium

case is that the equation of state is modified. Following the b T:

work of Lawless et *I.6. the conservation equations for a where A, is in cmuz/sec and k as nrn/e

plasma consisting of neutral atoms. singly ionized atoms, and b n cm
4 sec

Normally. for equilibrium flow. two indepcndent properties
electrons is:

such as P and p are required to define a thmurmodynamac state.
mass: pU c F constant 'I-

For non-equilibrium flow, a third independent property such as
) ,'Momentum: P +Fu + constant %2

M n :u a2n,, a is required to completely determine the thermodynamic

state'3 . In order to complete the formulation of the problem.Pu2  E8 U V,
Energy Fh+-+- - constant boundary conditions are required. This will be discussed in2 P.

section IV where the simplified equations of aion-equilibriumSstate: h h iP~p .#) (4) , .taeh*hPpaflow will he given. The introduction of the non-equilibrium

Ohm's law: at E- uS) (5) equation of state. Eq. (4). and the rate equation. F.q. (7)

modifies the magnetoplasmadynamic choking condition. This

where is is obtained from: af. + -) will be discussed next.
a C S.

where o. is the conductivity due to electron-neutral collisions 111. Magneloplit.adynaric Choking 1

and ff, is the coulomb portion of the conductivity. The Magnetoplasmadynamac chokig in the MPD thruster was

expressions for e, and a. have been summarized by King". first discussed by King ta Subsequently. Lawless et a/.

Wi also have:
have examined the choking condition for frozen flow and "

d8 (6)Ampere's las- - -. *,. equilibrium flow assumptions, and round that the ionization
dx

rate has a strong effect on the appearance of back-EMF onset.
-" The ioniiIonl and recombination rocesses are modelhl.d-,

according toni Ar + e q-A A* e a + In this section. the effect of finite ionization rates on MPD
Iceordchokin wil he discussed.+ €.•

.,here the left hand side represents ionization due to electron choking will be discussed. ".

.0 imipact (P ) with a neutral atom (Ar). and the right hand side The nature of the choking condition with nonequilibrin

represents three hody recombination with two electrons and a ionization can be analyzed as follows. Consider a plasma .%

o,. singly ionized atom (A* ). This reaction is likely to be one composed of electrons, neutrals. and singly ionized atoms. In

of the dominant processes its the MPD thruster. The ionization non-equilibrium, the equation of state is given by Eq. (41.

3
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S Procelidno; exact|) as Laless ef &l.. we can combine the inass: / F D pe (10)
P0

movernig equations in dffentatl form with the new equatin momentUm:

of sate Eq. (4). solve for the velocty grdient. require IV

P + FU- P + F.smooth acceleration tlvough the sonic point, and obtain the 2#p (Il

following non-equtilibrim choking condition: doenerg)

E~pa - 1p, PI --
ap P .I . - A t) E a+ S EB2

where the superscrpt v refers to a quantity evaluated at Ie stte:

sonic point. Equation Eq. (8) shows the effect of ionization pkT

le rats oni the electric field explicitly. Neglecting again IMA

elcctrouic excitation. an analytic form for the equation of state h = -lie )
-  

- (14)

can be found. 2 MA MA ,

2
P m"' 3 MA

lre , is the first ionization energy. Using Eq. (9) the choking coidition:

choking condition Eq. (9) may he simplified to: E 5 i,,F, do
-~ = I _- (16)

5 par4 d a** 2 a'o'M, dB '*'

E- -a' 0* --- + ae F
2 pjm d x .. r t e d kA F a~ t - a ) b ! ,1 70

Observe that the first term on the right hand side is the d2 k -- k17)dx m u mn u
3  

r

electric field from the frozen flow theory and the second term dx A

represents the dependence of the electric field on the ionization Ampere's & Ohm's laws:

rate at the sonic points. The frozen flow limit Is recovered - dO (IS) Si1-- = o'E-UB,

p.dx-hen the second term is set equal to zero. and the equilibrium 0

flow limit is recovered when the second term is set equal to The pressure and enthalpy may be eliminated using Eq. 113)

Its maximum value at equilibrium, and Eq. (14). Equations Eq. (17) and Eq. ( IS) may also be

J.NN combined to yield a single differential equation for da/dB.
In this section, the magneloplasmadynamic choking Thus. the equations Eq. (10) through Eq. (18 may be put into

condition for non-equilibrium flow with a generalized equation t
the following' non-dimensional forms:

of state has been reviewed. This chokiig condition has 34 1+ -)" $'N 8 S, 191
. . 4. - -+- +--

Incorporated in it. equilibrium and frozen 'ow limits as 5( 1+"')U 5 2 S

special cases. With the electric field determined by the

1( I+ oiT U.201-~choking condition given in this section. the solution of the -1 + + +S' 2 + Ts ' +, (
2 I+a - +' 0

governing equations will be discussed next.
5 f da (211

IV. Non-Equilibrium Channel Flow E- %,7 dS t " " .

The governing equations for quai-ID MPD flow hale d,- -m ak Fa - I".)

already been discussed in section I1. In this section. It dt p,.0m, u'am-Va" ( t- S

Foverning equations will be combined to give simpler no i vhi.r- and were given in section I. and the int.cra l'

dmmensiomalized equatios which wilt then be solved numerically form of Ampere's law .Eq. (18) when non-dimensionalircd

i in section V. We begin by rewritig the equations of section yields' S

II in terms of the respective quantities evaluated at the sonic L * 0
point: ,o

4 ,
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An interesting feature in these equations is the presence of the natural to impose the siae Ile this steady slate theory. The -

inon-duenstonal parameter. S*. This S' is the same magnetic total current to the thruster is also fixed. This implies from

force number that appears in the frozen flow theory of equation (6) of section II that at a given current level. the :5

Lawless of a/. However. the equations of non-equilibrium magnetic field at the inlet 0 is fixed. Thus the maglnetic

flow are sufficiently more complicated that limits on S' may field at the somc point S' would be fixed to within less than -

not be as easily established as in the frozen flow theory. 10% of a.. Hence. 8' may he specified as a boundary

Equations Eq. (19) through Eq. (23) must therefore be solved condition at x a x*, and a reasonable initial guess is obtained

to calculate the onset limit, from (6). Next. since the thruster length is fixed in the

To complete te description of quasi-ID non-equilibrium experiments, the parameters &* and 7r are varied in a realistic
fasio uontiet the descrgtio caclae bysl Eq.n-e3) librims -h

MPD channel flow. boundary conditions are required. In the fashton until the length calculated by Eq. (23) matches the p9.

quasi-steady operation of the MPD thruster'. the weakly ionized length in the given r rnn.i•nt. ii this nner. profiles of all
the variables are computed for a given current and mass flo. -

flow enters the channel x a 0 at a slow speed and low .The predictions of the non-equilibrium theory are then

temperature. Within a short distance of less than a centimeter. T

the plasma is accelerated to Mach I mainly due to ohmic compared with experimentally measured values of electric fields

thean onseta curet forlrae ao giaen mas malow rate.ohmc
heating. Beyond the sonic point, the electromagnetic force and onset currents for a given mass fow rate.

accelerates the plasma to supersonic speeds. At the exit x m L, This section has focused on the simplified governing

the magnetic field. 1 is nearly zero. equations of the quasi-ID non-equilibrium theory. In the next

The matheiaticnl description of the fow is given by Section. this theory will be used to predict electrical

equations Eq. (19 t hroug~h E_.q. 23l. The above set of characteristics and onset. Comparisons will then he made with ,-"

the experimental results of King" obtained from a 20 cm. long
equations Eq. (19) through Eq. (23) may be taken to

contitute a system of five equations in the five unknowns u, straight coaxial thruster. It will be shown that at a certain

T. a. E. and L with 8' and S as parameters. The value of the current, the length constraint imposed by the %

independent variable is taken here to be the magnetic field. B. integral form of Ampere's law Eq. (23) cannot be satisfied for

This formulation simplifies the system of equations but reduces steady rlow. This is interpreted as onset in the non-
Ja

the problem to a two-point boundary value problem. Therefore equilibrium ionization theory. just as in the frozen flow and

a manual shooting method is used. The mass flow rate is equilibrium flow theories.

taken as given and constant. The channel cross sectional area V. Comparison with Experiment

is constant and fixed. The boundary conditions are as follows. A quasi-ID non-equilibrium MPD theory was developed

'r The magnetic field 9'. the temperature r". and the ionization
in the previous sections. This section will focus on the

fraction &' at the sonic point are specified as the boundary ssolution of these equations, present some results, and comprare . J

conditions at x x*. The integration of Eq. (23) fs then 9,'-

these with the experiments of King". Other experimental
performed in the two separate directions toward the inlet, and results exist. the most detailed of these having been obtained ,

toward the exit. The sum of these lengths before and after the rob
by BarnettI on plasma flow conditions at onset. However.

p sonic point then is required to match the given length of the these nieasuremeuts were made on the "'benchmark'" thruster

thruster. /_ If the calculated length does not match the given t.h"
which is characterired by a protrusion at the anode (see

' length, then 7" and a* are varied until the correct length has

Fig. 1). The theory developed in this paper considers a one-
been calculated. •

dimensional straight channel Isee Fig. 2). For this re-son, the

The physical significance of the manner in which the data of King" which were taken from the straight channel

houndary conditions are specified will now be addressed. The coaxial 20 cm. long t:irt i;er. hav been chosen for comparison.

total mass flow is fixed in the esperiments. Hence it is

Nr U,



The mathematical descriplsuo along %ith the boundary until the computed Iclngth is ft 20 cm. In the results that

conditions hais been discussed t section IV. The numerical have been obtained. a' is kept constant at 0.001 until

algorilhn sill nb% be summarized. Given the quantities 0', r - 14000 K. At r a 14000 K. a' is varied from 0.001 to i'

and a' at the sonic point, the mass flow th. the channel 1.0. Once &*a l. then T' is allowed to increase beyond

A idth W. and the channel height H. the right hand side of the 14000 K. The limit of "* = 14000K is chosen because at this

integral form of Ampere's law Eq. 123) is computed by temperature, the ionization rate begins to become large. In

integration from /0*,, I to B/ a0. The integrand of this way the parameters a' aud 7- are varied in a physically

Eq. (23) depends on u. T. B. a. and the quantities at the consistent manner. It is found that the solution wa not ry

sonic point. u and T can he obtained as a function of t.a. sensitive to the way in which a* and T' were increased.

and the quantities at the sonic point by solving Eq. (19) and Solutions to the quasi-ID nOU-cqiilibrium equations have

Eq. 120) simultaneously. This gives: thus been generated for mass flows of 3 g/sec and 6 g/sec of

YL I - 4 )t, (24) Argon propellant. The measured electric fields of King" ''~4 4

hevc 
varied widely over the channel cross section as well as along

S the channel. due to non-uniform mass flow across the channel.i y, - i+-.S"(-91, v. " J6+$SI--b},,)

Electric field measurements were taken near a location where

Y and the electric field was a maximum. Consequently. the data of

mAt: King have been redu,!d by a factor of 0.53 in order to

5 5 - 5a) compare with the predictions of this quasi one-dimensiousal
To + -+s ( (-i5).

,-1 3 l+& 3 6 (1+.) theory. The value of 0.53 was determined by comparing the

Next. if the conditions at the sonic point are specified, the electric field measured at a specific location to the value of .

electric field may be calculated from equation Eq. (21) and the field averaged over the length of the thruster as well as ....:
E~q. (22). Then the difhtrcnial equation Eq. (22) is integrated over the cross section. The electric field versus current curves

integration of the differential equation is rather complicated by Fig. Sfor a mass to/ . T usec u

Fig. 4 fort at masshflo of 6 gtsec. The continuous curve

tthis equation is numericall "stif. represents the results obtained from the non-equilibrium theory.

Consequently. an IMSL (International Mathematical Subroutine T "

__The experimental data of King"*1 are plotted as discrete
U Library) routine DGEAR is employed. This routine uses the points.

algorithm of Gear 'which is specially equipped to handle stiff

systems. DGEAR is used to solve Eq. (22) and the result Is It can e seen that on the basis of this comparison, the
.: ~ ~~~non-e quihtbrlu m theor y predicts t he sha pe or the elecctric field ,

usd to evaluate the ntegirand in Eq. (23) at various stages of vesscrnt uve ey ti Frhrme.tis n

the numerical integration. In this manner, the thruster length e

fro quantitative agreement with experimental results within the
64 from the sonic point to the exit is computed. In a similar

bounds of deviation from quasi one-dinensionality. This is
manner, the length upstream of the sonic point is computed.

observed for both 3 g/see and 6 P/see experiments. The e

% € As expected. the legth beteen the intlet and the sonic point isbs n cei

found to he lypically much smaller than I cm. The distaice major accomplislnents of tle theory are the pper points in

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. where the calculated values end. These are .,- between the sonic pint and the exit is to a ,vcry good -'i

the onset points in the theory. Thzse are tlie currents at which
• .. approximation. the total length of the thruster. This calculated t iit sts the

no steady solutions could be found that %oull satisfy the
length is then compared to the length of 20 cm. used in King's' length constraint dictated by Eq. (23). The current level J-

experimentsL If the lengths match. then a solution has been ld)
where the discrete 61lo pontts end ,pnly the operatig point

obtained for the current level corresponding to 01. If the wsifn

I lengths do not match. then the inputs a' aid r are varied
%

I .%I1



where onset was reached in the experiment. As can be seen and conductivilty. tis.ioud tw sonlic Moint. the vh,city is

from Fit. 3 and Hg. 4. the prediction of the oiset current by increasing and the nnain.ti licid is decreasing. "This causes 11, 6,

the quasi-ID non-equilibrium theory is in excellent agreement the beck-EMF to increase and reach a maximum somewhere in .I

^ r%.with the experimental results. A numerical comparison of the middle of the thruster. This makes E- uB decrease and
these theoretically predicted onset currents and King's reach a minimum somewhere in the middle. Consequently. the

experimentally measured onset currents are summarized in Table current density decreases and reaches a minimum ii the ceter

1. Furthe.Barnett has also observed that the ack-EMF is of the thruster. and then increases sharply near the exit because

very large war the onset limit fr the "hnchiark'" thruster. or, the sharp increase ii condrctivity caused b% the rmtic

This may be a further indication that the onset observed in the temperature. Thus far, quasi-ID MPD flow has been

MPD thruster maybe due to the back-EMF current blocking considered without friction and heal transfer. The cffct of

mechanism presented in this paper. these on magnetoplasmadynaruic choking will be examrncd in

the next section.

In addition to giving the electrical characteristics, the

quasi-ID theory also provides variations of various quantities VI. MPD Choking with Wall Friction and Heat Transfer -. '

along the Ieiigth of the thruster. Typical profiles of velocity. The previous sections of this chapter have considered 0

temperature. ionization fraction, and current density are shown quasi-ID MPD flow under the non-cquilibrium assumption. % o
in Fig. 5. Fig. 6. Fig. 7. and Fig. S. These were computed However certain effects have beci excluded in order to ciable

for a mass flow rate of 3 g/sec. Some or the features of the a simple solutin to the problem. These include friction. heat

profiles require clarification. The velocity (Fig. 5) is seen to transfer. and the Halt eflt. (, this sectmi. frictin and heat

oincrease mo•tonically until near the exit. where it decreases, transfer wilt be partially mchudcd n theory n

This is because ohmic heating is dominant near the exit and
impact on MPD choking will be examined.

the addition of heat to a supersonic flow causes it to slow For a varying area quasi-lD MPD flow with wall i -

down. The temperature (Fig. 6) increases steadily until the friction and heat transfer. the equations of mass. momntum.

sonic point, after which it decreases slightly and then increases f an ,tsi
and eniergy conservation yield:

sharply near the exit. The reason for the slight temperature
I dp Ildu I dA

decrease after the sonic point is that the supersonic flow is - d - - 4.,- - 0 (26)
Pdx udx A dx '1

accelerating. It is welt known that an accelerating supersonic ", d4
flow cools,'. Then near the exit. the temperature rises again- + pdu + . _ +2C p =  

(

dx dxr I,, dX o
due to olunic heating. The temperature rise computed near the h 5

- pdh +di du +-(T-T - 0 (28, %
exit is unrealistically h1iLmh. 1 hi, is because only single dx dx ,,dx DH %

ionization was considered in the theory. If the presence of where: CD - . is the drag coefficet.

second ions were considered, then this temperature rise at the PU: .
4A

exit would not be so dramatic. The ionization fraction profile 0, 4 dA %

(Fig. 71 requires little explanation. a increases sharply neari Is the hydraulic diameter. and h is the eff~ectve heat transf~er

the sonic point because the temperature rises sharply. It then cofficiet.

becomes relatively coistant since the temperature is nearl
• Follo% ing the earlier dcelormct,., equatil~ts Eq. 4261, -

constant in the middle of the thruster. Near the exit. a rises

sharply again because of the sharply increasing temperature. Eq. (27). and Eq. (28) may be combined with Eq. :131.

The current density (Fig. 8) starts out small near the inlI Eq. (14). Eq. (15), Eq. fli), and Eq. 18) tio yold:

because the temperature is small (this makes the conductivly 3du I+ + Y. 7,' ,

small) and then increases following the increasing temperature u (29) .,I

A-
2u~~5 dy 1 2'Vd



Wrc i.. -EM ar s h

'i do 5PdA 5C ~ thruster" Back-M ollset appar tit this theory a h
2pd Tj DH0  failure of:a steady solution to exist at a critical value of the %P

4htrcurrentfo a fixed mass flow. This onset is due to the P

7. ". "" __ r j ( --E - .1 )'*Y cotrlict between the electric field required to sustain a
DH pu#,,p 2#,. d xsupersonic flow tit the thruster. and the electric field necessary

For a constanit area channel with no friction and no heat

to draw all the applied current.
transfer. the above reduces to the Same expression derived by

Law less ot Wl. Using their same argument and requiring a It has been found that the iion-cquilibriuin theory has not

smooth acccleration from subsonic flow to supersonic flow, only predicted the onset limit, hut has also predicted current ' A

gives 0 for the numerator of Eq. ( 29) %hen u-s . This gives versus voltage characleris~ics in agreemnt ith the experiments P
% 5'

tne follow inc chi'liaic condition for the electric field. Thus, of King within the limits of quasi-one dimensionality. More

for a constant area channel: experimental data % ith a uniform mass flowc is thererore needed ''~

for a more defiiitinse comparis~on. Finatty. non-ccqnaitium -

a8,' +(.l+0,+,4
4 2 quasi- ID flow has been considcred by partiatty Including the

I ,916 h r7 -r7 effects of wall friction aiid hteat transfer. It has been shown

4 D by examining the magnietoiptasiadynamic choking condition, that .

100 C Ft I +*' k A,7'4 F do heat transfer may delay back-EMF ointt wlile wAtt1 friction ,~.

.3 om ~*,,, ,'dx may cause it to occur sooner.
DH A4 a'.

i, From the above generalized chokig condition, it can be seen rcnwegmns..'.

The authors acknoft ledge helpful discussions % ith.5'
that larger rates of heat transfer from the plasma to the wall

D. Q. King. This work was supported by AFOSR-83-0033. '-a
near the choking point cause a larger electric field. Since a

larger electric field permits a larger back-EMF. this may delay Rfrne

back-EMF onset in the same manner as larger ionization rates 1. D. Q. king. K. E. Cark and R. G. Jabhn. "Effec, of

at the sonic point. The effect of wall friction may also beChed lo onTriil hactitcs fMP
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versus the total cur reiit. The experimental data or King 11for 20000 0
a 20 cm. long straight coaxial thruster are platted as discrete

points, for a total mass flow of 3 glsec. The solid curve

represents the prediction of the non-equilibrium theory of 15000.

section IV. corresponding to a uniformn mass flow of 3 g/sec.

The upper portion of the solid curve eiids where no steady

s olution to the equations of section IV, Aas found. This is

interpreted as the theoretical onset point. As can be seen, this

agrees well with the onsct limit observed in% the experiment.

ht ke thie data is seen to be scattered. Sec section IV arid

section Vi for a detailed discussion.

. 2500-0t 1_

LegendDistance 
[cm]

L200 nd a 0cmTrse Fig. 5: The plasma flow speed is shown herr as a

~ Teeatlalfunction of distance along the thruster, for a uniform mass

> 100flow of 3 g/sec. This profile WS obtained from the solutions

- ~to the quasi-ID non-equilibrium equations given in section I'i,

arid section V. It can be seen that the speed increases

~ ~ omotiotonicaliv uitil near the exit, where it decreases. This is

.W de tothedominance of ohmic heating near the exit which

SOOLa cusesa spersnicflow to decelerate.

60000-

0000

Fi. : heexperimental data of Kingi" for a 20 cm. : 40000

longstrightcoaialthruster are plotted as discrete points, for lo

a oa as lwo g/sec. The solid curve represents the a' 30000 %r

theoretical predictions of thre iron-equilibrium theory of section 0

W .WIV for a uniform iirass flow of 6 g/sec. The curve ends at E

the lipper point %%here rio steady solution could be fouiid. This I
10000 f'.

is the the-oretical onset litnit, which agrees well with the

experimental onset limit of ft 26 MA
0

Distance [cm]

Fig. 6: The plasiiia temperatuire is sho-Aii in this li qui

versus distance along the lengrth of the thruster, for a urrforin

mass flow of 3 g/sec. See section IN' arid section N' for the

soltions of the quasi-ID iroi-equiirtriumn theory. which werr

sed to obtain the above profile. The temperature incress

sharply from the "'ie! toth onic ririt rimarily dlue to

101

% %
J. .'



ohmic heating. Beyond the sonic point. there is & 11light00

decrease because of the acceltin of the su"Personc flow.

Nerthe exit, tile temperature rises again because of olunic 4= 0

licang. This temperature rise near the exit is accompanied by

the decreasing velocity shown earlier in Fig. 3. The

unrealistically high ex.it temsperatures are due to the fact that40 .

3.. 40

the presenice of second $on% were not considered in the non-

C

equlibiumthery.SeesecionV fr dtais. g 300

S 2000-

1000%
0.9-.4

a0 5 10 15 20 25

U 0.6Distance [CM]

tZFg.9 The current densit) is shown here %ersus

C

-0 the solutions of the governing equations given in section 11'

.1" and section V. The current density is SMa11 near the entrance
0.2.

02because the temperature is small which makes the conductivityu4

small. Then, it increases as the temperature increases. N'cikt.
0S

00 to 0 15 20 as the flow speed Increases and the magnetic field decreases.

Distance tcm] the current density drops until a minimumn is reached. This

Fig. 7: The ionization fraction has been plotted here as minimum current density correstponds to a maximum baclm-EMF'.

.0 alog thethruser. Th ioniatimi The current density then rises rapidly towa2rd the exit because.J._
function of the distance aogtetrse. Teinrt.i

fraction showr mirLed incrcase near t entrance and near the hring1ncFtcctietecodtvtyoIceae

c~il. %-here the mocst drastic variations iii temperature tate

place. This again, is from the solutioin of the non-equmlibritim

equatioiis found in sctioii 1V and section V. for a uniform a

mass flow of 3 g/sec..1

UN

TABLE 1Ia.

ONSET LIMIT CURRENT (kA)

MASS FLOW NON-EQUILIBRIUMI IltURY EXPLRIMLRT-
(g/sec)

5.3 
16.8 16

/~'6 25.2 26
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AN INTEGRAL METHOD FOR TWO-TEMPERATURE
IONIZING LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYERS

V. V. Subramaniam1
J. L. Lawless*

Carnegie-Mellon University CA
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Abstract

An integral method is developed in order to approximately solve the governing equations for

a multi-temperature, non-equilibrium ionizing, compressible boundary layer. This method is based

on classical momentum and energy integral methods which are used In conjunction with the

Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transformation. A novel feature of this method is the separate treatment of

the translational or sensible energy equations for each species. As an illustrative example, this

method is applied to the problem of a shock-generated ionizing argon boundary layer on a flat

surface at a uniform temperature. Reasonable agreement for this case is found between this A.

approximate theory and existing experimental and numerical results.
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I. Introduction

Recent research in the development of the National Aerospace Plane has aroused interest in

supersonic and hypersonic ionizing boundary layers. A basic understanding of such flows is 9

important for spacecraft reentry problems, interactions between solid surfaces and plasmas (such

as in magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters), and possibly hypersonic or supersonic combustion. In

addition to including the complications of classical compressible fluid boundary layers, ionizing

boundary layers also include the effects of variable transport properties, plasma-wall electrical

sheaths, atomic collision processes, chemical reactions, radiation transfer, and electromagnetic

fields. The full boundary layer problem including all these effects is so complex that researchers '

have resorted to limited experimentation , extensive numerical computation, or approximate theories

in order to understand and quantify the problem. This paper addresses the development of an

integral method, and its contribution lies in the branch of approximate theories. The virtue of

integral methods is in their simplicity, ease of implementation, and applicability to a number of S
A.,

situations and over a wide range of parameters.
6

In this paper, the boundary layer flow of an ionized gas adjacent to a cold flat plate at a ,'

constant temperature is discussed, and an approximate method of solution for the complete

boundary layer problem is outlined. This theory may be quite easily generalized to other

situations such as the flow over an adiabatic flat surface. An ionizing atomic gas (or plasma)

generally consists of neutral atoms, ions, and electrons. The ions may he ionized to various

degrees depending on the temperature. The ionization process usually takes place when an ',

electron collides with a neutral atom (or ion) and causes a bound electron to be released. The

reverse process known as three body recombination occurs when an electron collides with an ion

and a third body (usually an electron) and is subsequently captured by the ion. When such a hot

gas consisting of neutrals, ions, and electrons flows at high speeds and adjacent to a cold

surface, it is often in a state of thermal and chemical non-equilibrium (i.e. electron, ion, and 0.

neutral temperatures are different from each other, and the ionization/recombination processes are

determined by finite rate kinetics). Near the wall, the electrons are repelled by the negative

electrical sheath. Consequently, they suffer elastic collisions with the sheath and retain most of

their original kinetic energy. Therefore, the electron temperature does not vary significantly _

A N'
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across the boundary layer. The ions and neutrals on the other hand, exchange energy by colliding

with each other and with the wall and therefore their temperatures are expected to vary

appreciably across the boundary layer. In the absence of strong electric fields, the ion and

neutral temperatures are approximately equal since the two species exchange energy efficiently due

to their similar masses. When strong fields are present, the plasma is likely to be a three

temperature fluid. In this paper, the case of weak or no electric fields will be considered and

consequently the plasma is a two-temperature fluid. However, the method that is outlined herein

can be extended to the case of a three-temperature fluid.

Existing work in ionizing boundary layers is either largely numerical, or experimental. A 0

good review of numerical and experimental work on ionizing non-equilibrium boundary layers is

given by Liu et a/." 2. 3 Ben-Dor et /.4' 5 have considered plasma boundary layers under the

assumption of frozen flow (i.e. zero ionization rate) . Though the assumption of frozen flow

may be applicable in some situations, the more important problem of a reacting plasma boundary

layer must be treated. The method presented in this paper is capable of handling a reacting . A

/%;

plasma, and thus the frozen flow simply appears as a special case in this theory. . ,.

In this paper, a technique that uses integral methods will be outlined for a two-temperature %

plasma boundary layer in order to obtain an approximate solution. A review of the historical

background of integral methods is given by Schlichting and more recently by Subramaniam . The

proposed method may be summarized as follows. The conservation of mass and momentum are ,

written for the combined two-temperature multi-species plasma, which are identical to the

corresponding equations of classical boundary layer theory. However. instead of considering an

energy equation for the combined fluid, we propose that separate equations for the transport of .

translational energy for each of the species be derived. These will be referred to in this pnper as

the species sensible energy equations. Finally, rate equations will be derived, describing any

chemical processes that may occur in the plasma (such as ionization and recombination). We 0

then propose applying integral methods to the above described set of equations, and seek

polynomial expansions for the variables of interest (velocity, temperatures, and number densities)

in terms of a transformed Howarth-Dorodnitsyn coordinate. This proposed method differs from

other integral methods in two important respects that are responsible for its success in the case of

V'.,
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a compressible, ionizing, two-temperature plasma near a cold wall. The first is that the energy /,'S

equations describing the transport of each mode of energy storage for each species is considered %

separately. The second is that self-similar solutions are sought in terms of a transformed

Howarth-Dorodnitsyn coordinate. ,'

Starting with non-equilibrium kinetic theory, the governing equations for a laminar. p

compressible, two-temperature boundary layer are derived in section If. Following some

simplifying assumptions, these equations are rewritten in section III. The integral method is

outlined in detail in section IV. and an illustrative example of a two-temperature ionizing

boundary layer in argon generated by a shock wave is given in section V. A comparison with an

existing numerical solution for a shock-generated ionizing argon boundary layer is also given in

section V, and the contributions of this paper are summarized in section VI. _

II. Governing Equations 0

For the purposes of this discussion, consider a monatomic gas that is partially ionized. In .5..

general, there may be external forces such as those caused by electric and magnetic fields.

However, here we will consider no such external forces. If fa is the distribution function for a 0

species a, then the transport equation (Boltzmann equation) in cartesian tensor form iss

I cafa caf a
+ Ca- + Ja 0(1 ,

;- 0- ".

C) XI

where x is the Peh coordinate. t is time, Ca is the Ph componeut of the absolute velocity of a

particle of species a. and Ja is the collision tcrm. Before the macroscopic equations area

dcrived, it is necessary to dcfine the following
.p.

va =Ca-c, (2)

3 '.

C of paCia (3)
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na  = a dCia (5)

<0a> a - f,,OO d C  (6)

where via is lte i h component of the peculiar velocity of species a. Co is the local average
mass velocity of the gas. p is the mass density, m. is the mass of species a,. n is the number '

density of species a. and <0 a> is thc average over the distribution function of the j'h

component of a quantity 0 of species a. In equation (1), the distribution function for species

a is a function of x,, C, 8 . and t. In order to correspond to macroscopic description, we must

transform to a new coordinate system where the distribution function is a function of X,.
14 11 via (x,.t), and t. Therefore, using (2) we may rewrite (1) as

Df a afa D c., af a aCi, a f a 
""-J, - - + - + J - 0 (7)

at Iax Dtav a I . .0
where aac

++P
D - at 0 ax

/ The conservation of mass for the ionizing plasma is obtained by multiplying (7) by unity,

.*" integrating over velocity space, and summing over a (i.e. summing each equation for the ',

" electrous, ions, and neutrals). This gives the well known classical compressible flow conservation

of mass

a- + -(10 c) = 0 (8)
at a x

"', 

.
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The conservation of momentum for the ionizing plasma is obtained by multiplying (7) by

mva. integrating with respect to dCi", and summing over a. This gives the classical

conservation of momentum for a fluid

-P = - (9)

Dt ax

where the stress tensor is given by

n% L 1"1m<v• -*1*

n, nat a n m <Va a 4>"

,. a i V ...
a-1 aol ,

The development presented thus far is well known and not new. However, it is in the following "
treatment of the conservation of energy and species continuity equations that the present method

will differ from already existing methods. The conservation of translational energy for each

species a may be derived by multiplying (7) by mnv 212 and integrating over velocity space.
,- a'l.e'

For the electrons this gives

! e.%
3 Dr. oaq,* aco 3 a Dc,: f

- t - + - + n - 2r - mn.<ve> - -0 (10)
2 ' Dt ax, o)X 2 a ax Dt

i k

where n k mrnmn<v,'v k>. qm n<v.v1 >/2 is the heat flux. T is the electron temperature.

k is Boltzmann's constant, and 0 is the energy exchange between the electrons and other species.

This O may include both elastic and inelastic collisions. In a similar fashion, we may derive
.5 . - .. ,,,

the energy equations for the neutrals and single ions. When strong electromagnetic fields are

present, the ion and neutral translational energy equations must be treated separately. In the

absence or strong electric fields, the neutrals and single ions may be assumed to have the same %

translational temperature rT because of their similar masses. Then, adding the energy equations

for the ions and ncutrals gives the following heavy particle sensible (or translational) energy

F'. a:,.'

*J -. ' a a

--Pj a tp i !,jl,. ,a lj~pd,~ MI I , 1 ~~ -•%%.%... -- %". ,,' %.-.- .-.... .. -- .'... - -.- - .. '
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equation

0T3 a kc-
2~ Ar n <v(qto>~ + n Ion Atom>a~

2 H ax Al

Dc,
mn <v> + A n <v 0 -n 0 (I

where 0 and 0,., represenit the energy exchange between the ions and other species, and

between the neutrals and other species respectively. From the definition of a plasma, it has been

asslimcd in (11) that any deviations from electrical quasi- neutrality are confined to dimensions -

of the order of (thc Debye length which is smaller than any macroscopic dimension. This Me31nS

that the ion number density and electron number density are equal (n, 0 ft ne)

A transport equation for cach species a is obtained by integrating (7) over velocity' space

On a ) aC

+ n -+ n < / a> (12)0ax,~

where iiA is the net production of species a due to inelastic collisions resulting in chemical
a0

reaction (i.e. ionization and recombinationi in the case of a plasmna). Equation (12) is the

familiar species conservation equation wich appears in classical chemically reacting flow theory9

-The equations (10) aiid (11) are conservation equations for the transport of sensible or

translational energy. Similar equations may be derived using this same procedure for other
1%

internal modes (i.e. electronic excitation or vibrational and rotational energies in the case of a

molecular gas). However, if inelastic collisions are important, then there will be a more complex

coupling between the various energy equations since energy may be exchanged between the niany

modes. For the purposes of illustration however, only elastic collisions will be considered in the

.0

-VV %. %~
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sensible energy equations and excited elkLtronic states for the neutral atom and the single ion will A

not be considered. In the following section, the conservation equations will be simplified for the

case of a boundary layer adjacent to a cold wall. Pi"
Ill. Simnplified Boundary Layer Equations

A.
The system of equations (8) through (12) is incomplete without the specification of the

stress tensor and the heat flux vector q a. In order to compute these quantities however.

more information is needed about the distribution function fa. By assuming that the distribution

function is locally not too different from the Maxwell-BoltLaann distribution function, equation

(7) niay be solved by using perturbation theory in a fashion similar to the Chapmani-Enskog

expansion. The resulting expressions for ltk and qa are summarized by Kalikhman .

The governing equations for a steady. laminar, two-dimensional, and two-temperature

7boundary layer may be written using equations (8) through (12) as

a - + - 0 (13)

%%-here u is the componct of the local mass average velocity in the x-direction or flow direction,

and V is the y-component or transverse component. Conservation of x-momentum is given by

,V' %aU au __ap a au
Pu +p P- -+( -)()

ax ay ax ay ay

and y-momentum is given by
.-5. * 5*-

0-= (15)

where P is tihe pressure and + ,,,,m is the heavy particle dynamic viscosity. Considering

V %A

or .400 %
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elastic collisions oly, the energy equations for the translational mode are ,/

- 1a3T ~q,' aU ,

- kn u , + + 11 e _ - A Tn -- mnnU , tun -  ".
2 C Iax X, ) aax ax2 D-,

J k

3m-

- kn < vI > (T-TH) (16)

'a-

3 S& T 1  a u"
-k(n+n )u -- - + - ( o''+ _o qh ) + il

2 a

-7, + + -n ,, + n ,'p,n,

-- ( nU ' A+ nA '" ) U - .-2 Al", 4)X A ax
2 axx

3m
+ kn < > (T-T) (17)

I  H - .

-
A-

where repeated subscripts imply summation from I to 2 or over x and y, and <V, > is the

ienergy-weighted average momentum transfer elastic collision frequency between an electron and a %
heavy particlei 0. The species or rate equation reduces to

pu- + pv- + -(mAneVo) A Ion
ax )y ay

%where a = n/(n+n) is the ioniation fraction, V is the transverse or y-component of the ion

diffusion velocity, and axial diffusion is neglected. 0

The assumption of a two-temperature plasma was justified physically in section 1. This

assumption may be quantified by comparing the heat conduction (contained in the second term on ',

the left hand side of (16)) with the energy transfer by elastic collisions (third term on the right

hand side or (16))':

A '

a... .S- . .A 1a' '\, [ a ,.. .i j .... a... .. '\*.; a- - -"S -
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• %O

L2 rn-b

>> - (19)

T mA

where L is the clectron inean free path and L T is the characteristic boundary layer thickness. It

S also clear that for a continuum approximation to be valid, L must be mu,'h smalct than 6T %

I ence, 

'n ...

c < (20) 6L1

M% 

L

A' 
.: "' N

.Willi some additional ilificatiois and manipulaions equations 13) through 18) become ,

Mass:

+0 (21)

Momentum: .

Ju )u dPo0 a au

Spu- +pv - + ( ) (22)
a x ay dx a)y ay

where P is the pressure in the free stream, outside the boundary layer;

Electron sensible energy. ,

(X -- - + -n kTV) 0 (23)

ay a
"" ,P ~

" ." ..% =" P" ". ".". ". . ". "¢"". " ..-. - ". ..-. , .,". " ". .. . .. ". " l . . .. " -. .- ".". " ". d""" ."". "' ."". "" .""." % ."

=% = %= . % -. n * -- ,. * *, . .% .*.,.o -*. %, - . - . , ,, - -. ,% ' ,.-. ' -". -. -. -:-..- ,-. *,n* ,=, %=, % U%,



where XaA is the thermal conductivity due to collisions betwcen species a and ,8. and V is the

transverse or y-component of the electron diffusion velocity. The heavy particle tianslational

energy equation (17) may be combined with the momentum equation to give

Heavy particle sensible energy:

c 5kT H u a 5kTH u2

PU-( +-) + .. - +-)
ox 2mn 2 ay 2m, 2,.'-

A a aT

- ". ). +(,c+Xc) - (u2/2)

ay ay ay ay
m

= 3 k< c> ( T H - T H  (24)
mA

where , H X" + )X" with Xi" due to ion-ion collisions and X" due to neutral-ion collisions. 0

Assuming ionizatiou and recombination according to the following process

A + e === A + e + e S

the rate equation (1 8) becomes K"0

ratc: %

a~a a~a a k a(lla)p kba P"
pu + pv +- (mnV ) (25) 0

ax 3Y ay Ac wM A mA 2

whcre ki s the ionization rate coristant and kb is the recombination rate constant. From a

- rcgular perturbation solution to (7), it can be shown that the ion and electron transverse

"" diffusion vclocities are given bye: '.. I

D an

a.,

.-, % % .. .. '.. . . %. %'; , ', '' %'' ,a ' . . ,.
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and %

'.

W n" n c a y

where D is the electron diffusion coefficient and D is the ion diffusion coefficient.

A significant portion of this paper has been devoted to the derivation of the governing

equations of an ionizing boundary layer. This has been done specifically in order to show that
-- Iq

an essential feature of this approximate method, is the separate treatment of the translational

energies of each specie instead of considering an overall energy equation for the ionizing plasina.

In the next section, an approximate method of solution will be outlined.

IV. An Approximate Method •

The proposed method consists of (a) integrating the system of equations (21) through

(25) from the wall to the boundary layer edge; (b) applying the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn

transformation; and (c) assuming polynomial forms for the dependent variables in terms of the

transformed transverse coordinates 4,. This procedure reduces (21) through (25) to a system

of ordinary differential equations that may then be integrated numerically. Numerical integration

of ordinary differential equations is enormously easier than the numerical solution of the set of

partial differential equations (21) through (25). .
%

There are certain constraints that the quantities u, T, T11, and a must obey. These are that

u=u at the wall (y0) where u is the velocity slip; u=u and aulay = 0 at the edge of the

boundary layer; T =r and T" =., at the wall where T and TH are the electron and heavy

particle temperature slip respectively; T 00 and <3TH/ay = aT./ay = 0 at the boundary layer

edge; a=a, at the wall where a is tle ionization slip; and a=a and oaa/3y=O at the

boundary layer edge where ac: is the free stream ionization fraction. One may also require that 0

the respcctive second derivatives be zero at the edge of the boundary layer in order to ensure that

tile solution is smooth. The aforementioned constraints dictate tile minimum order of (he chosen

polyiomials. For instance, the three constraints on the heavy particle temperature profile together

IA' . P

,.0
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p

with the requirement that this profile satisfy equation (24) dictates that the heavy particle

temperature profile is approximated by at least a cubic. Profiles for the outer variables may be

chosen in a similar mauier. It is possible to arrive at the minimum order of the polynomials by
~.

physical considerat ions. For instance, examination of equation (24) shows thke presence of two
opposing effects. These are viscous dissipation which tends to raise the temperature, and heat

transfer to the relatively cold wall wich tends to lower it. Consequently. an extremnuin value of

- .the temperature may occur somewhere inside the boundary layer, and 4T,/D = 0 at this location.

However. < /ay must be zero at the boundary layer edge also, indicating that oT /OY must be
at least quadratic which means that T iust be at least a cubic. Furlheirmore. it is ihecessary

that the assumed polynomial forms be taken in terms of a transformed transverse coordinate -

-S. defined by

I 
dy 

,

(S A=h= -c--dy (26)

where A, s i p/Poo dy for i 1,2,3,4, poo ls the fr-stream density, and ,S

(i= 1.2.3,4) are the thicknesses of lhe boundary layers (velocity, electron temperature, heavy

particle e perature, and concentration). The variables e, (also for i -1,2,3,,1 are called

.owarth-Dorodiiitsyn coordinates because equation (26) closely resembles the llowarth-

Dorodnitsyn transformation of classical compressible boundary layer theory. I

The assumption of cubic profiles for u, T, TW , and a yields four unknown coefficients for

each variable. However, using the st of three constraints described earlier the numiber of

unkowns reduces to one for each variable. Ill addition to these unknowns, we have p. v. the

velocity boundary layer thickness J,' the electron thermal boundary layer thickness 6V, the heavy

particle thermal boundary layer thickness Z, and the ionization boundary layer thickness 5. The

thicknesses 6, J,. J , and J4 are the transverse distances away from the wall where u-- Uo,

T T. Tr - r and a" a00 . In addition to the five equations (21) through (25), we have

VP

*a. I,,
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j the following equation

Pk
Po o P a T + Tt (27)

low;

which is obtained by combining an equation of state P( pa rr ) with equation (15).

Therefore, there are a total of (cii unknowans in the six equations (21). (22), (23). (24).

(25). and (27). The remaining four equations may be obtained by

multiplying equation (22) by u. (28)

(fmultiplying equation (23) by T. (29)

5kT n u
n)ultiplying equation (24) by + (30)

multiplying equation (25) by a. (31)

,-* In this manner, enough equations are generated for the ten unknowns.

In summary, the integral method may be outlined as follows. (a) Integrate equation (21)

from y=0 to y= 3. 6 This gives v at y= 3; (b) Integrate (22) and (28) from y = 0 to

Y=,5,. eliminating v(y= Ll using the result of (a); (c) Integrate (23) and (29) from y = 0 to

y =6,3. eliminati ng v(y=5~ using the result of (a); (d) Integrate (24) aiid (30) from y =0 to, v

. eliminating v(y= bI) using the result of (a); (c) Integrate (25) and (31) from y = 0 to

Y eliminating v(y=Z 0) using the result of (a); (f) Assume cubic profiles for u. r. H, and

* a in terms of the variables 40 e 2. 43 .4 defined by equation (26); (g) Apply the constraints

discussed earlier in this section so as to leave only one undetermined coefficient for each
.2

variable; (h) Using the assumed polynomial forms, evaluate the integrals in (b) through (e) and

express them in terms of the unknown coefficients.

Following the above procedure will result in nine first order quasi-linear ordinary

,U,,

-- m m m • -m m - m .. . .m -
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differential equations (including tquation (27)) in the nine unknowns consisting of p, A). Ae {

A i. I&, and the unknown coefficients for U, T" TH, and a. This system can then be integrated j ,,,

4* %

nmerctaly eationlysilyuing the stiff methods or Gear n .  The next section wil ilustrate
numerically relativcly easily usingthstf thsor ea'. Te exscio wlllutre

this procedure for the example of the ionizing argon boundary layer studied by Liu et al.' %

V. An Illustrative Example

In this section, we consider a shock-generated ionizing boundary layer over a flat surface. S

The free stream is assuied to be constant, in order to he consistent with the assumptions of Liu

ef a/. We will begin by making some additional sinmplifications. The electron energy equation

(23) will be replaced by

T O TOO (32)

where T is the free stream temperature (the free stream is a single temperature plasma). This_,- '

assumption is quite easily justified. The electrons being negative, are repelled by the electrical % %

sheath at the wall and consequently retain their original kinetic energy (surfaces immersed in a
N., %.

plasma are bombarded by the greater random thermal flux of electrons and are thus enveloped by

a negative charge layer). Therefore, the electron temperature is not expected to vary very much

across the boundary layer. Next, only elastic collisions will be considered and radiation will be

neglected (it should be pointed out however that Liu et al.' have partially considered plasma

radiation in their numerical solution). Additionally, the velocity slip and temperature slip at the ,"%

wall will be ignored. This means that u = 0 and rT, = T. As a final simplification, we will

assume for illustrative purposes that all the boundary layer thicknesses are equal (i.e.

, = ,.= = = T .
. " . _.,.

Following the procedure outlined in the previous section, for the case of constant free

stream quantities considered by Liu et al.' the integro-differential equations are: -\

- = 
(33) 0

dx P

%,• 11 IV %A % N V -
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0

where r is the wall shear defined by

, u
H k . (34)

0 is the momentum thickness defined by

T'U

e 8 = l -- dy (35)

and the subscript oo refers to free stream quantities. Integration of the heavy particle sensible

cnergy equation gives:

dGH H

dx PooUoo(Cr r00 +uoo2/2)

3m ka ____

+ u : <V > (T TH) dy (36)
2 2 M 000

-. ': A^u 00 (C.1 TOO+%o UO 2),0 P00 o "00';

where E) is the enthalpy thickness defined by

T

GH P -l dy (37)

0 P00 I00  CT P o00 +U00
2/2

where C = 5k/2m is the specific heat. and q., is the heavy particle conductive wall heat flux

given by

)Y.,-

/ III

The integrated rate equation gives: e

.': "".S!

Ir
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(n.,u u

i ~~dx Poo~ ^o o""Z T5
2 2

dl'~ mAa 0 1 0 0  Poo ap(T -

dy (39)
m ^ o 0 o o'Po o

where I* is the ionization thickness defined by:

T %"
() (40)

o PooUoo a @

and n., and V., are the number densily and transverse diffusion velocity of the ions ev'aluated at

the wall. An expression for V was given in section III.

The ionization slip a from which n~w may be obtained, must be supplied in order to solve

equation (39). This is obtained by considering the edge of the boundary layer near the wall.

In this region is a collisionless layer known as the Knudsen layer where all the slip in the %

various quantities is confined. Thus, by setting the macroscopic diffusive ion flux (from the .

continuum boundary layer side) equal to the random thermal flux of ions (from the rarefied 5,59.'

Knudsen layer side), we get

% ..
@n n <C >

.w H

D '" (41 )', ."

where D',o is the ion diffusion coefficient evaluated at the wall, and C4 is the heavy particle J .

mean thermal speed at the wall. Next, if

Z

Y

P U (42)
0 POO w ,

A where

.% %*.,,.',

55 %-'
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0 POO

then (35) reduces to .,,

.° '.

AA

0and smularly, the other quantities that appear in terms of derivatives of y or in terms of integrals

over y may be transformed into derivatives and integrals in e. Before these various mitcgrals are

evaluated. polynonial forms are assumed for the variation of the velocity, heavy particle %

temperature, and the ionization fraction across the boundary layer. For the purposes of -

illustration, we will assume that the velocity is quadratic in t and is therefore complelely

determined by the constraints u=0 at =0, u=uo at " 1, and 43u/e 0 at e I

p
%--L= 2 -- (44) :_

000

Similarly, assuming cubic profiles and using the constraints r. T at 4 = 0, Tr= T at 1.
H w H 00

a = 0 at 4 = I. a a at 4! 0, a a 000 at Z= 1, and la/& =0 at e I gives

000

f' T T T'
*.00 00 00 00

and-

' a a. 2 a
-= - + 2 - - + c. 4' + -I- 2c. 4' + C z3 (46)""

ao ao04
000 00 00 00

S. S." .,
•.

. .. .. . .. . .. ....- .. .... .. .-...,,_.". ..•*- . , - -.-, , ,. " -, -".- .- .., " '., ".? ',-:- -",,.
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where b4 and are coefficients yet to be determined. With these polynomial foinis, the

integrated form of the momentum equation (33) is a differential equation for A, the integrated

form of the energy equation (36) is a differential equation for the unknown coefficient b4 , and

the integrated form of the rate equation (39) is a differential equation for the coefficient C4 .

Thus, the original system of non-linear partial differential equations are reduced to a system of

quasi-linear ordinary differential equations. To complete the formulation, conditions must be

prescribed at " = 0. the leading edge of the boundary layer. These are that the tluckiesses A, E.

0- and /' are zero at the leading edge. This gives c. I and b I- (./7) at the leading

edge. These approximate equations dcescri ing the ionizing boundary layer flow considered by Liu

et al.' are thnci solved by using the stiff methods of Gear'L V'

The case chosen here is that labeled as "case 1" by Liu et al.' where the free stream

,e conditions are Poo = 0.125 Kg/rn6 3 , u00 = 4860 M/s, T = 10490 'K. aoo= 0.021. and the

surface is 14 cm. long. The transport properties, cross sections, and r:ite constants are those

given by Liu et al.' The results of the present calculation arc summarized in Fig. 1 through .-

Fig. 4. The boundary layer thickness as a function of distance is shown in Fig. 1, and this

computeI thickness is less- than twice the thicknesses computed by Liu et al.'s finite difference "•"

scheme. In view of the approximations that have been made in this illustrative example (i.e. all

the boundary layer thicknesses are equal; radiative heat transfer is neglected; and temperature slip %

'at the wall is neglected), the predictions using the present integral method .,emn quite reasonable.

A major factor influcnciiig the accuracy of the results is the precise knowledge of the wall

surface tempcralure. Since there is bound to be some heating, the temperature at the wall edge

of the boundary layer should be significantly higher than the initial wall temperature of 296 'K

which has been used in the present calculation. This should therefore lead to a lower mass

density and a lower electron number density near the wall, than those predicted here. The

ionitation fraction non-diiensiminalized by the free stream ionization fraction versus distance

across the boundary layer at an axial position of 14 cm. downstream from the leading edge is aa..

shown in Fig. 2. Also shown in this figure are the measured data of Liu et a/.' Interestingly

enough, a slight bulge is present in our approximate solution winch was observed in the

experimental data and which did not appear in the numerical results of Liu el al. The bulge is

", : I,5;" " : 5;" " " -: , - -: "%", .. - -.' -- - -.- - -:' " " ' - - , - " / " - .. " " " ' -:: " " -." :-:: ' ,. " " ' ,: --" "
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characteristic of the opposing effects of ionization and recomination in the boundary layer. The

high electron temperature tends to ionize the plasma while the presence of the cold wall drives

the plasma to recombine. Consequently, the ionization fraction profile achieves its maximum

somewhere inside the boundary layer. Finally, it is worth noting that the numerical computations V

of Liu et at. exhibit a weakly varying electron temperature across the boundary layer, in accord

with the assumption given by equation (32). Since the purpose of boundary layer analysis is to

cstimnale the heat transfer to the wall and to estimate the viscous drag. these cannot go without

mention. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the variation of the heavy particle conductive wall heat flux

and the Variation of the wall shear versus distance downstrcam from the leading edg e. 1 hcsc

exhibit classical bchaviour, being large near the leading edge where the boundary laycr tlhickcss is

small and decreasing with increasing boundary layer thickness.

This sectionl his focused on an example that illustratcs the integral method dcscribed III

section IV. The results obtained with relative quickness and ease. compare reasonably well with .

tie numerical computation and experimcnt of Liu 't al. A number of assumptions have bccn

made In this example that may be quite easily removed, and the success of the preset i'-thod

does not depcnd on these assumptions. For instance, this method is sufficiently robust that plasma

radiatOii could be included as well as wt-qual boundary layer tlucknesscs (i.e.

2 tcnperature slip at the wall, velocity slip at the wall, mass injection at

the wall, :-tditional chemical reactions, arid even electromagnetic effects.

VI. Summary and Conclusions

An integral mnethod has been dcveloped which is capable of handling rnulti-temperature,

multi-specie. ionizing, laminar boundary layers. Effects of plasma radiation arid clectromagnetics

may also be incorporated in the method. A unique feature of the method is the separate ,.

treatment of the electrons and heavy particles. The two-temperature ionizing boundary layer 'p

equations have been simplified for the example of a shock-generated ionizing argon boundary

layer. The simplified equations have been solved using the integral method described in section

IV for this case, in order to illustrate this method. This integral method appears to be a

powerful tool in providing solutions to the non-equilibrium boundary layer equations relatively

easily and quickly. Moreover, the method is sufficiently robust that it can be extended to
, e%

=

%!~~# %, 1 'V
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incorporate tiou-cquilibriuin chemical reactions and electrornagnctic effects. It can therefore be

used to validate and be an integral part of multidimensional numerical computations.

Several important characteristics of high speed ionizing boundary layers near cold surfaces

are evident from the illustrative example of section V. First, the thickness of the boundary layer

by virtue of its dependence on the wall shear stress, is significantly affected by the viscosity near

the wall. The viscosity depends strongly on the ionization fraction near the wall and may

thereforc vary considerably This implies that boundary layers in ionizing channel flows may b"

appreciably thick and may even merge if the density is low enough. Second, the ionization

fraction profile across the boundary layer may exhibit a bulge due to the opposing effects of

N iotimzaltion and recombination. The hot electrons tend to ionize the plasma in the boundary layer,

while the cold wall tends to drive the plasma to recombine. A similar behaviour may be %

observcd in the profile for the heavy particle temperature, if the flow speed is high enough 7. In

tins case. viscous dissipation in the boundary layer can heat the flow while heat transfer to the S

wall can cool it. In the specific example of the shock-generated boundary layer considered here.

a bulge was not ob.,erved in the heavy particle temperature profile.

In spite of the simplicity and elegance of the integral method, a number of weaknesses

exist. For instance, the inclusion of excited states for the atom and the ion which is important

for the consideration of plasma radiation may render this integral method ineffective. However,

useful information may still be obtained using this integral method by considering the plasma to

be optically thin or thick. Weaknesses also exist in terms of the boundary conditions for the
'I.',%

ionization fraction anid heavy particle temperature near the wall, and the neglect of the electrical

sheath region near the wall. All four effects could affect the value of the ionization fraction at

the boundary layer-Knudsen layer edge near the wall, and consequently affect the viscosily and .:

the boundary layer thickness. Nevertheless, use of this integral method provides a reasonable

"'* means of estimatiimg channel entry lengths, heat tramisfcr, and viscous drag for high spced reacting

flows. Finally, this method may be most useful for studying the effects of non-equilibrium

processes (i.e. rate kinetics) on boundary layer growth, heat transfer, aut viscous drag.

% ~ ~~ ~ ~ V" % %- --- ,
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Fig. 1: Boundary layer thickness versus distance. -

-Fig. 2: The ionization fraction non-dimensionalized by its free stream value is shown here

versus transverse distance, at an axial location of 14 cm. The scattered data are the experimental

values or Liu et al.1

Fig. 3: Heavy particle conductive wall heat flux versus distance.

Fig. 4: Wall shear stress versus distance.
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I. Introduction ,

Previous works have focused on the development of a new theory of the life-limiting S

phenomenon known as "onset" in magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters" The predictions of

this new back-EMF theory correlated well with measured electrical characteristics as well as with r0IV o

experimentally determined onset limits ' , . However, in order to quantify onset further and
0

estimate electrode erosion rates, it is necessary to consider the electrode-adjacent boundary layer

in detail. It is the study of this boundary layer that is discussed in this paper and represents the

first such study for the MPD thruster.

Some important characteristics of the boundary layer in the MPD thruster will be described

first. The MPD boundary layer is compressible because of density variation caused by a

temperature that varies from above about I eV ( 12000 K) in the free stream to less than

3500 K near the wall (i.e. the electrode). A further complication is that because of the presence 0

of a cold wall and the difference in the masses of the various particles (ions, neutral atoms, and

electrons), the plasma is expected to be a two-temperature fluid. The ions and neutrals being .

very similar in mass, would tend to exchange translational energy by elastic collisions more

readily amongst themselves than with the electrons. The presence of the cold wall implies that

the heavier particles would, by colliding with the wall tend to assume the wall temperature. ,-

Therefore, the heavy particle temperature varies significantly across the boundary layer from the

free stream to the wall. But, the electrons being negative, are repelled by the negative electrical

sheath at the wall and consequently retain their original kinetic energy. Therefore. their %

temperature is not expected to vary very much across the boundary layer. Hence, it is expected

that the heavy particles (ions and neutrals) would have a temperature different from the lighter

particles (electrons). For quasi-steady operation of the MPD thruster, the electrode temperature is

fairly constant over the entire length. Therefore, the MPD boundary layer flow may be treated

as a boundary layer with a constant wall temperature and a varying free stream. In sumnnmary, ..

the MPD boundary layer is compressible, ionizing, two-temperature, and is adjacent to a cold

wall at a constant temperature.

Laminar, compressible boundary layer theory for a single temperature fluid in the absence

% of any electromagnetic effects has been summarized by Schlichting' and studied by several other

"a'

%A

% % %
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author2 ... However, these are not applicable for a two-temperature fluid. A detailed

finite dififcrence solution to the compressible two-temperature equations for a boundary layer

adjacent to a non-current conducting surface has been given by Liu et al.' .  Their solution

considers an ionizing argon boundary layer in a supersonic flow over a wing. However the

complexity of Liu et al.'s numerical solution does not permit ease of applicability to design

situations. A similar finite difference calculation has been performed by Doss et al.13, which

deals with the non-equilibrium, compressible boundary layer in a subsonic MHD flow with an

applied and constant magnetic field. Again, the numerical computation is tedious. This paper ,

will focus on the developmeit of a theory that preserves the physics of the results of Liu etal. l.

but is mathematically much simpler. This theory further differs from Liu et al. in that it

includes electromagnetic effects. Nageswara Rao 14 has recently studied the incompressible 'p

momentum boundary layer in an MHD channel and has included the Hall effect. However, he 

has neglected the energy equation and the thermodynamics. These assumptions along with the

effect of ionization will be shown to be crucial in the case of the MPD thruster.

A novel feature of the two-temperature boundary layer that will be considered here is the S

important role played by ionization on the growth of the boundary layer. It will be shown in

this paper that the strong dependence of the viscosity on the ionization fraction and the subsequent .5"

control of boundary layer growth by the viscosity, affect such important quantities as the wall

heat flux and the wall shear. This in turn affects the skin drag and the heat transfer to the

electrode, which has an important effect on electrode erosion.

The governing equations of the two-temperature MPD compressible boundary layer are

solved by means of an approximate method. The approximate method which will be outlined ".

here, is based on the use of the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transformation in conjunction with the

momentum and energy integral method. The momentum integral equation of boundary layer theory

was first derived by von Karman The modern form of this equation was first given by

Gruschwitz' 6 and finds its applications in the approximate theories for both laminar and turbulent

boundary layers. Since thenm, Wicghardt has deduced an energy integral equation by a similar

approach. This approach will be used in this paper to reduce the original partial differential %

equations to ordinary differential equations. The success of using this integral method depends '""S

% N

% %%%%
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largely on finding self-similar profiles for the velocity, heavy particle temperature, and ionization -

j fraction. The presence of the cold wall often destroys the applicability of this approach to --

compressible, chemically reacting, supersonic boundary layers. For this reason, the integral

method is adapted and is used here in conjunction with a two-temperature plasma assumption and %, .]

the Howarth-Doroditsyi transformation. Self-similar profiles are then sought in terms of the

transformed Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transverse coordinate. The assumption of the two-

temperature plasma besides being realistic, enables the heavy particle fluid to be treated in a -

fashion similar to the treatment of constant Prandtl number fluids of classical boundary layer ...

theory. This is what allows the use of the momentum and energy integral methods.

The derivation of the two temperature, non-equilibrium, compressible boundary layer

equations from first principles for the MPD channel flow, will be summarized in sectiou II. Ne.
The important assumptions required to simplify these equations will also be discussed. An

approximate method of solving these equations will be outlined in section Ill and the results will

be givcn in section IV. Finally a summary will be given in section V. along with the

conclusions.

II. Governing Equations

This section will focus on the development of the boundary layer equationis for the plasma

inl the MPD thruster. Using the standard boundary layer assumptions, the boundary layer

equations for a steady, two-temperature, non-equilibrium, compressible plasma will be derived

from the general equations of two temperature magnetoplasmadynamics. These have been

described in some detail by Kaliklunan I t. Kalikhman's approach has been followed to derive the -

-0:" general equations for MPD flow, since it is important to recognize these equations prior to

making the boundary layer assumptions. These have been rigorously developed from the successive

* moments of the generalized Boltzmann equation (i.e. the conservation of mass, inoitemitum, and

energy). lowever, only a summary will be given here. Since the development of these \."

equations is long and tedious, the interested reader is referred to the development found in detail

elsewhere2 
ii. iq. 20 0

The plasma of the MPD thruster is assumed to consist of neutral atoms, single ions, and

~~~~~~~~~~..... . .......... , . .,......,..., ...-........ ,..........,...............<...;..-.......,. .,%.,..,-
,- . ' .

"
-. . .. . . . . . . -- ' . . "., - .. ,.- . - .,-" . .
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electrons. As a first approach, the sheaths will be ignored, and the condition of local quasi- ',

neutrality (i.e. the ion and electron number densities are equal) will be assumed to hold

evciywhcre in the boundary layer. The electrical resistance of the boundary layer is assumed to .

be small compared to the free stream, so that the electrical characteristics are determined by the

free stream. Then, the governing equations for two dimensional steady flow may be summarized

as follows in cartesian tensor notation, with the repeated subscripts denoting summation from I to

2 which are the x and y directions respcctively"

Mass - -

a a "y(pu) + -(pv) = 0 (1)"

x-Momentum:

:au C) U a e: a aDu

PU -4.. + %.(2

+u- H- -
ax aDy a, x / ay 'DY

.4.p
4

,% .4..'y-Momentum:,..

4%p .4. .%

- = 0 for negligible HalI parameter (3)

aP a

- -(---) for significant Hall parameter (4)
ay ay 2  %

Electron sensible energy (translational mode only) 0

3 aL & + aq, ,au, .(

oS-k n u . - + + nl,j ' k ' E k - pwr u pL?4

3 a (f.,e)au,

2 a8  a xk

3m
.':',. In.kn < YH > (re-. (5).-,..

m

A''"

. . . . . .. -% -* 4% -. -% .-. -4.-. . - - ,-- . 4 %.
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Heavy particle sensible energy (translational mode only)

3 ar a " ( n0 om
-k(n +n )ui + (q,2m + Ion + I

- kT,--- io +nu-
2 ax a X. aX

itu it kpq'. (

3r

+ - T1 ap- n nU" + nlAU atom)

ax,
au,

- (m im n/ 0 +m M UaMlomu -son, A n A U kax~

+rn kn<ei > (r-T,) (6)e

Rate :

(nf/P) + - (nU U ) = AI (7) ,,

x, 3X ,,.

State: 
5-

P =n kT + (n+n)kH (8)

where I is the net production of ions by inelastic collisions; p is the mass density; P is the- . I OB

pressure; B is the magnetic field: q1, = j + ,sm is the heavy particle dynamic viscosity; Mo is

the permeability of free space; k is Boltzmann's constant; n, is the electron number density which

is equal to the ion number density because of the quasi-neutrality assumption: T is the electron

temperature; m is the mass of an electron; m,, is the mass of an atoni; t is the kMh -"

component of Iic current density vector of the species a; qa is the ih component of the heat %

flux vector of species a; f is the cartesian permutation tensor; E is the kh component of the :".

" electric field vector; Bq is the q't component of the magnetic field vector; u is the ih 5-

• -" component of the mass weighted local average plasma velocity. u = u is the velocity component

in the x-direction or the flow direction; V = u 2 is the velocity component in the y-direction

normal to the electrode and transverse to the flow; U a is the Phb component of the diffusion

r %.
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velocity or the average peculiar or thermal velocity of species a; nA is the neutral atom number

density, r, is the temperature of the heavy particles (ions and neutrals); < v > is the energy-

weighted average momentum transfer elastic collision frequency between an electron and a heavy
particle ; and the stress tensor 1, 0 is given by;

-Du
fka= kpq a ! 0  ik(9

le,

where a, L4 is the viscosity tensor for species a, Pa is the partial pressure of species a, and

3; is the Kronecker delta. In order to calculate the transport properties and obtain the diffusion
t o p

velocity, it is necessary to solve the full Boltzmann equation for the velocity distribution

functionZ, 20. 19. ns The flow is assumed to deviate slightly away from equilibrium, so that the

velocity distribution function is the sum of the Maxwell-Boltznann distribution function and a 'e

. perturbation. This regular perturbation solution has been summarized by Kalikhman for tile case

where electromagnetic effects are present. However, in this paper the transport properties are I "j

calculated from kinetic theory. Equations (1) through (8) constitute a system of 6 equations -

in the 6 unknowns p, u, v, T , T , and the ionization fraction a = nc/(n+n ).Before
C A

proceeding with any further simplifications or with the solution of the above equations, it is

necessary to summarize the assumptions that lead to these simplifications:

* The boundary layer flow is laminar, steady, and two dimensional.

* The Hall effect is neglected.

* The electrical characteristics of the boundary layer are determined by the
free stream. Therefore, E= constant; 13 = (x); and i= joo(x): where 000 and %

/0 are the free stream magnetic field and currLot density respectively.

* Radiative heat transfer Is neglected In this first approach. •

* Axial diffusion is neglected.

e The plasma is a two-temperature plasma. A quanititative statement of this
assumption is obtained from the electron energy equation (5) by comparing the heat
conduction ( the second term on the left hand side of (5)) to the energy transfer by
elastic collisions (tihe fourth term on the right hand side of (5)). '1 his gives the
condition:"V

p.-

V N 1%, *2N, "N_ P6- ;k % % % %~** N' * ,
%' 'p .p A
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m A
(10)

C T

where L is the mean free path of the electron, and 6 T is the boundary layer

thickness. For a two temperature approach to be valid therefore, we must have:

2S
m

T 2 MA

Simultaneously, for the continuum approximation to be valid, we require that
«P L.6< . Thus. x.

((U a-pv) ) << (12
=0 (13)0

-%

cu a dP a 2

0 (13)

% %

C) ay x d ) IHa

Elect r sensible energy

a a~e 5

%. %
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, - a 5"TH U + a 5rH U'

or ax 2m 2 2 2may 2', A

aTh ar 0

a y a~y ay ay

- -( ~ I, (./2)) '

M• " %

ene Vi E +ii-kn (16)

Rate:

13a a 13 kf ( 1 -") P2  kba PJ •

pua + pv--- + (m n V) -
(17) %

13x 1y 13y mf, m, 2..

Y D,,ax A MA

where a = n/l(n +n ); k is the ionization rate constant; k is the recombination rate constant;

X a8 is the thermal conductivity due to collisions between species a and f8; V is the electron

diffusion velocity in the y direction, given by:

eDc(E - u8) De )n C
V (18)i = ~ ~~kTH  1a/ -''

*2 
n ) y

and D' is the electron diffusion coefficient. The ioaization and recombination processes are

modelled according to:

Ar + e === A* + e + e

where the left hand side represents ionization due to electron impact (e) with a neutral atom V'V

(Ar), and the right hand side represents three body recombination with two electrons and a singly
'.% ,'V- ."

ionized atom (A*). This reaction is likely to be one of the dominant processes in the MPD

thruster. Finally, the ion diffusion velocity in the y direction, V is given by 2 If.

eD'(E - uB) D cn
. V, 19)

kT.

where D' is the ion diffusion coefficient and e is the electronic charge. In equation (19), the

neutral concentration gradient term and the effects of thermal diffusion have been ignored in

V..'

. ... . ...... .. l i 'p i i " - " "- .. ..
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order to simplify the equations. Thus, equation (19) resembles Fick's law with an additional

term that is present because there is a current being driven through the plasma.

The equations (15) and (16) may be simplified further with the following additional

assumptions:

* The electron temperature, T Is assumed to be fairly uniform across the
boundary layer. This is a reasonable approximation and is supported by the work

12of Liu et a, . This means that T f T (x) throughout the boundary layer. %hxlre
T00 represents the free stream temperature.

* The ion ohmic heating is assumed to be negligible. This means that the first
term on the right hand side of the heavy particle sensible heat equation (16), is
neglected. ,

The final form of the governing equations is then: .k

Mass:

-+ - 0 (20)
(3x -3Y"-

"Momentum:

a3u avcu dP d io a u--u 2'.:,

+ -+ -- (B'2,) + (21)cx a y dx cy ay ...&

Electron sensible energy'

000",T~To(x) (22) '.

Heavy particle sensible energy.-
I" ,-. .

a 5 H*ru a 5kT H  %' "" ~ P +u( - )+ Pvit + ) :,.
, ay

a ,H )- --(u/2) 3(-) kn< > (23)

Rate:

- d . . . .. . . ... . .-. , . = .. . .. -1
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11 0

a kal-a)p kba
pua + pv + MmArn.nV,) = (24)

ax ay ay n A A
%

The equations (19) through (24) have been obtained after a lengthy derivation and after making

several assumptions. These equations will be discussed next. Equation (20) is the cquation of

60
mass continuily encountercd in standard compressible buundary layer theory Equation (21) is

the conservation of momentum. It rcsembles the usual form except for the presence or the

electromagnetic body force which appears as a gradient of the magnetic pressure (see the second ".

term on the right haiid side of (21)). Mathenaktically, this should pose 1o addilional trouble

since it has the same form as the hydrodynamic pressure gradient. It is the sensible energy ? ,6

equations (22) and (23) that require some explanation. These equations have been referred to
'4"*

in this paper as the sensible energy equations, because they include only the translational part of

% ',=V
the total energy of the particles. The energy in translation is therefore the "'sensible" heat while

any internal mode such as electronic excitation is referred to as "latent" heat. Hence, equation _

(23) would resemble the standard energy equation written in terms of enthalpy if the particles

had no other modes of energy storage except in translation. This is clear since in the presence

of pure translation, the enthalpy is h = 5kr/2m which appears on the left hand side of (23). ,
A ;

Equation (23) therefore resembles the classical compressible boundary layer equations with heat °S
conduction and viscous dissipation (the third term on the left hand side of (23)), but for the

presence of a source term on the right hand side. This source term is present because the

electron fluid and heavy particle fluid have been treated separately. Consequently, there appears a

term that couples the two energy equations together. This term which represents the tiansfer of

energy by elastic collisions between the electron gas and the heavy particle gas, appears as the

*source term on the right hand side of (23). Equation (24) is thle familiar species conservation

equation encountered in the field of combustion °' ' *. The only differences are in the

expressions for the diffusion velocities, equations (18) and (19) which contain additional terms
A',

due to the presence of a current in the plasma. Equations (20) through (24) represent the

approximate boundary layer equations for the electrodes in the MPD thruster. This section has

focused on a summary of a derivation of these equations which are given in detail elsewhere '  "

YS
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S The next section will focus on an approximate solution of these governing equations.

iIII. An Approximate Method of Solution S

This section will focus on the description of .ii approximate method of solution to the

governing equations presented in section II. A brief review of existing approximate methods will

be given first. Then, the complications of the electrode-adjacent boundary layer in the MPD

"' thruster will be briefly mentioned, followed by a detailed description of the approximate method

proposed herein.

A system of equations similar to those presented in section 11 have been solved by Liu et

al. " by the use of a finite difference technique. In this section, a simpler but approximate

solution technique will be developed in order to solve equations (20) through (24). Several

authors have solved systems of equations that are similar to the governing equations of section II. '
0

These will be reviewed briefly. The equations are particularly easier to solve if the Prandtl 4-

" number is either one or constant. Emmons and Brainerd' 0 have developed a similarity solution

for a compressible boundary layer over an insulated plate at arbitrary Prandtl numbers. For a

Prandtl number of unity, Poots has studied heat transfer in laminar boundary layers with an

adverse pressure gradient and an adiabatic wall. Poots uses the Illingworth-Stewartson

transformation to reduce the compressible flow equations to incompressible form. Curie has

extended the work of Poots to the case of a constant wall temperature and an arbitrary but S

constant Prandtl number greater than 0.5. Such a similarity solution fails in the case of a

reacting supersonic boundary layer with a constant wall temperature. Nageswara Rao' has

recently studied the compressible boundary layer in a mnagnelohydrodynamic channel, but has

- altogether neglected time energy equation and the thermodynamics. These will be shown to be

crucial for the MPD thruster. The method presented herein differs from all the above in that a

relatively easy approximate solution is found by reducing the original partial differciinal equations S
to ordinary differential equations, and then solving by using a momentuni integral method. An

integral method has been successfully used by Chanm who does not conIsidcr a reacting boundary

".. layer. None of these juthors %ith tie exception of Nageswara Rao" have considered

electromagnetic effects. Ilans has considered electroinagietic effects in a cotistant conductivity,

non-reacting compressillic boundary layer. lie too has ncr ccessfi!l' m , ii it ,ral ni! hod.

Ile?,-, p
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The problem of the electrode boundary layer in the MPD thruster includes all the

complications of a classical compressible boundary layer and more. It includes the additional

effects of electromagnetics, chemical reaction (ionization and recombination), variable flow

properties, and a constant wall temperature. The constant wall temperature, together with f..d-

chemical reaction often destroy tf.e simplicity of the integral method because unlike the case of -

the adiabatic wall, the temperature may not achieve its maximum at either the wall or the free 0

stream. This makes approximate solutions very tricky. The method proposed herein addresses all

these complications.

Simply stated, the present integral method begins by integrating the partial differential 0

equations (20) through (24) from y= 0 to Y = 4 in order to eliminate the dependence on the

transverse coordinate y. The result is a set of ordinary differential equations in the axial

coordinate x for certain dependent variables that appear as integrals over the transverse coordinate

2o ,

y. Next, the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transformation is used to transform the inlegration variableS -

from y to a variable " which varies from 0 at the wall to I at the edge of the boundary layer.

This is done in order to eliminate the density dependence iu compressible flow. Then, the

integrands in the integrals are assumed to be polynomial functions of this variable e. The choice

of the order of these polynomials is not obvious but will be discussed in detail later in this

section. The differential equations are then simultaneously integrated from the leading edge of the

boundary layer to any desired downstream location. The details of this scheme have been outlined

., I1,y Hains and Subramaniam "i'1

Let us n ow examine the integro-differential equations obtained by integrating equations

(21). (23), and (24). Integrating these equations and rearranging, we obtain:
"p

dG El d j* du 0 r
-+ (PooU2)+ 00 + (25)

dx PoU 2o dx U dx

where r is the wall shear defined by

) U

W = ( (26)

a3y
l. the momentum thickness defined by.

%., %N7.9 X
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I dy (27)

0 P00,0 UO 00

is given by%

*pU ) y(28)

0 P00 UOO

*and the subscript 00 refers to tree stream quantities. Integration of the heavy particle sensible

energy equation (23) gives

dX Poo U00 (Cr 10 + 00  2) d/x ~00 '0 0

+ ( d +U 2/U:6:

T +u(cd r 00 +u00/2
ra 00 00 OF

q.1,

Poo U00 (CT 0 +u 2 /12) ,

ki 3m ka
eH 00 a (9

A(C 00 pa <'/2T)T
A00 pa 00 /2 00 ~ 0

where u, is the slip vclocity at the wall, 0) is the enthlalpy thickness de~fined by %

____ CTP1  +L 212

Pu- I________ (30)
p00 0 0  C T 00+UO2/

is defined by

VT
= pU dy (31)

and is (lie heavy particle wall he-at flux given by

Ve'

q~1  ~ )1. (32)
ay

% %
P LIP
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where X H "" " is the heavy particle thermal conductivity. The integrated rate equation

is:

dl* I d I* daoo
d+ (POO uOO O ) +

dx poUa dx a00 dx

M A ~a 00kfP0
-(n V ) = - dy

pooU00 a 0 0  mU 1w S A( 0 a0)- od
00 00

i'::k a oo P 3° 3
, a dy (33)

m o 0 0 Poo' "

where n and V, are the number density and y-component of the diffusion velocity of the ions

evaluated at the wall, and /* is the ionization thickness defined by:

S. (3
T

i•  = a I dy (34)

oUo a
0 POO 00  00

The general case of velocity slip u, 0 (where u is the plasma velocity at the wall), temperalure ,

sip T, T (where T is the wall or electrode temperature and T is the plasma temperature at I's
22the wall), and ionization or concentration slip at the wall, have been treated by Subramaniam.

However, in this paper only ionization slip will be considered. This means that u= 0 and .-

T = T The ionization slip a, which must be supplied for the rate equation (33), is obtained .

by setting the macroscopic diffusive mass flux at the wall equal to the random thermal mass flux

* 20at the wall :

" an n D 'eE n <CH>
D. -- (35)

a Y kT 4

where D is the ion diffusion coefficient at the wall, E is the electric field at the wall whichW% )

is determined from overall current conservation, and <CH> is the mean heavy particle thermal

speed at the wall. The application of the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transformation to the integrals

enabilcs the elimination of density from the integrand. Thus, if

',. %r%

W . --.. -/- 3- -'- --, ? ¢ ¢ ., '.. ' .- ', ' ., ?,', ? _'.'..., .? ..,".% .,% ...
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y (36)

A 0.OO
where A is given by

pA P ct~~Y (37)

S POO,

then (27) reduces to:

A -- ( -- ) (38)

0 00 00

Coe Similarly, the other quantities that appear in terms of derivatives with respect to y or in Itnms of

integrals over y may be transformed into derivatives and integrals in .,

Before the various integrals can be evaluated, it is necessary to assume profiles for the

,arialion of the velocity, heavy particle temperature, and the ionization fraction across the

boundary layer. A quadratic profile for u and cubic profiles for T. and a in terms of t are

assumed. Cubic profiles for rH and a are assumed because (he maximum temperature and

maximum iouization fraction could occur somewhere inside the boundary layer, and not necessarily

.'e at the wall as in the case of an adiabatic wall. The velocity profile is then completely

determined by the following constraints:

u(4=0) 0

UI U 0 0

00

4l -('= 1) = uo"""

.4. '9 Y.,

which give

%I€,1L
" . . i: ":

I I I I I
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= 21 -
(39)i uo0-i

Analogously, for the temperature and ionization fraction

r (-o)rW* a(4-0)m

rT(4=o) = r(o) = a0 0 -

,0 ,('=I) 0 0

Thus. the tempcrature and ionization profiles are:

TH Tw  2T T

00 00 T00  b00(-- b)~+ O(0
and

a a 2a a
- + 2-- +c 4 )J + - l -2c) + c 4 O (41)lao ac a,'.

=, , ." 000,0

where b4 and c 4 arc coefficients yet to be dtcerinned, the subscript oo refers to free stream

quantities, and the subscript W refers to quantities evaluated at tie wall. Using these polynomial

forms, the integrated form of the momentum equation (25) is a differential equation for A, the

integratcd form of the energy equation (29) is a diffcretitial equation for the unknown

coefficient b. and thc integrated form of the rate equation (33) is a differential equation forP.4

the coefficient C4 . Thus, the original system of non-linear partial differential equations have been

reduced to a system of quasi-linear ordinary differential equations. To complete the formulation,

conditions must be prescribed at x = 0. the leading edge of the boundary layer. These are that

the thicknesses, A, e, e , and /* are zero at the leading edge. Further, starting conditions must

be specified for b4 and C4. This can be obtained by requiring that the second derivatives of rH
H'.-

and a with respect to I be zero at the leading edge. This gives C. = I and b4 = I -(rIT 00) at

the leading edge. These approximate equations describing boundary layer flow have been ".'

ZIP
. eP

W A

%.



~integrated using the Gear method :4  The Gear algoritiun is used because of the "stirrfness" or the ic

~system of ordinary differential equations.

.' In summary, an approximate solution to the two temperature boundary layer theory of .P

section 11 has been outlined. This approximate solution uses the Ilowarth-Dorodnitsyn,"

4e - ,S

.transformation and reduces the complicated system of non-linear partial differential equations to a

- relatively simpler set of quasi-linecar ordinary differential equations. In the next section. tile !..

% ~solution to these equations will be given for various conditions that arise in the electrode-adjacent-'.,

boundary layer of the MPD thruster. £€

~IV. Results or Boundary Layer Theory

~The boundary layer equations have been solved by the integral method outlined in, the

previous section, near the onset condition predicted by the quasi one-dimensional non-equilibrium 0

,. theory of back-EMF onset"" The results or tis analysis are presented in this section. The ,3

S.

results focus primarily on a mass flow rate of 3 g/sec of argon propellant, but results for a ,

mass flow of 6 g/sec are also mentioned. The free stream conditions at onset for a given mass

flow rate, have been obtained from the results of quasi-ID non-equilibrium theory". A .4,1

.S.

,. constant wall temperature of 3000 K is assumed, and the heavy particle Prandtl number is taken",:'

Ito be ow 0. 7. Since boundary layers usually begin at stagnation points or at sharp edges, tile.",

A.starting point or leading edge must be specified. The entrance region of tile MPD thr'uster is not ,.

.,well understood, and it is not clear what the flow pattern is in this region. Therefore, for tie,,'

*-purposes of this analysis. the boundary layer is assumed to begin at the inlet. Sice the sonic

point (M = 1. where M is the Mch number) is very close to the inlet. the calculation is•

"" simpler it tie leading edge defined by x = 0 is taken to be at the sonic point. ,.

',The governing equations (20) through (24) are then simultaneously integrated from x ,= 0

to x- L. This is dne for several different cases in order to examine the effect of ionization on -

."" the boundary layer growth. The case of a non-equilibrium boundary layer with ionization slip ..'

(i.e. a, is determined from (35)) with a non-equilibrium free stream will be considered first. _

Next, the ionizing free stream with a frozen boundary layer (i.e. a = ao0(x) ) will be considered.

Finally. the case of a fully ionized, frozen free stream with a frozen boundary layer (i.e. a I:1"

• S.
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all across the boundary layer) will be addressed. The mass flow of 3 g/sec will be considered N bp

first.

The results of the non-equilibrium theory are summarized in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3. Fig. 4,

Fig. 5, and Fig. 6. Fig. I shows the growth of the boundary layer at the cathode. The

boundary layer at the anode is assumed to be similar to the cathode, and is plotted assuming this

40symmetry for the 5 cm. high straight coaxial thruster of King4 . It is found that the boundary

layers are relatively thick and actually merge at an axial distance of approximately 4 cm. from

the leading edge. This surprising fact will be discussed at length, later in this section. The

ionization fraction at the wall is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of distance. This ionization slip 0

decreases with distance as expected, since the diffusion time increases as the boundary layer

thickness increases with distance along the thruster. Thus, though the free stream ionization

fraction increases. it takes longer for ions to diffuse to the wall in order to replenish those that 0

are lost due to recombination. The ionization fraction non-dimensionalized by the free stream

ionization fraction is shown in Fig. 3 versus distance, at a location of 1 cm. from the leading

edge. The bulge in the profile is characteristic of hot, high speed flows in contact with a cold

wall. The constant electron temperature in the boundary layer tends to ionize the plasma.

whereas the presence of the cold wall drives the plasma to recombine. These two opposing

effects cause the maximum ionization fraction to occur somewhere in the middle of the boundary

layer as shown in the figure. The non-dimensional temperature profile is shown in Fig. 4. A

bulge analogous to the one observed in Fig. 3 is not apparent, because the plasma flow velocity

is not high enough for the viscous dissipation to be comparable with the heat transfer to the wall.

Another source of heating is the energy transfer from elastic collisions with the hot electrons. •

This too is not comparable with the conductive heat transfer to the wall. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6

show the variation of the heavy particle wall heat flux arid the wall shear stress respectively.

The heat flux is large near the leading edge of the boundary layer (x = 0) because the boundary S

layer thickness is small. In fact, the heat flux is infinite exactly at the leading edge. because of

the singularity at x = 0. This is of course non-physical, because the boundary layer becomes

free-molecular very close to the leading edge. Thus, the leading edge is a singularity only in the

continuum theory. The wall shear is large when the boundary layer thickness is small (since this

'-..P
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means that the velocity gradient at the wall is large), and then decreases as tie boundary layer

grows to be thicker. The heavy particle wall heat flux exhibits a similar behaviour. From
I

classical boundary layer theory, both the wall shear and the wall heat flux would be expected te

decrease with increasing boundary layer tlckness.

The case of the frozen boundary layer with an ionizing free stream will be considered next.

Again, the free stream conditions are obtained from quasi-ID non-equilibriumi theory' since tile

free stream is assumed to be ionizing. However, since the boundary layer is chcmically frozen,

* the ionization fraction in the boundary layer is lhc same as in the free stream (i.e. a = a 00

throughout the boundary layer). This means that there is no ionization or reconibination in the r

boundary layer. The motivation for studying this case, is to examine the effect of varying

ionization fraction at the wall (i. e. a w) on the viscosity. The boundary layers in the thruster

for this case are shown in Fig. 7. This case differs from the non-equilibrium case with S

ionization slip in that the boundary layers do not merge, though they are appreciably thick. The

boundary layer thickness is seen to decrease near the exit of the thruster, due to the drastic -a,

variation of the free stream conditions near the exit2 . The heavy particle temperature profile is

shown in Fig. 8 at four different locations, 1 cm., 5 cm.. 10 cm., and 15 cm. from the leading

edge. The noticeable bulge in the profiles far from the leading edge exists, because of the

opposing effects of viscous dissipation aud heat transfer to the cold wall. This bulge does not

appear near the leading edge because the plasma flow velocity is small and therefore the viscous

, dissipation is small. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 depict the variation of the heavy particle wall heat flux,

and the wall shear respectively. The heat flux and wall shear are seen to decrease with

increasing boundary layer thickness, as expected. The magnitudes of the heat flux and the wall

shear aic lower in tile frozen boundary layer as opposed to the non-equilibrium boundary layer

.e: with ionization slip, because of the smaller thermal conductivity and smaller viscosity. The

viscosity is smaller, because the frozen boundary layer has a greater ionization fraction than in

,, the non-equilibrium cise. The thermal conductivity is smaller because the viscosity is smaller,

and the heavy particle Prandtl number is fixed. It is evident by comparing these cases, that the

amount of ionization at the wall is extremely important in determining the heat transfer and the

wall shear because or its effect on boundary layer growth.

%v %
e'.' JP 0
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A more dramatic illustration of the effect of ionization is enabled by studying the case of

the fully ionized frozen boundary layer. In this instance, the fully ionized, frozen. quasi-ID flow

described by Lawless et al.1 is used to provide the free stream boundary conditions, and the

boundary layer is treated as being fully ionized and chemically frozen. The results of this

calculation are shown in Fig. 11, Fig. 12. Fig. 13. and Fig. 14. The qualitative behaviour of

the various quantities (i.e. heavy particle temperature, heavy particle wall heat flux, and wall

shear) are the same as before, and have been explained in the other cases that were considered.

The magnitudes of the quantities are lower in this fully ionized case, again because of the lower

viscosity and thermal conductivity. This will be addressed in detail next.

The heavy particle Prandtl number has been fixed at 0.7 in the boundary layer calculations.

Thus, if the viscosity is known, the thermal conductivity may be calculated using the definition of 4.

the Prandtl number. The viscosity of the plasma is primarily due to the heavy particles. Since

the electrons have a significantly smaller mass than the ions and neutrals, their contribution to the

21viscosity is negligible . The heavy particle dynamic viscosity is the sum of the ion viscosity and

the neutral viscosity. Since the mass of the ion differs from that of a neutral only by the mass

of the electron, the ions and neutrals are treated as having the same mass in this two-temperature

theory. Therefore, at a given heavy particle temperature, the mean thermal speed of the ions is

approximately the same as that of the neutrals. The viscosity may then be obtained from kinetic '...

theory 
2 ' :-

io A to = m <Ca> (nL, + n AL ) (42)

where <C > is the mean thermal speed of the heavy particles, LH is the mean free path for an 't.

ion colliding with other heavy particles, and LAll is the mean free path for a neutral colliding

with other heavy particles. The mean free paths for the ions and neutrals are given by :

'. n^O/ +n 0=,L AN l~h~lAJ

rL N ~ A A A + n i %d

ON.

~' .. 3~ 4. ~ - '- , V~"33
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where the Q's denote energy-averaged momentum transfer collision cross sections between the

various species (the subscript i refers to ions and A refers to neutral atoms). Using thcsc. the %

definition of the ionization fraction a = n/(n+nA), and quasi-neutrality n, = n. gives the

following expression for viscosity in terms of the ionization fraction:

a1-
a'_

<C> + (43)
HaO + (-a)QA (l-a)OAA + aOi.

where 0 denotes the coulombic ion-ion cross section, O,A denotes the ion-neutral cross section,

and 0AA denotes the neutral-neutral cross section. Typically for argon. 0hA 0 10"
M -,

0 #V 10-11IM 2, and 0 O 10 16 M 2.  It can be seen from (43) that when a = 0, the viscosity is

dctermincd by 0h. If a = 1. then the viscosity is determined by 0,. which is three orders of
AA*I

inagnitude bigger than 0 A' Further, if a < 0.9, the viscosity is primarily detcritined by 0 , A

which is only about an order of magnitude bigger than 0 A. This indicates that in order to have

very small boundary layer thicknesses, the boundary layer flow must be very nearly fully ionized.p

In fact. it is this dependence of the viscosity on the degree of ionization that has resulted in the

relatively large boundary layer thicknesses that have been computed. This explains why the non-

equilibrium boundary layer grew so quickly as to merge in the middle of the thruster. The
4~

straight coaxial thruster of King4 has been described by experimentalists as being "lossy" compared

. to the shorter "benchmark" thruster (the "benchmark" thruster was less than 10 cm. long whereas

King's coaxial thruster was 20 cm. long). The non-equilibrium boundary layer theory presented

in this paper explains why this is so. The resulting dependence of the viscosity on the ionization

fraction also causes the heavy particle thermal conductivity to depend on the ionization fraction as

well (this is because the heavy particle Prandtl number is roughly constant). Consequently, this -

affects the heat transfer to the electrode.

Thus far, MPD boundary layer flow has been discussed under the non-equilibrium, frozen.

'.a, and fully ionized assumption, for a uniform mass flow of 3 g/sec. A calculation of the non- 'aa'.

equilibrium boundary layer has also been performed for a uniform mass flow of 6 g/sec. For

this mass flow. the boundary layers merged at approximately 6 cm., as opposed to 4 cm. from

A-?"
Ir. ,%a-
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the leading edge for a mass flow of 3 g/sec. This is to be expected, since tle density is higher

in the higher mass flow case which n turn. gives smaller boundary layer thicknesses.

The boundary layer solutions presented in this section may be used to estimate the drag as

well as the heat transfer. The heavy particle heat flux that has been calculated in this section,

gives an idea of how much heat is transferred from the hot flowing plasma to the wall by

thermal conduction. The results of this section may be used to determine electrode surface

temperatures which determine erosion rates.

V. Summary and Conclusions

The electrode-adjacent boundary layer in an MPD thruster has been analyzed for the first

time. The governing equations for a two-temperature, laminar, compressible, plasma boundary

layer have been derived from first principles. Approximate solutions to these equations have been

obtained for the MPD thruster operating at steady state under near-onset conditions, under various

N assumptions regarding the rate kinetics. The approximate solutions have been obtained by the

-Howarth-Doro'lnitsyn transformation used in conjunction with energy and momentum integral

methods. Thus, the effects of wall friction and heat transfer to the wall have been quantified. S

The boundary layer theory presented in this paper provides a means of estimating viscous

drag, heat transfer, and has underscored the importance of ionization and recombination rate .5.',5.

kinetics. Three cases have been considered. The first is a non-equilibrium boundary layer with 9

V ionization slip, the second is a frozen boundary layer with a non-equilibrium ionizing free-stream,

N. and the third is a fully ionized frozen boundary layer with a fully ionized frozen free-stream.

The three different assumptions about the rate kinetics have yielded significantly different S

boundary layer thicknesses. This has important consequences for viscous drag and heat transfer to

the electrode. The case of the non-equilibiium boundary layer with realistic ionization slip has

yielded a large boundary layer thickness. This implies that the anode and cathode boundary layers

merge in the channel, leading to a fully developed flow.

.W.

The strength of this boindary layer theory lies in its assumption of a two-temperature ..

plasma. However, two weak assumptions namely that of scalar electrical conductivity and that of

negligible radiative heat transfer, must be addressed. These assumptions have been made in order

Oka-- *XP7 '5*V, '''* %%S.%~p~
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to simplify an otherwise complicated problem. Inclusion of the Hall effect (tensor electrical
conductivity) would render the free stream flow two-dimensional. Further, it would render the W

assumption of negligible ion ohmic heating in the heavy particle sensible energy equation (see

%W section II) invalid. Radiation from the hot plasma to the wall may also be important for

determining the heat transfer to the electrode. The inclusion of radiation could lead to higher

U ionization fractions near the wall, and therefore possibly reduce the wall shear anld wall

conductive heat flux by lowering the viscosity and the thermal conductivity. However, there .

would be a'lditional heat transfer to the wall because of the radiative interaction between the

plasma and the wall and this is expected to be the dominant effect. Also, the increased -

ionization fraction near the wall will lead to higher ion bombardietit. Plasma radiation may.

therefore enhance the overall electrode erosion rate.
d"

ell
This work has demonstrated the importance of ionization and recombination in the electrode-

. adjacent boundary layer of the MPD thruster. The results of the boundary layer analysis has -,:e

indicated that the MPD boundary layer may be appreciably thick and therefore may have .
14.

important consequences for the viscous drag and electrode erosion. Further experimental

information on temperatures and concentrations near the electrodes would therefore be invaluable.
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Fig. 1: Non-equilibrium boundary layer growth for a total mass flow of 3 g/s.

Fig. 2: Ionization fraction at the wall (i.e. ionization slip) versus distance along the

electrode, for a total mass flow of 3 g/s.

Fig. 3: Profile of non-dimensionalized ionization fraction across the boundary layer, at a

location of 1 cm. downstream from the leading edge. The case shown here is that of a non- 0

equilibrium boundary layer for a mass flow of 3 g/s.

Fig. 4: Profile of the heavy particle temperature across the boundary layer at I cm. from

the leading edge. The case shown here is that of a non-equilibrium boundary layer for a mass 0

flow of 3 g/s.

Fig. 5: Variation of heavy particle wall conductive heat flux versus distance. The case

shown here is that of a non-equilibrium boundary layer for a mass flow of 3 g/s. •

Fig. 6: Variation of wall shear versus distance for a mass flow of 3 g/s. The case shown

here is that of a non-equilibrium boundary layer.%

%
Fig. 7: Frozen boundary layer growth for a mass flow *of 3 g/s. In this case, the free

stream is a non-equilibrium ionizing flow.

Fig. 8: Heavy particle temperature profiles at various locations downstream from the

leading edge for a mass flow of 3 g/s. The case shown here is that of a frozen boundary layer

JI h a non-equilibrium ionizing free stream.

Fig. 9: Variation of the heavy particle wall conductive heat flux versus distance for a mass

, of 3 j/s. The case shown here is that of a frozen boundary layer with a non-equilibrium

f.":r£ tree stream.

F,g 10 Variation of the wall shear versus distance for a mass flow of 3 g/s. The case

. .. l ( of a chemically frozen boundary layer and a non-equilibrium ionizing free

o" , :.d boundary layer growth for a total mass flow of 3 g/s. The case

a rully im.icd and froien boundary layer, with a fully ionized and frozen

%,.%
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free stream.

j Fig.. 12: Profiles of the heavy particle temperature across the boundary layer at various

locations downstream from the leading edge, for a mass flow of 3 g/s. The case shown here is
U-.

that of a fully ionized and frozen boundary layer, with a fully ionized and frozen free stream.

Fig. 13: Variation of the heavy particle wall conductive heat flux versus distance, for a

" mass flow of 3 g/s. The case shown here is that of a fully ionized and frozen boundary layer.

with a fully ionized and frozen free stream.

Fig. 14: Variation of the wall shear versus distance, for a mass flow of 3 g/s. The case S

shown herc is that of a fully ionized and frozen boundary layer. with a fully ionizcd and frozen N

* free stream.
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ABSTRACT

The Performance of Magnetoplasmadynamic MPD thrusters has been

severely limited by 'onset'. The destructive onset phenomenon refers to the

abrupt increase in voltage oscillations accompanied by severe electrode

erosion which occurs at a critical value of the current for a given mass flow

rate. This research is aimed at explaining and quantifying onset.

The steady, one-dimensional, self-field flow in the MPD thruster is first

analyzed for frozen flow, equilibrium flow, and non-equilibrium flow. This

quasi one-dimensional theory explains the behaviour of efficiency and predicts

a new mechanism for the onset phenomenon. This model predicts that

smoothly accelerating supersonic flow can exist only below a critical current

level because of increasing back-EMF. This limit is interpreted as onset and

correlates with the experimentally observed J2 /M onset parameter.

In order to quantify electrode erosion rates, the electrode-adjacent

boundary layer 1 analyzed using the results of the quasi one-dimensional

theory. The free stream boundary conditions for the steady boundary layer

flow analysis are obtained from the results of the quasi one-dimensional

theory. Since the electrode wall is relatively cold compared to the flow, and

since relatively fewer collisions are required for the heavier particles to

equilibrate, an approximate two temperature boundary layer theory is

developed. The two temperature compressible non-equilibrium ionization

equations ere then, solved using momentum integral and energy integral

methods. Wall shear stress, wall heat flux, temperature, density, and S
.5,
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ionization fraction profiles are then calculated. These results of the two

temperature theory may then be used to estimate rates of erosion by

evaporation and due to sputtering.

The major accomplishments of this thesis include the development of a

new theory that for the first time, predicts onset due to an excessive back-

EMF at high currents, the establishment of the importance of ionization and

recombination. and the first study of an electrode-adjacent boundary layer in

MPD flow.

This thesis addresses steady flow only. Thus, only the conditions

leading upto onset are considered. No attempt is made to study any

phenomena beyond the limit of onset. Such a theory would have to take into

consideration the unsteady nature of the flow beyond onset. However, this

research provides, the basis for a more comprehensive approach to

understanding and quantifying the phenomenon of onset and electrode erosion

in MPD thrusters. Such a theory may prove to be valuable in the design and

perhaps future design of MPD thrusters.
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NOMENCLATURE

a- Acoustic speed of sound S

a. Acoustic speed of sound at the sonic point

A- Cross sectional channel area

A - WIH , Aspect ratio

8- Magnetic field

D'- Magnetic field at the sonic point

B, - Magnetic field at the inlet, x -0

Co a Drag coefficient

C - Mean thermal speed of electrons at the sheath-boundary layer edge

.<C> - Mean thermal speed of the heavy particles

C - Mean thermal speed of ions at the sheath-boundary layer edge

C ,5k/2m ,W Specific heat at constant pressure

C - Specific heat at constant volume

D- Electron diffusion coefficient p, .,

D'= Ion diffusion coefficient

D -Ion diffusion coefficient evaluated at the wall

DM= Hydraulic diameter 0

e- Electronic charge

e -Specific internal energy

e , Specific internal energy at cutoff temperature, T T

K. E - Electric field

E - Electric field at the wall, evaluated from overall current conservation

F-pu,- Mass flux

040
F.,- Helmholtz free energy

H - Interelectrode distance
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H Total enthalpy

h : Specific enthalpy

h*- Specific enthalpy at the sonic point

h - Effective heat transfer coefficient

h = Electron enthalpy

- Heat transfer coefficient between cathode and external coolant S

= Ionization thickness

J = Total current

j = Current density

j' - Current density at the sonic point -

"J=O Free stream current density

jT = Current density due to thermionic emission

k - Boltzmann's constant

k b Recombination rate constant .. 5

k= Ionization rate constant
K'K K,= Equilibrium constants for first, second, and third ionization-

recombination reactions

L- Thruster length
L - Mean free path of the electron

00

LAN = Mean free path for neutral atom colliding with other heavy particles

L = Mean free path for ion colliding with other heavy particles

M=u/a- Mach number

h - Mass flow rate

mA - Atomic mass

m W Mass of electron

n Electron or ion number density at the sheath-boundary layer edge

n A - Neutral atom number density

n a Electron number density *".

n Electron number density at the wall

n an a Single ion number density

5C.
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0

n.. Double ion number density .

n... Triple ion number density
i t),o6 Net production rate of ions by inelastic collisions i

.on. .'..'

Total number densit oey ofrticvysparticl,

P = Pressure

P*- Pressure at the sonic point
0au..s
0 AA Total momentum transfer atom-atom cross section

•' 0 = Total momentum transfer electron-atom cross section .''

0 = Total momentum transfer electron-ion cross section
= Total momentum transfer ion-atom cross section

0. = Total momentum transfer ion-ion cross section

q, = Heavy particle conductive heat flux
0

q, = Heavy particle conductive heat flux at the wall ,N -

S, EntropyN

. ." = Magnetic force number at the sonic point -

T = Temperature

7 = Temperature at the sonic point

T Cutoff temperature in the piecewise linear model

T - Electron temperature 0

E c = Effective cathode surface temperature
"a- '."

T., Heavy particle temperature

r a Total thrust at the exit, x-L

r - Wall slip temperature, in general r .- ,.

T uWall or electrode temperature 'a'.

Too Free stream temperature 0

% .u= Component of local average plasma velocity in x direction

U- Internal energy

u , Local average plasma velocity vector I
0

u ,f Inlet flow speed

u- x component of slip velocity at the wall, in general 0 0

'a 0

-'-
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v Component of local average plasma velocity in y direction

V Voltage drop across the thruster

V -Cathode sheath voltage drop -y

V" y component of electron diffusion velocity
V-- y component of ion diffusion velocity" -..

V = y component of the ion diffusion velocity at the wall •

V - Sum of the sheath voltage drops

W = Width of the electrode transverse to the flow

x Axial coordinate in direction of flow

x'= Position of the sonic point

X 2 ', X011 - Sonine coefficients

y - Transverse coordinate perpendicular to the flow r

,; ZA' Z,.Z.,Z. ,Z. . Total partition functions of neutral atom, electron, single

ion, double ion, and triple ion

a Ionization fraction

a -Ionization fraction at the wall

a Ionization fraction at the sonic point

r - Evaporative mass flux

A - Transformed boundary layer thickness

3: Boundary layer thickness -F

First ionization energy

Overall performance efficiency

SHeavy particle dynamic viscosity

. Ion dynamic viscosity

- Neutral atom dynamic viscosity

- Lorentz efficiency

0 - Momentum thickness

em - Enthalpy thickness

A - Specific heat of sublimation of cathode ",
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)X41 Heavy particle heat conductivity

p0 = Permeability of free space

<V > Energy-weighted average momentum transfer elastic collision

' - frequency

£ - Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transform variable .,

p - Mass density

p*- Mass density at the sonic point

o, - Electrical conductivity

o- Electrical conductivity due to electron-ion collisions

- Electrical conductivity due to electron-neutral collisions

s - Stefan-Boltzmann constant

&r - Electrical conductivity evaluated at the sonic point
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Space missions require fuel efficient thrusters in order to transport

greater amounts of payload. Therefore, given a particular thrust level

T -, u1 1i, it is desirable to maximize the exit speed so that the mass flow 0

rate (i.e. fuel consumption) is minimized. Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD)

thrusters use electric and magnetic fields to accelerate a plasma to high

speeds. MPD thrusters, as distinguished from other electric propulsion 0

devices, derive most of their thrust from j X B body forces in a steady

flow'. The magnetic field may be externally applied as in some early work

on the subject 2 . 3. 4 During the past ten years, work has concentrated on self-

field thrusters. Operating at current levels of tens of kiloamps, self-field MPD

thrusters have experimentally demonstrated exhaust speeds of 15000 to 40000

m/s and thrusts of the order of 100 Newtons. By contrast, the most exotic

chemical propellants provide maximum exit speeds of about 6000 m/s. This

fuel efficiency is the primary advantage that MPD thrusters have over

conventional chemical thrusters. This thesis studies self-field thrusters.

MPD thrusters have been shown to achieve efficiencies of %,50%, but are. V.

limited by a destructive phenomenon known as 'onset'. This thesis

theoretically examines the plasma flow in a one-dimensional self-field thruster.

The behaviour of efficiency and its relationship to onset are considered. This

theory predicts a new mechanism of onset related to the back-EMF. In this

theory, onset appears as a conflict between the electric field required for

magnetogasdynamic choking and the electric field necessary to draw all the
I,'w,

-. ,,. . :. ., . .. .p.. . ,..., ...,:.,-: .,,.,.., ,.,..., . .*. ,- '
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applied current. For a given mass flow and geometry, it is experimentally

known that efficiency ncreases rapidly as the current increases. This increase

is limited by the rapid erosion which begins to occur at some current level.

This limit, also typically associated with voltage oscillations, is known as

'onset'. For a given geometry and varying mass flow, this limit correlates

with J2/rh where J is the total current and th is the mass flow. This limit

has been observed to vary with geometry" but this variation is not

understood. ',,

Equilibrium flow in an MPD thruster has been modeled by King et a/."

They assume a one-dimensional, local equilibrium, continuum, flow with a

Xuniform and constant electric field. The fluid enters the thruster at a slow

speed and low temperature, whereupon the speed increases to sonic primarily

due to ohmic heating. The fluid is then accelerated to supersonic speeds

primarily by the magnetic body force. The electric field is determined by the %J1

choking condition that permits a transition from subsonic to supersonic

speeds. In this thesis, the model of King et a/.1 will be considered for frozenV'a.

and nonequilibrium flow. In a non-intuitive result, it will be found that the

electric field required by the choking condition can be insufficient to draw all

the applied current. This occurs at high values of j2 /th and is interpreted as

onset.

Among the contributions of this thesis to the understanding and
,p,

quantification of onset are:

- The first non-equilibrium self-field MPD theory to predict onset due to
an excessive back-EMF at high currents has been developed.

o For the first time, the electrode-adjacent boundary layer in MPD flow
has been studied.

" The Importance of non-equilibrium Ionization In controlling the
appearance of back-EMF onset, and In determining boundary layer

growth has been established
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e The Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transformation in conjunction with the
momentum Integral method, has been applied successfully for the first
time in the case of a two-temperature, non-equilibrium, plasma
boundary layer. The approximate solution has been used to compute
the wall shear and the wall heat flux. V

Several previous explanations for onset have been advanced. In addition 'i1

to the back-EMF theory presented herein, there are two other approaches. One

deals with anode mass starvation and the second with current channel

instability. Each will be reviewed.

The first approach, anode mass starvation, was first analyzed by Baksht

et aI.a Because of flow acceleration and the Hall effect, they predicted that

the plasma density near the downstream portion of the anode would decline

as total current increased. Consequently as current increases, the anode 0

sheath voltage will eventually shift signs, from electron-retaining to ion-

retaining polarities. Baksht et at. took this sign change as their onset

criterion'. This work has been refined by Heimerdinger.' Korsun considered a

similar mass starvation effect in a two-dimensional model"0 . The anode mass

starvation hypothesis has experimental support from Hugel." The reason why

a change in sign of the anode sheath voltage should cause onset is not clear

because many discharges operate in steady state with anode sheaths of both

signs. Two hypotheses exist: (i) Kuriki and Onishi'2 suggest that, when the % %

anode fall is positive, ions accelerated in the sheath may produce sputtering,

and (ii) Shubin" has found that anode mass starvation is associated not just

with anode sheath reversal but also with plasma instabilities and has

suggested that these may cause onset.

The second approach to onset is being developed by Schrade et ..'

They analyze the stability of current tubes to fluctuations in the magnetic

field distribution. This is a volume rather than an electrode phenomenon. IV.

'p

%

'. .i
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The back-EMF theory presented herein differs fundamentally from these

other two approaches. For one, the injection of a small amount of mass near A op

the downstream end of the anode would have a major effect on the onset

predictions of the anode mass starvation theories$- .910, 3 but no effect on the

back-EMF mechanism. A fundamental difference between the back-EMF limit

and the instability theories 3' 4 is that the former appears in a steady-state

model. Further, the magneto-gas-dynamic choking condition plays an essential

role in the back-EMF mechanism but not in the other two. These differences

indicate that the physical mechanisms for these approaches are different. It is

not yet known which mechanism occurs first under which experimental

conditions.

The most detailed experimental data on plasma flow conditions at onset

are due to Barnett. 5  These experiments were conducted in what has become

known as the "benchmark" thruster which is characterized by a lip on the

anode which protrudes into the flow channel (see Fig.1) . His experiments •

found instabilities associated with low density regions. Unlike Baksht et a/.'s

theory,$ the low density region was not necessarily near the anode. These

results have not yet been repeated in a thruster with a smoothly shaped flow

channel.

The complexity of this problem has prompted the use of some ;%

simplifying assumptions. Baksht et a/.'. Shubin" , and Martinez et al.'a have ,
'13

used the isothermal assumption. Shubin t ' and Martinez et al&. have used the

infinite magnetic Reynolds number assumption. Neither approximation is used

herein. However, the Hall effect, which was partially included in the above 0

models, will be neglected herein. This work, an extension of King et ef., uses

conservation of mass, momentum, and energy for a one-dimensional plasma

flow. Unlike King e a/.? who assume equilibrium thermodynamics, this work

will also consider frozen-flow and non-equilibrium models. The choking WP

condition is found to be strongly affected by these assumptions.

,k-o



The approach to understanding and quantifying the phenomenon of onset .% 
'I

in this thesis, is in two phases. The first phase is devoted to the %I-,I,

development of a quasi one-dimensional theory that explains the behaviour of

efficiency and predicts a new mechanism for onset. This is described in

chapters 2 and 3.

°0
The second phase is devoted to the development of a boundary layer

theory that will enable calculation of erosion rates at onset. This is described

in chapter 4. This two temperature non-equilibrium ionization boundary layer

theory is developed in Sec. 4.2. The free stream conditions for the boundary

layer analysis are obtained from the quasi one- dimensional theory developed

in Sec. 3.5. A two temperature fluid model is used because of two reasons.

010
Firstly, the presence of a relatively cold electrode and the relatively fewer

number of collisions required for the heavier particles to equilibrate would

cause the heavier particles (ions and neutrals) to have a temperature different .. r

from the lighter particles (electrons). Secondly, the Prandtl number for the 0

heavy particles is t 1 and constant throughout the boundary layer. This .-N

would not be the case If a one temperature approach were taken for the ..

combined fluid consisting of ions, neutrals, and electrons. Next, the boundary

layer equations are solved approximately by using momentum integral and

S. energy integral methods. This is discussed in Sec.4.3, and the results are

given in Sec.4.4. A discussion of the cathode sheath is given in Sec.4.5. In ',

this section, a description of how the boundary layer theory of Sec.4.2 may

be used in calculating erosion rates by evaporation, is given. Finally, the

a" results of this two step approach are summarized in chapter 5 along with the

conclusions and recommendations for future work.

"-a...%
a. '...V. a. ". . . , N .
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CHAPTER 2

QUASI 1-D FROZEN MPD CHANNEL FLOW

2.1. INTRODUCTION

The back-EMF onset theory has its beginings in the frozen flow theory •

that will be discussed in this chapter. Frozen flow refers to flow of a fixed

chemical composition, such as fully ionized flow . The governing equations .

of a steady, one-dimensional, constant area, frozen MPD channel flow will be

discussed in section 2, and magnetogasdynamic choking will be found in

section 3. The solution of the frozen flow equations is derived in section 4.

The culmination of this chapter is section 5 which uses the results of the •S
frozen flow model to find a new mechanism for onset.

%.

2.2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

A steady, one-dimensional, constant-area MPD channel flow will be

considered. The geometry is as shown in Fig.2. Viscous effects, Hall effects.

and heat transfer will be neglected. The governing equations can be written:

mass:

pu F constant (2.2.1)

momentum:

dP + Fdu " jBdx (2.2.2)

energy: S
r V

V'.

'i H - tl . . . . . il -' - d - I illI - .
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idv + iudu jEdx (2.2.3)

state:

h - h (PP) (2.2.4)

Ohm's law. '.

Om 's 1 E - uB) (2.2.5)

Ampere's law-

dB -(2.2.6)
dx

These can be understood as the equations of classical gas dynamics with

the inclusion of ohmic heating in the energy (2.2.3) and a magnetic body force

in the momentum (2.2.2).'? The equation of state, (2.2.4), applies to non-ideal

as well as ideal gases. It will be generalized to non-equilibrium flow in Sec.

3.2 and Sec. 3.5.

First integrals can be found for both the momentum and energy

equations. Using Ampere's law, (2.2.6). momentum conservation, (2.2.2), and

energy conservation, (2.2.3), become:

Momentum:

". P + Fu + constant (2.2.7)".',-2p..

e ~Energy: ;-

,Fu2 EB
Fh + - constant (2.2.7)

2

To complete the problem description, boundary conditions are needed at

the channel inlet, x-0, and exit, x-L At x-L. we require B0. At the inlet.

% o

. . .r-.w',- V, W...,.-.c.'.,r,.v'. - .r .'.... :....r. - . .... ... 1.
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x-0, the flow speed is specified, u-u,, * The inlet flow speed, u, , is very

small and, for present purposes, it may be taken as approximately zero. TheI -
value of the magnetic field at the inlet, B-B, is determined by the

experimentally specified total current, J, by Ampere's law:.

B, mP 0 J/W (2.2.9)

The mass flux, F, is related to the total mass flow, th, by:

F - th / (HW) (2.2.10)

The performance of the MPD thruster can be characterized by efficiency.

Two efficiencies will be defined. Although the definitions are different, they

agree closely over the range of MPD operation. The first, inspired by

thermodynamics, is the Lorentz efficiency which is defined as the ratio of the

work done by the electromagnetic force to the total electrical power in":

L 
.-.

4?S yBu dx
0 " 1~2.2.11)

SEl dx Y V
S W•
0

When the integrand in (2.2.11) is rearranged. the Lorentz efficiency is seen to

be the weighted average over the power, of the ratio of the back-EMF to the

electric field:

L

IL -(2.2.12)

Ej dx
0

or,

.5 .5.

% 55% ~ .S.'. % 'aS.S.' %45-%> . S.-SX.
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5, uBO ~"*

.L < > (2.2.13)
E

It is then evident from (2.2.13) that for efficient thruster operation, it is -

necessary to operate in a regime where the back-EMF is comparable to the

electric field. This means that the back-EMF onset mechanism, to be

discussed in Sec. 2.5, is expected to be important in efficient thrusters. 0

The second type of efficiency to be defined is conventionally used to

define overall propulsion system performance:

• ~ ~ ~ T / T 2/ 2  ,h

(2.2.14)

jVV

where T- (fhu + PHW) ..L is the total thrust. For a planar channel, V-EH+V s ,

where V is the sum of the sheath voltage drops. y differs from 1
L by

including the thrust due to pressure. For the normal operating regime of MPD ..-

thrusters, as opposed to electrothermal thrusters, the pressure component of

thrust is small and the two efficiencies agree closely, as will be shown in

Sec. 2.4.

The governing equations described in this section can be solved to

determine the electrical characteristics and efficiency of the thruster. This

will be done in the following sections.

P.S 2.3. MAGNETOGASDYNAMIC CHOKING

The combined action of ohmic heating and Lorentz body force can cause

a flow in a constant-area channel to accelerate from subsonic to supersonic. 0

Since both of these effects are large in the MPD thruster, variation in the

channel cross-sectional area may be unimportant even If It Is present. This

section will develop the condition for this choking to occur In the self-field

flow of a non-ideal gas obeying equation of state (2.2.4).
".4,

..

V% %
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Rewriting (2.2.1) and (2.2.4) in differential form, combining with (2.2.2) and

(2.2.3) to eliminate dp and dp, using (2.2.5) to eliminate j, and solving for the

velocity gradient yields:

I du 1 1 B ah E dB
m (--I -(2.3.1)

udx Ml-I h P' p dX

rS

where a is given by ":

ahA %

2 p (2.3.2)

I'.- ap

For the special case of an ideal gas, (2.3.2) reduces to the conventional ,e

expression.

thouIt is seen that (2.3.1) is singular at M=1. For continuous acceleration

through M I, it is required that:

oh
E pa BoI P. (2.3.3)

-- -N-..,,

where the asterisks represent quantities evaluated at the sonic point, M=1. •

(2.3.3) is the choking condition. It relates the electric field, E, to the back-

-EMF at the choking point. e*B'. This will play a central role in the prediction

of b~ck-EMF induced onset to be discussed in Sec. 2.5.
-Ur

(2.3.3) can be interpreted in terms of classical gas dynamics. Ohmic

r. heating tends to drive a gas toward M-I and the magnetic body force tends

to drive the flow away from Mm,1." (2.3.3) determines the electric field %

%%

Ise, 
-V



necessary to provide the right amount of ohmic heating to drive the flow just ,

to M=1 where the body force can accelerate it to supersonic speeds.

This choking condition has been previously studied for the special case

of an ideal gas. Resler and Sears ' 0 considered such choking for an applied-

field calorically-perfect flow. King et al." studied choking in self-field flow

for the special case of a gas obeying the equation of state h=h P/p). The

case of a self-field calorically-perfect flow will be considered in the next

section. The more general case of self-field choking in a non-ideal gas will --'

be addressed in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.5.

2.4. FROZEN FLOW

The concept of back-EMF onset is most easily understood in the special

case of a constant-composition (frozen) calorically perfect plasma. In this

section, the solution for the flow profiles for frozen flow will be presented.

It will be found that the flow in this case is characterized by a single non-

dimensional parameter. This parameter, S% the magnetic force number, Is 4,.

closely related to the experimental onset parameter, J/2 /h.

The flow of a fully ionized one-temperature plasma will be modeled. -

.- Because ionization and recombination will not be considered in this section,

this will be called the frozen flow model. With electronic excitation

neglected, this assumption of a fully ionized flow permits a simple expression 0

for enthalpy:

5kT E 1  5p ",h " -+ - " + (2.4.)

%, JmA mA 2 p m A

Substituting this frozen flow enthalpy into the choking condition, (2.3.3), gives: .4

g0
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- 2.4.2)
2

This choking condition determines the electric field and defines the operating ,

region.

To obtain an analytic solution, the conservation equations for mass

(2.2.1). momentum (2.2.7), and energy (2.2.8) may be rewritten for frozen flow ',

in terms of the sonic quantities:

uaFPB (2.4.3)

P + Fu + - - P" + Fa* + - (2.4.4)
2,. 2p. .:e

u2 EB a"2 EB" ,
Fh + F- + Fh" + F- + (2.4.5)

2 P0  2 P. (2..5

Combining (2.4.1) through (2.4.5), the. following quadratic equation for u is

obtained:
5. 2

-U2 + g -S 2) - U, U.

8 B'

P,+ (-S(1-+1)'- (2.4.6)

where:
%,,, =

S" = (2.4.7) A.

.A

The two solutions to quadratic (2.4.6) may be readily written in terms of B and

the sonic quantities:

'..-'.p'..p'V~~ V.
1

?, %. V %% .V%. ' V

JkZ
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U.8"-2 ±  2 ) (2.4.8)
'2 2

where:

5 B
C,1'8 \B.2/

B

4 B, )

The upper sign in (2.4.8) represents the solution for supersonic flow and the

lower sign is for subsonic flow. (2.4.8) shows that u/a" is a function of B/B* S

with S' as a parameter. Combining (2.4.8) with (2.4.3), p can be found: -.

p - _ (2.4.9)

(2.4.9) determines pip" as a function of B/B* with S' as a parameter.

Combining (2.4.8) with (2.4.4), P can be found:

8 9, - 4 C2)P 2  s2."[ , (i'-4)]"
2. +2 - (2.4.10)5 2 2 2 ";,

(2.4.10) determines PIFa" as a function of B/B* with S" as a parameter. The

relationship between B and position x can be found by combining (2.2.5),.%

(2.2.6), and (2.4.2):

dB5M -jiff *B- uB)(..1
dx 224.1

From (2.4.8) through (2.4.10), it is seen that S%, defined by (2.4.7). is a very

important parameter. S* is the magnetic force number21 evaluated at the

choking point. S. displays the relative importance of magnetic pressure and

gas dynamic kinetic energy density:

• • S
• .

p "% pp

N.1 i*

P.: •

p'
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choking point, as a parameter. The solution was found assuming a fully-

ionized compositionally-frozen flow. Approximations such as isothermal flow

or infinite magnetic Reynolds number have not been made. The next section -

will show how this solution predicts a new mechanism of onset. Sec. 3.5 will

discuss how the solution is affected by ionization rates.

2.5. A THEORY OF ONSET

This section will explain how the simple model of the previous section .

predicts onset. Onset appears as a limitation on the values S', as defined in

(2.4.7) or (2.4.12), may assume in the supersonic mode. This limit is a

consequence 'of combining Ohm's law with the flow solutions. The behaVior

of the back-EMF will be considered first. The effect of back-EMF on Ohm's
0

law will then be considered from mathematical and physical viewpoints.

The behavior of the back-EMF, uB, will be considered first. Near the

inlet, the flow speed u is very small so that uB is small. Near the exit, uB is

small again because B-0. Somewhere near the middle of the thruster, the

back-EMF, uB, peaks. This is shown in Fig.6 for various values of S.

An important relationship between E. and the back-EMF, uB, can be found

from considering Ohm's law. Combining Ohm's law, (2.2.5), with Ampere's law,

(2.2.6). and integrating yields:

-4'. A dB
( (2.5.1)0 P'o (E - u a ) "?

%

The relationship between u and B is given by (2.4.8). For frozen flow, E is
given by the choking condition, (2.4.2). This is also plotted in Fig.6. From

Fig.6, It is seen that as S* increases from 7.0 to 8.5, the peak back-EMF

approaches the electric field. This tends to make the denominator in (2.5.1)

,% '.5'
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small. As the peak back-EMF reaches the electric field, the integral indicates

that an Infinite length thruster is necessary. This occurs at SY-8.52. For

higher S%" E-uB changes sign twice during the integral which is hence singular -i

and meaningless. ,IJ

The physical significance of this limit can be found by returning to the

governing equations, (2.2.1) to (2.2.6). If, at some location in the thruster,

EzuB then from Ohm's law, (2.2.5), no current flows. If no current flows, no N

magnetic force acts on the plasma, see (2.2.7), and no ohmic heating occurs,

see (2.2.8). Consequently, the plasma flows at constant speed and

temperature. Further, if no current flows, the magnetic field is constant, see

'(2.2.6). All this implies that if E-uB somewhere in the channel, then it will be

true that EmuB at all points downstream. If this is true, the boundary •

condition of B=0 at x=L cannot be met no matter how long the thruster.

Thus, it is necessary that uB<E for all locations within the channel.

The limit of uB<E for the analogous case of plasma accelerators with

applied magnetic fields is well-known. It was first studied by Resler and

Sears"' 20 and has since appeared in textbooks.2 1 ' 22

This value of S* - 8.52 at which E-uB can therefore be considered as the

onset limit, indicating a regime of operation beyond which the flow can no

longer be supersonic. Using (2.4.13). this limit can be restated dimensionally:

j2 a*.

- 8.52 - (2.5.2)

(2.5.2) correlates the experimental data of Malliaris et al.5 very well. This is

shown in Fig.7. This success does not prove the existence of back-EM onset,

however, because the scaling laws for anode mass starvation onset' 9 are

similar.
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The reason why back-EMF should rise faster than the electric field can

be explained with some scaling behavior. From Ampere's law (2.2.6), B scales

directly with J. From the choking condition (2.3.3), E scales roughly with J., and

from conservation of momentum (2.2.2), u scales roughly with J/h. Thus, as ,,

one increases the current, the back-EMF, which scales as J3/th, increases

faster than E. which scales as J, and thereby leads ultimately to current

b lo c k in g . -.-, ,

This research does not attempt to establish the flow conditions after

onset has occurred. For S>8.52, the smoothly accelerating supersonic solution

discussed in Sec. 2.4 is not possible. Thus, some largely subsonic flow is

expected. A subsonic flow would, by energy conservation (2.2.8), likely have a

higher temperature. Thus higher erosion rates by evaporation as well as by

sputtering are expected. ,

Back-EMF onset also affects the efficiency. It was shown earlier in

(2.2.12) and (2.2.13) that for thruster operation with a high Lorentz efficiency, it

is necessary to operate in a regime with a high average value of uBIE. Since

back-EMF onset restricts the peak value of uBIE to one, its average must be A

much less (see Fig.6). Thus, back-EMF onset restricts the efficiency as well as

--P

I°'%

IS
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CHAPTER 3

p 1 QUASI 1-D EQUILIBRIUM AND 1"]
- - NON-EQUILIBRIUM FLOWS

3.1. INTRODUCTION ,

In the previous chapter. the frozen flow theory was described which,

culminated in a new mechanism for onset known as back-EMF onset. The

effect of non-zero ionization rates on back-EMF onset will be investigated in

this chapter. The governing equations for equilibrium and non-equilibrium

flows will be discussed in Sec. 3.2, and the effect of non-zero ionization rates

on magnetogasdynamic choking will be analyzed in Sec. 3.3. The equilibrium

model of King et a/.' will be discussed using a simpler, piecewise linear model

- in Sec. 3.4. This simplification to the equilibrium relationship between

enthalpy. h and temperature, T is made in order to explain why back-EMF

. onset was not observed in the numerical results of King et &/.7 . Although

this piecewise linear model is a somewhat drastic approximation to their ,

equilibrium flow theory, It preserves the necessary physics and enables a

qualitative understanding of quasi 1-O equilibrium flow. Next, non-equilibrium

flow is discussed in Sec. 3.5 and comparisons with the experiments of King et .

&/.7 are given in Sec. 3.6. The effects of wall friction and bulk heat transfer

on the magnetogasdynamic choking of quasi-lD non-equilibrium flow is

discussed in Sec. 3.7. Finally, a summary of quasi 1-0 flow under the 0

assumptions Iof frozen, equilibrium, and non-equilibrium flows Is given in Sec.

3.8.

0%
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3.2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS%

The governing equations of quasi 1-D flow under the assumptions of 6

negligible viscous effects, Hall effects, and heat transfer have been previously

described in Sec. 2.2. The only difference in the equilibrium and non-

equilibrium cases is that the equation of state (2.2.4) is modified. Thus, the

conservation equations may be rewritten as follows:

mass:

pun F- constant (3.2.1)

Momentum:

N8
P + Fu + - aconstant (3.2.2)

Energy:

Fh + - + - constant (3.2.3)
2 #

state: -S

h h (P, . ) for non-equilibrium (3.2.4) 0

h - h(PP) for equilibrium (3.2.5) ~

Ohm's law:

/u(E -uB) (3.2.6)

where or is obtained from:

+ C

where e. is the conductivity due to electron-neutral collisions and ac is the

u~%

V4

.. *0 0.%- .- *p~*
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coulomb portion of the conductivity. The expressions for a, and or have been

summarized by King". Ampere's law:

-i

dO -(3.2.7)

-rooi

The ionization rate, da/dx in the non-equilibrium theory is found from the rate

equation:
IleN

d,, kp( 1 - ) kbp(3.2.8)
dx M Au M 2AU

where a is the ionization fraction, and k, and k are the ionization and

recombination rate constants respectively. The frozen flow model is found as

the limit in which k, and kb approach zero. If k, and kb approach infinity, the

equilibrium model is recovered. The rate constants have been obtained from

the work of Mansbach and Keck2' for the non-equilibrium ionization case.

These are:

48.10"
*k [CM3 /sec] - X ., - d AkT

k c m '/ sec 4 .1 0-- . .

Normally, for equilibrium flow, two independent properties are required to

define a thermodynamic state such as P and p. For non-equilibrium flow, a

third independent property such as a is required to completely determine the

thermodynamic state"M. The boundary conditions necessary to complete the

problem description have been discussed In Sec. 2.2. In addition to these, a .

boundary condition for a must be specified. This is that the gas be weakly S
-,,= .. .,,%.'v ""'."
'..p

,, . %r- ,r

.:...,..,.,; ..,..,,....,-.,,.. ... ,. ._....,.,,, ,..,.... ,,~/ ..,.., --.. ,.. . i... . ,,, -,_. ._,_,_.,,,_ -,, . . . .,,
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ionized at the entrance. The details of this will be discussed in Sec. 3.6

where the solution to the non-equilibrium flow equations will be given. The

i introduction of the non-equilibrium equation of state, (3.2.4), and the rate

equation. (3.2.8) modifies the magnetogasdynamic choking condition. This will

be discussed next.

°S
3.3. MAGNETOPLASMADYNAMIC CHOKING

In this section, the effect of non-zero ionization rates on..

magnetogasdynamic choking will be studied. This will be done first under the ..

equilibrium and then under the nonequilibrium assumptions. It is found that

ionization rates have a strong effect on the choking condition and hence on

the appearance of back-EMF onset.

For both the frozen flow and equilibrium flow limits, the magneto-gas

dynamic choking condition can be written as:

•S
E pah

- a h (3.3.1)
% BB a oP " ""

For frozen flow of a monatomic gas, the right hand side of (3.3.1) has the 0

value of 512. The equilibrium calculation causes the right hand side of (3.3.1)

to be up to an order of magnitude larger. This is shown in Fig.8. This will

be evident in the results of the piecewise linear model that will be discussed
:.-: :. ,...

in Sec. 3.4. The major difference between the two limits is that an important

V part of the change in enthalpy in equilibrium is due to the change in the

ionization fraction. The right hand side of (3.3.1) oscillates in the equilibrium •

theory as the plasma progresses through successive stages of ionization.

The difference in thermodynamics has an important effect on back-EMF

onset. Since the equilibrium theory can predict large electric fields, the 0

p .; N."

'p.P=

,.=t

,,- ... -, ,,.- .,.,,,. .-...,.,-,,,... ..,.. .. ,,-,- ,..... .., ....,. ,,.. .- ....-.. ...-. ,,.........-,. ,,. ::,,:,. .-.,..,-.,; 'S ,
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occurrence of back-EMF blocking is delayed. This is why King et a/.7 did not

find evidence of onset over the range of parameters used in their numerical

calculation.

The nature of the choking condition with nonequilibrium ionization can be

analyzed as follows. Consider a plasma composed of electrons, neutrals, and

singly ionized ions. In non-equilibrium, the equation ot state is given by , "

(3.2.4). Proceeding exactly as before (see Sec. 2.3), we can combine the

governing equations in differential form with the new equation of state (3.2.4),

solve for the velocity gradient, require smooth acceleration through the sonic

point, and obtain, the following non-equilibrium choking condition: 'a,

P's 43~h daE' a.+ I I • . '• (3.3.2)
N __ .dx ,=-

where the superscript refers to a quantity evaluated at the sonic point.

The above equation (3.3.2) shows the effect of ionization rates on the electric

field explicitly.

Neglecting again electronic excitation, an analytic form for the equation

of state can be found: %

h - h(P,pa) - -+ (3.3.3)
2 p m

where , is the first ionization energy. Using (3.3.3), the choking condition .

(3.3.2) may be simplified to:

5 pe d
Em - 'B +"

2 .in, dx

I . . . .... %
. . . . . %, %.,...", . ":. -. .* %..-..a.. *-" ... %, " . , \a . . -" a
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occurrence of back-EMF blocking is delayed. This is why King et al.7 did not

find evidence of onset over the range of parameters used in their numerical

calculation.

%,-" The nature of the choking condition with nonequilibrium ionization can be

analyzed as follows. Consider a plasma composed of electrons, neutrals, and

singly ionized ions. In non-equilibrium, the equation of state is given by

(3.2.4). Proceeding exactly as before (see Sec. 2.3). we can combine the .

governing equations in differential form with the new equation of state (3.2.4).

solve for the velocity gradient, require smooth acceleration through the sonic

point, and obtainthe following non-equilibrium choking condition:

a • h + do (3.3.2)

. "a "  dx

where the superscript * refers to a quantity evaluated at the sonic point.

The above equation (3.3.2) shows the effect of ionization rates on the electric

field explicitly.

Neglecting again electronic excitation, an analytic form for the equation

of state can be found:

5P
h flhP,p, ) - + ( (3.3.3)

, r 2 p mA

where f is the first ionization energy. Using (3.3.3). the choking condition

(3.3.2) may be simplified to:

"5 d

2 J'mA dx '[.5 paE:dA

%a.

%S

a.

%".a,=

0'-j
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Observe that the first term on the right hand side is the electric field from

the frozen flow theory and the second term represents the dependence of theI .
electric field on the ionization rate at the sonic point. The physical

significance of the relative magnitude of these two terms can be found by

rewriting the above equation in the following non-dimensional form:

E 5 P', da= - + *(3 .3 .4 ) -" "

2 jBmA dx

P*
Consider a unit volume of the plasma as it travels a distance dx. da is

MA

the energy added to ionization. jBdx is the work done by the magnetic field

to accelerate the plasma. Thus, the second term on the right of (3.3.4)
0

measures the ratio of energy going into ionization to the work done in V%

accelerating the plasma.

In this section, the choking condition for frozen and equilibrium flow

have been compared. The equilibrium values were computed using statistical

thermodynamics. This will be discussed in the next section. Fig.8 shows a

large quantitative difference between these frozen and equilibrium flow limits.

Using a generalized equation of state, (3.2.4), the magneto-gas dynamic choking -

condition was extended to non-equi!ibrium flow in (3.3.2). It was shown that

the importance of the ionization term in the choking condition was determined

by the relative rate at which energy enters ionization to the rate at which

work is done on the flow at the choking point. The piecewise linear model

will be discussed in the next section. This will further illustrate the effect of

equilibrium ionization rates at the choking point on the back-EMF onset.

..

." • . -o
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3.4. EQUILIBRIUM MPD CHANNEL FLOW

It was shown in the last section that the electric field in quasi 1-D MPD

flow is strongly determined by the ionization rate at the sonic point. The

r4m,4

largest ionization rates occur for equilibrium flow. Equilibrium flow was first .-.-..

studied by King et a/.7 who found no evidence of back-EMF onset over the

range of parameters they studied. In this section, their equilibrium theory is

approximately modeled using a piecewise linear profile for enthalpy. It is

shown that the equilibrium ionization rates yield much larger electric fields

than zero ionization rates (i.e. frozen flow), it will also be shown that this 0

may delay back-EMF onset by increasing the limit on S" found in Sec.2.5. The

equilibrium flow will only be qualitatively addressed here since the subject is

dealt with at greater length by King et al. . The motivation behind this section

is to discuss the equilibrium flow assumption on the delaying of back-EMF
onset which was first mentioned in Sec. 3.3.

The governing equations of equilibrium flow have already been stated in

Sec. 3.2. The primary difference between equilibrium and frozen flows was -,'."

the variation of enthalpy, h versus temperature, T. For fully ionized frozen .'..

I flow (i.e. a 1), the relationship is: •

5kT "h - -4+ - (3.4.1)""

A  A

For equilibrium flow, the variation of enthalpy with temperature may be
• .-

obtained by using statistical thermodynamics. These methods have been

described by various authors 25. 26. Argon will be used as an example. S

" Consider a fixed volume V bo, of stationary gas at a given temperature .. '

consisting of neutral atoms, single ions, double ions, triple ions, and electrons.
'%.

Suppose further that the total number of nuclei is fixed. This therefore 0

'
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corresponds to a mixture of A, A+, A+, A++., and e- at a given density and

temperature. From the law of mass action" , we find:I In ni Z° Z.

- = KI (3.4.2)
n A ZA

n ,, n . Z . Z °

= -K 2 (3.4.3) .
n... n. Z*...Z 

@

___K --- 3  (3.4.4)n. z V%

where Z A Z,Z.,Z..., and Z. are the total partition functions of the neutrals,
single ions, double ions, triple ions, and electrons respectively, and K1, K,, and

K3 are the equilibrium constants. The partition function is so named because 5

it expresses the partition or distribution of energies over various energy

levels2 s. Since the discussion here is restricted to atoms and not molecules,

the partition function involves only the translational and electronic parts.

Since a density is given, the total number of nuclei that is initially specified

is constant: .. .

nlfl +nl +n +nl (3.4.5)

In addition, we have a statement of conservation of charge:

. - n. + 2n., + 3n... (3.4.6)

The system of equations (3.4.2) through (3.4.6) are complete in the five

unknowns n., n., n., n.., and n.... This system can be reduced to a single

fourth order equation in n:

.4

A,=, .' ", ".•.". "m- "."-"= • ." "=" ". ' ' ". - ''% % = % % t %i ' = .%i '%= %.'% , ..o %='. '.
L ."'.'". ".

-
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n+Kn (KK -Kn )n.'+(KKK,-2KKn )n

-3K KK n, 0 (3.4.7) 2-.1 2 3o

Given the temperature, all the equilibrium number densities can be calculated %

by solving for the roots of (3.4.7). Quantum mechanical data on atomic Cd

energy levels2 and electronic partition functions are calculated assuming the

ground state of the atom as the datum. The electronic partition functions of

the other species are then suitably corrected to ensure consistency.

Translational partition functions are calculated assuming that each particle 0

behaves quantum mechanically in the same manner as a free particle

translating in a box. After using Sterling's approximation for a large number

of particles 5 . the thermodynamic properties, total partition function, Helmiholtz

free energy, entropy, internal energy, pressure, enthalpy, and specific heat atA,"

constant volume can be calculated using the following identities:
".le-.

z M0

where Z is the total partition function of the j species. A,

5 W°
FM  -kT2n( In (Z) - In (n) + 1 (3.4.9)

S IV (3.4.10) •
box

U F + TS (3.4.11)

P kr n, (3.4.12) ) .

H "U+PV (3.4.13)

au S
C -- I (3.4.14)

box
-. . . . . . . . . .v
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'..,,

where the respective variables have been defined in the nomenclature. With a

little extra computation, one may also compute the speed -of sound, a from":

ah ,
-p- P,-I, 

,,

a 2  a, (3.4.15)
ah

A numerical calculation has been performed using the method out'ined above. •

The results were compared with existing published results 2
8 and are

summarized in table 1 and table 2. It is seen from these tables that the

numerical results are quite good. This calculation was used to compute the

electric field from the choking condition of Sec. 3.3. and is shown in Fig.8. %.

This equilibrium calculation also forms the basis for the piecewise linear NIP

model, which will be discussed next.

The statistical thermodynamics calculation that has just been discussed
V.
%W%

yielded the variation of enthalpy as a function of temperature that is depicted S

in Fig.9. For the purposes of qualitatively examining the equilibrium flow

model of King et &l.?, the exact variation of enthalpy shown in Fig.9 will be e

replaced by the piecewise continuous profile shown in Fig.10. In this

piecewise linear model, the enthalpy varies linearly until a cutoff temperature

4.. '5. T This means that until this cutoff .temperature is reached, any energy .

added to the plasma will go primarily into the translational mode. After this

cutoff temperature is reached, the temperature remains at T - T,, and thereafter

enthalpy continues to increase. This signifies that at this cutoff temperature, "

any energy that is added to the plasma goes into electronic excitation, with

NY, none going into the translational mode. This in a very rough way, simulates

the behaviour of the enthalpy of a plasma In thermodynamic equilibrium. This ,

'%r

, S' 0 ' 
4 i % % : % -& : A . - ; K ' ~- : . .:
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%

piecewise linear model thus qualitatively represents the equilibrium behavior of %

the plasma.

76
The approximate equation of state for equilibrium flow will now be

derived. In the vertical branch of Fig.10, the internal energy consists of the 0

energy per unit mass of the excited states. Thus,

ei, 10 e. + - (3.4.16).,,

MA

where e is the specific internal energy at T-T,

The enthalpy and pressure are given by: . ',.

P
h a e +- (3.4.17)

p

(1 + a) pkT .- 'UP =(3.4.18) ..

MA

Combining (3.4.16). (3.4.17), and (3.4.18). the following expression is obtained

for the enthafpy in the vertical branch of Fig.10:

PS
h e- -- + 1 + (3.4.19)

The governing equations for mass, momentum, and energy are the same

as in Sec.2.2. The equations for enthalpy and pressure are replaced with 4.

(3.4.18) and (3.4.19). The choking condition (3.3.2) for the piecewise linear

model reduces to:

5
E "-B if r < T (3.4.20) -

2 C 0

U'. ,,

it,
V V-
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1- +i. a-- i rr3.4.21)

C
I 0I

-:0

Examination of the actual variation of enthalpy from Fig.9 shows that the P

cutoff temperature for Argon in the piecewise linear model may be taken to

be about 7000 K. The temperature at the sonic point is typically higher'. The 0

sonic point thus occurs on the vertical branch of Fig.10. The electric field in

the piecewise linear model is larger than in the frozen flow case by a factor

of (1 + fI/kT )/ 2.5. For a cutoff temperature of 7000 K for argon, the

piecewise linear model gives an electric field of E o 27.12a*B°. This is about

an order of magnitude bigger than in the frozen flow case.

Though (3.4.20) and (3.4.21) imply a discontinuous jump in the electric 0

field, it is clear that this is due to the drastic approximation of the piecewise

linear model. Thus, in the equilibrium flow case, the electric field will vary

continuously from the lower to the upper values given by (3.4.20) and (3.4.21). 0

The consequences of this on onset will now be summarized. %

%,%

During quasi-steady operation of the thruster, an increase in the total

current corresponds to an increase in 7. As r increases from some value

below T upto T. The electric field varies continously from 2.5a'B to

ow 27.12aB" (if the cutoff is taken to be at roughly 7000 K for argon). It may

then be seen by an analysis identical to the one outlined in Sec.2.4, that this 0

corresponds to an increase in the upper limit of the magnetic force number, S.

This is illustrated in table 3 for the case of h* -h. It was shown earlier in
C

chapter 2 that back-EMF onset manifested itself in the form of an upper limit

on S. It is evident from this model based on a piecewise linear

approximation to the equilibrium enthalpy, that back-EMF onset could be .-

delayed. This may explain why back-EMF onset was not observed by King et

~al.'.

I~~~~I I .0 " N-

A d.-AL A
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In this section. the equilibrium flow in the MPD thruster has been %

qualitatively studied by approximating the equilibrium variation of enthalpy

with temperature, in a piecewise linear fashion. The form of the piecewise -

linear enthalpy profile and the cutoff temperature were determined from a

rather precise statistical thermodynamics calculation. Based on this theory, it

was shown that the electric field could be upto an order of magnitude higher •

for equilibrium flow when compared to frozen flow. This quafitatively

explains why back-EMF onset was not found by King et al.7 over the range of

parameters they considered. Furthermore, the strong relationship of the

electric field to the ionization rate at the sonic point has been established. In ,

the next section, the effect of more realistic ionization rates will be studied. A

and a new theory of non-equilibrium MPD flow will be developed.

3.5. NON-EQUILIBRIUM MPD CHANNEL FLOW

The importance of non-equilibrium ionization on the choking condition

has been discussed in chapter 2 and Sec.3.3. It was shown that the electrical S

characteristics are determined by the dynamics at the choking point, i.e., the

transition from subsonic to supersonic flow. It was shown in Sec.2.3 and

Sec.3.3 that the electric field necessary for choking depends strongly on the

ionization rate at the sonic point. The larger that rate, the larger the electric

field must be in order to sustain a supersonic flow. This was shown in the
equilibrium model of Sec.3.4. Consequently, ionization rates may control the

terminal voltage. Another implication of this result is that the ionization rates

may control the appearance of onset by the back-EMF current blocking

mechanism. In this section. the effect of realistic ionization rates on

determining the electrical characteristics and on controlling the appearance of

back-EMF onset will be examined using a quasi-iD non-equilibrium theory.

Non-equilibrium ionization VIPD flow with an externally applied magnetic field %

has been considered previously by Seals and Hassan"; However, they did not

%% % %
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attempt an explanation of onset. Furthermore, their analysis was restricted to ,..

the operation of the thruster in the electrothermal mode. The non-equilibrium

theory presented herein will be used specifically in order to predict and ,P

quantify onset in self-field MPD thrusters. A

The objective of the non-equilibrium ionization theory in this thesis is

. three-fold. Firstly, it will be used to estimate electric field versus current

•.- characteristics. Next, the theory will provide an explanation of onset and be .,

able to predict the level of total current at which this occurs. Finally, this

theory will provide the free stream boundary conditions for a boundary layer

analysis that will be used to quantify erosion rates by evaporation when onset S %

4, is reached.

The governing equations for quasi-lD MPD flow have already been

discussed in Sec.3.2. For the non-equilibrium theory, the same assumptions of "

negligible viscous, Hall, and heat transfer effects are made. Though these

effects are ultimately important and probably should be included in a complete

model, they are ignored at this moment. Whether these effects should be

included or not will be addressed later in chapter 5. Thus, using these

I assumptions together with a constant channel area, the governing equations of .

Sec.3.2 may be written as follows: mass:
;. , .'. .

Pu u F * pa (3.5.1) p

momentum:

• %B'
,'. B2 B'-2'.

P + Fu + - a P" + Fa +- (3.5.2)
.-. 2p. 2p. .

energy:

u EB a " E",..
h+-- + - - = h*+-+ (3.5.3) 1

2 ,oF 2 p.F

state:

7C' %.h.

%L%44%4*~~L .*.%%*-*.**. .... *... .*....*J*,..*.--..------- I-
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- pkT ("5) -

P " ( e) (3.5.4) '

m
A .,'

5 T CE -I

h - 2(1+0 k+ (3.5.5)
2 m A A.

5 kT
" -(-+a)- (3.5.6)
3 m A

choking condition:

E 5 p.Ff, d. 357
-U - - I (357

a'B" 2 a'B'mA dB

rate:

da k Fa(1-a) kbF'a' (358
-- = (3.5.8) m.

dx mu2 m 2 
, 

3
A A 5v

Ampere's & Ohm's laws: ,V

P dB
Ia•j = i(E -uB ) (3.5.9)0

where o was given in Sec.3.2.

The pressure and enthalpy may be eliminated using (3.5.4) and (3.5.5).

Equations (3.5.8) and (3.5.9) may also be combined to yield a single differential

:% equation for da/dB. In this way, the equations (3.5.1) through (3.5.9) may be

put into the following non-dimensional forms:

3(0+a)T a* 8 S"
+(+ 'u T + (3.5.10)

3(1+)T 1 U EB* ES, (a'-a) F"
_a() + - 2+ - + (3.5.11)

2(1+ ai)r 2 a aB "  a MB"

S 5 f, , e 'a" -5 da (3.5.12) ..

Ile-a'B* 2 mAa'S " d(B/B) .

da kbF A (u/')kFh ( 1-)
.5. = (3.5.13) .

d(B/') Pdm(u/a')a"  (E/8B') - (uB/a*B))

. . V

.* .I
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where and kb were given in Sec.3.2,

and the integral form of Ampere's law (3.5.9) when non-dimensionalized yields: -.

d(BBB

L S d(B/Bi 35.4)S-

.. L .(3.5.14)

o uoaa (E/aB') - (uB/a'B)

To complete the description of quasi-lD non-equilibrium MPD channel flow,

boundary conditions are required. In the quasi-steady operation of the MPD

thruster?, the weakly ionized flow enters the channel x = 0 at a slow speed

or and low temperature. Within a short distance of less than a centimeter. the

plasma is accelerated to Mach 1 mainly due to ohmic heating. Beyond the

sonic point, the electromagnetic force accelerates the plasma to supersonic

speeds. At the exit x - L , the magnetic field, B is nearly zero.

The mathematical description of the flow is given by equations (3.5.10)

through (3.5.14). The above set of equations (3.5.10) through (3.5.14) may be

taken to constitute a system of five equations in the five unknowns u, T, ,.

E, and L with B" and S" as parameters. The independent variable is taken here

to be the magnetic field, B. This formulation simplifies the system of

equations but reduces the problem to a two-point boundary value problem.,. 0

Therefore a manual shooting method is used. The boundary conditions are as

follows. The mass flow rate is taken as given and constant. The channel

cross sectional area is constant and fixed. The magnetic field B. the .

temperature T, and the ionization fraction a' at the sonic point are specified

as the boundary conditions at x a x*. The integration of (3.5.14) is then ,.

performed in the two separate directions toward the inlet, and toward the exit.

The sum of these lengths before and after the sonic point then is required to S

N.
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match the given length of the thruster. If the calculated length does not

match the given length, then r and a' are varied until the correct length has

been calculated. This will be discussed in greater detail in the next section,

Sec.3.6.

The physical significance of the manner in which the boundary conditions

are specified will now be addressed. The total mass flow is fixed in the

'", experiments. Hence it is natural to impose the same in this steady state

theory. The total current to the thruster is also fixed. This implies from

equation (2.2.9) of Sec.2.2 that at a given current level, the magnetic field at

the inlet B is fixed. Thus, the magnetic field at the sonic point S' would be

fixed to within less than 10% of B. Hence, B' may be specified as a

boundary condition at x,-x*, and a reasonable initial guess is obtained from S

(2.2.9). Next, since the thruster length is fixed in the experiments, the

parameters a* and r are varied in a realistic fashion until the length

calculated by (3.5.14) matches the length in the given experiment. In this

manner, profiles of all the variables are computed for a given current and .,

mass flow. The predictions of the non-equilibrium theory can then be

compared with experimentally measured values of electric fields and onset

currents for some given mass flow rate.

This section has focused on the development of the quasi-ID non-

equilibrium theory. In the next section, this theory will be used to predict 5

electrical characteristics and onset. Comparisons will then be made with the

experimental results of King23 obtained from the 20 cm. straight coaxial

thruster. It will be shown that at a certain value of the current, the length

constraint imposed by the integral form of Ampere's law (3.5.14) cannot be

satisfied for steady flow. This is interpreted as onset in the non-equilibrium
in o t

ionization theory. 0
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3.6. COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENT

The quasi-ID non-equilibrium MPD theory was developed in the previous -'
- V

section. This section will focus on the solution of these equations, present

some results, and compare these with the experiments of King2. Other

experimental results exist, the most detailed of these having been obtained by

Barnett's on plasma flow conditions at onset. However, these measurements

were made on the "benchmark" thruster which is characterized by a protrusion

at the anode (see Fig.1). The theory developed in this thesis considers a one-

dimensional straight channel. For this reason, the data of King 23 which were ,

taken from the straight channel coaxial 20 cm. long thruster, have been chosen

for comparison.

The mathematical description along with the boundary conditions has .- ,-.

been discussed in Sec.3.5. The numerical algorithm will now be described. "-"-.

Given the quantities B% T', and a' at the sonic point, the mass flow rh, the

channel width W, and the channel height H, the right hand side of the integral

form of Ampere's law (3.5.14) is computed by integration from B/B' - 1 to

B/B= 0. The integrand of (3.5.14) depends on u, T, B. a, and the quantities at

the sonic point. u and T can be obtained as a function of B, a, and the
*.=

quantities at the sonic point by solving (3.5.10) and (3.5.11) simultaneously.

This gives: 5'..

w Y 2/ Y, +, 2 (3.6.1)
a 4 -4 2 r,,,.%

.,, ',, where

'-" 5 -

%o' 1 l 4 + - S* {1-(BIB*)') :,

8ES' 1-(B/ B-

Y2 16 +
a°B •

1%%

"&,N

' 5-,'..I

- I, ",, I amT rtll ia ,,] ll l~klllJ l4lillid di mlmm~mmmmal~l~.Ik _ : + _ ! + . r .+ _+- d
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B(a-a)f
Y3 Ab 2 _

and

7 5 1+0'a

r 31+a a'2

8 5 (+ a'u
+ (-+-s--B/,.B )( ) (3.6.2)

3 6 0 + a" . -

Next, if the conditions at the sonic point are specified, the electric field may S

be calculated from equation (3.5.12) and (3.5.13). Then the differential equation

(3.5.13) is integrated to obtain the ionization fraction a at any desired B. The

integration of the differential equation is rather complicated by the fact that 0

this equation is numerically "stiff". Consequently, an IMSL (International

Mathematical Subroutine Library) routine DGEAR was employed. This routine

uses the algorithm of Gear which is specially equipped to handle stiff

systems. DGEAR is used to solve (3.5.13) and the result is used to evaluate

the integrand in (3.5.14) at various stages of the numerical integration. In this
manner, the thruster length from the sonic point to the exit is computed. In a

similar manner, the length upstream of the sonic point is computed. As ..

expected, the length between the inlet and the sonic point is found to be

typically much smaller than 1 cm. The distance between the sonic point and

the exit is to a very good approximation, the total length of the thruster. 0

This calculated length is then compared to the length of 20 cm. used in King's

experiments. If the lengths match, then a solution has been obtained for the

current level corresponding to B,. If the lengths do not match, then the inputs

a' and r are varied until the computed length is o 20 cm. In the results

that have been obtained, a' is kept constant at 0.001 until r - 14000 K. At

7' w 14000 K, a' is varied from 0.001 to 1.0. Once a' 1, then r is allowed to.S
increase beyond 14000 K. The limit of r -14000 K is chosen because at this

% %%

? •S.
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temperature, the ionization rate begins to become large. In this way the

parameters a* and T" are varied in a physically consistent manner. It was

found that the solution was not very sensitive to the way in which a* and T" ,

were increased.

Solutions to the quasi-ID non-equi ibrium equations have thus been

generated for mass flows of 3 g/sec and 6 g/sec. The electric field versus

current curves are shown in Fig. 11 for a mass flow of 3 glsec, and in Fig,12

for a mass flow of 6 g/sec. The continuous curve represents the results '

obtained from the non-equilibrium theory. The experimental data are plotted

as discrete points. It must be pointed out that the bars on the experimental

points are not error bars. The bars represent the deviation of the measured ,,',,

values from quasi one dimensionality. The reason the bars indicate such a

large variation is that the mass flow in the experiment was not uniform

across the channel. The magnitude of these bars were based on across-the-

channel measurements of the electric field made by King"O.

It can be seen that on the basis of this comparison, the non-equilibrium .,..-

theory predicts the shape of the electric field vs. current curve very well.

Furthermore, it is in quantitative agreement with experimental results within the
bounds of deviation from quasi one dimensionality. This is observed for both

3 g/sec and 6 glsec experiments. The major accomplishment of the theory are

the upper points in Fig.11 and Fig. 12 where the calculated values end. This is '*

the onset point in the theory. This is the current at which no steady solution

could be found that would satisfy the length constraint dictated by (3.5.14).

The stage where the discrete data points end signify the point where onset ,

was reached in the experiment. As can be seen from Fig.11 and Fiq. 12, the .
prediction of the onset current is in excellent agreement with the quasi-iD"

non-equilibrium theory. Further, Barnett"S has also observed that the back-EMF 0

is very large near the onset limit for the "benchmark" thruster. This may be
U,..,

..
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a further indication that the onset observed in the MPD thruster maybe due to

the back-EMF current blocking mechanism presented in this thesis.

In addition to giving the electrical characteristics, the quasi-ID theory

' ialso provides variations of various quantities along the length of the thruster.

Typical profiles of velocity, temperature, ionization fraction, and current

, S. density are shown in Fig.13, Fig.14, Fig.15, and Fig.16. These were computed

-" for a mass flow rate of 3 g/sec. Some of the features of the profiles require

c!arification. The velocity is seen to increase monotonically until near the

exit, where it decreases. This is because ohmic heating is dominant near the

exit and the addition of heat to a supersonic flow causes it to slow down.

The temperature increases steadily until the sonic point, after which it

decreases slightly and then increases sharply near the exit. The reason for the

S-'slight temperature decease after the sonic point is that the supersonic flow is

accelerating. It is well known that an accelerating supersonic flow cools".

Then near the exit, the temperature rises again due to ohmic heating. The

temperature rise computed near the exit is unrealistically high. This is

because only single ionization was considered in the theory. If the presence

.. of second ions were considered, then this temperature rise at the exit would

not be so dramatic. The ionization fraction profile requires little explanation.

a increases sharply near the sonic point because the temperature rises sharply.

It then becomes relatively constant since the temperature is fairly constant in

". the middle of the thruster. Near the exit, a rises sharply again because of the
:..

sharply increasing temperature. The current density starts out small near the

inlet because the temperature is small (this makes the conductivity small) and

then increases following the increasing temperature and conductivity. Beyond

the sonic point, the velocity is increasing and the magnetic field is decreasing.

This causes the back-EMF to increase and reach a maximum somewhere in the

middle of the thruster. This makes E-uB decrease and reach a minimum

0_
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somewhere in the middle. Consequently, the current density decreases and .

reaches a minimum in the center of the thruster, and then increases sharply A-

near the exit because of the sharp increase In conductivity caused by the

rising temperature. These profiles will be useful in providing the free stream

boundary conditions for the boundary layer analysis that will be discussed in

chapter 4.

Thus far, quasi-1D MPD flow has been considered without friction and -

heat transfer. The effect of these on magnetoplasmadynamic choking will be

addressed in the next section. Finally the quasi-iD MPD flow theory will be

summarized in Sec.3.8.

3.7. EFFECT OF WALL FRICTION AND HEAT TRANSFER ON MPD CHOKING

The previous sections of this chapter have considered quasi-iD MPD

flow under the equilibrium and non-equilibrium assumptions. However certain .,,

effects have been excluded in order to enable a simple solution to the

problem. These include friction, heat transfer, and the Hall effect. In this

section, friction and heat transfer will be partially accounted for and their

impact on MPD choking will be examined. S

For a varying area quasi-iD MPD flow with wall friction and heat

transfer, the equations of mass, momentum, and energy conservation yield:
0

1 dp 1 du 1 dA "°.°
--p+ -d + =0 (3.7.1)

P dx u dx A dx

dP du B dB 2CDpu 2

u 0 (3.7.2) 0
dx dx ,o dx D

dh du EdB h

pu pu + -- + 4 "- (T-T) 0 (3.7.3)
dx dx P, dx DH

where: S

%, %" %

0,%

,.-. , I,
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PU
2

is the drag coefficient.

%H 
4A

H dAw/dx

!

is the hydraulic diameter,

:,p and h is the effective heat transfer coefficient. Following the development

of Sec.2.3, equations (3.7.1), (3.7.2), and (3.7.3) may be combined with (3.5.4),

(3.5.5). (3.5.6), (3.5.8), and (3.5.9) to yield:

I.A

3 du , +Y2 + Y3 + Y + 75
V (3.7.4)

% 2u dx (u- a2)

where

~da

mA dx

9. ~,.FP dA
.

22pA dx

-5C 0 u'/

4ht(T-T)

S+ 7 4 . u

".E E 5B dB

"', popu 2 poP dx

It can be seen that for a constant area channel with no friction or heat

transfer, the above reduces to (2.3.1). Again using the same argument as in

.: Sec.2.3 and requiring a smooth acceleration from subsonic flow to supersonic

flow, gives 0 for the numerator of (3.7.4) when una. This gives the following

V, choking condition for the electric field. Thus, for a constant area channel:

- A"

[. ,
*1 s ++ + - m = =" = . = I . , l .: + I =" " % . . .% .= % % + ". J'
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7 112
E -a + B + - , 8 3 +  ,84 (3.7.5) r e%

2
-iIwhere ..I

9 a.2B.2,..Be, , a 44

16~ h, -a2 2 T

.; ~~IOO CD F(I+,,*) kT" "*
P8 3 6~(- I= -i-

3 D Mn ,"
HA

4 Fd'

P44

mA ,, dx,'

From the above generalized choking condition, it can be seen that larger rates

of heat transfer from the plasma to the wall near the choking point cause a

larger electric field. Since a larger electric field permits a larger back-EMF, %

this may delay back-EMF onset in the same manner as larger ionization rates

at the sonic point. The effect of wall friction may also be examined. It can

be seen that friction actually causes a lower electric field. This in turn

permits a smaller back-EMF, and could thus cause back-EMF onset to occur

sooner. However, the presence of the ionization rate (in the last term in

(3.7.5)) is dominant in determining the electric field for equilibrium flow.

Wall friction and bulk heat transfer could have a significant effect on the
1',

lack of delay or delay of onset for non-equilibrium flow. The inclusion of

friction and heat transfer further complicates the solution of the equations in

Sec.3.5. Therefore, these will not be included in the calculation of the free

stream boundary conditions that are used in chapter 4. This Is deemed as a

necessary first approach. Chapter 4 will focus on the development of a two

temperature boundary layer theory which will be used to calculate the wall

N.,N
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shear and the wall heat flux. But before proceeding to the boundary layer

theory, the quasi-iD theory will be summarized in the following section.

3.8. SUMMARY OF QUASI-1D MPD THEORY

This section will serve to unify the ideas that have been presented in

chapter 2 and this chapter. However, before this is accomplished, a brief

summary of existing theories and their assumptions will be given. Existing %

theories ? . . ,3. 14. 16. 31. 3 of onset may be classified into three major

approaches. These are the theories that partially account for the Hall 0

01.* C 7, 31, 32effect$- 1. 16; those that account for the thermodynamics "  ; and those that

consider the MPD discharge in the unsteady mode' 3 
"-

Because of the complexity of the problem several simplifying

assumptions have been used in each of the theories. Baksht et al.a, Shubin'3 ,

and Martinez et a/.16 have assumed that the flow in the MPD thruster is •S
isothermal and thereby eliminated the energy equation. In addition, Schubin"

and Martinez et al.16 have considered the magnetic Reynolds number to be

infinite. However, these models do account partially for the Hall effect.

Ik
The back-EMF theory presented in this thesis31. 

32 is an extension of the

theory of King et al.'. King et 3. 3 however assume equilibrium

thermodynamics. The back-EMF theory that has been presented in this thesis

includes the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, and examines the

MPD flow under the assumptions of frozen flow and non-equilibrium flow.

The appearance of onset by the back-EMF mechanism is found to be strongly

',1 affected by these assumptions. However, the Hall effect which was partially

included in the anode starvation theories, is neglected in this back-EMF theory.

The back-EMF th-ory differs from the other theories. From the experimental

results of Barnett's , It is evident that the predictions of the anode starvation S

theories would be severely affected by the injection of a small amount of

p

up,.i
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mass near the downstream end of the anode. This would have no effect on

the back-EMF theory. The difference between the back-EMF theory and the

unsteady (instability) theories is that onset by a dominant back-EMF appears in

the steady-state. The fact that the assumptions made in the back-EMF theory

are different from the other theories indicates that the physical mechanisms

responsible for onset are different. Further experimental information on a

uniform geometry would be valuable in determining which of these different

"* onset predictions occur first under which assumptions.

qP The back-EMF theory will now be summarized. It was first shown in

Sec.2.3 that the electric field necessary to sustain a supersonic flow in the

MPD thruster is determined by the requirement that the acceleration from

subsonic to supersonic flow take place in a smooth fashion. Next, the electric 0

field also had to satisfy the constraint imposed by Ohm's law which specified

the magnitude of the field necessary to draw all the applied current. It was

also shown in Sec.2.4 that frozen flow (zero ionization rates) was parametrized S

by the magnetic force number, S%. S was then related to the onset parameter

that is used by experimentalists to define the onset limit. Both constraints on

the electric field could be satisfied for steady flow only for all values of S"

below a critical limit. This limit on S translated to a limit on the

experimentally measured onset parameter and correlated well with the

experimental data of Malliaris et al.e. This conflict between the electric field

necessary to draw all the applied current and the field necessary for choking

at a critical value of the current is interpreted to be onset in the theory.

Quasi-lD MPD flow was then considered in chapter 3 under the 9

equilibrium assumption of King et a/.. The magnetoplasmadynarnic choking

condition was then considered in Sec.3.3. It was shown that the electric field No

from the choking condition was strongly dependent on the ionization rate at

the sonic point. King et at. did not find back-EMF onset over the range of

10W 1k
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parameters they studied. In order to understand why, the equilibrium equation

of state was replaced with a piecewise linear model. In this way King's

equilibrium theory could be qualitatively studied in the light of the back-EMF

theory presented in chapter 2. The basis for the equilibrium equation of state U.

was a statistical thermodynamics calculation of the properties of argon. This

piecewise linear theory showed that the equilibrium ionization rates are large .

ard this yielded a large electric field. This in turn would permit large back-

EMF's and delay back-EMF onset. This explains why back-EMF onset was not

observed in the equilibrium theory of King.

The quasi-lD theory was then studied with realistic ionization rates in

V
Sec.3.5. The non-equilibrium theory showed that since the reali tic ionization

rates were smaller than equilibrium ionization rates, onset by an excessive .

back-EMF would occur more readily in the non-equilibrium case than in the .",

equilibrium case. The equations of non-equilibrium MPD flow were solved and

the results were compared with the straight coaxial channel thruster of King".

It was found that the non-equilibrium theory predicted the shape of the

electric field versus current characteristics and the onset limit, in agreement

with experiment. Exact quantitative agreement was not obtained because the 0

experiment did not have a uniform mass flow. However, fairly good

quantitative agreement was found within the expected deviations from quasi-

one dimensionality. More experimental data with a uniform mass flow is

needed for a more definitive comparison.

The non-equilibrium equations presented in this thesis are general enough

that they could include the effects of wall friction and heat transfer. 0
%

However, since the solution of the equations becomes much more difficult,

these have been omitted as a first approach. These results without wall

friction or heat transfer will be used as the free stream boundary conditions •

for the boundary layer analysis in the next chapter. The boundary layer theory

..
1.°'W
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0CHAPTER 4

BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW

4.1. INTRODUCTION

The previous chapters have focused on the development of a new theory

of onset. The predictions of this theory correlated well with the measured
' p

-electrical characteristics as well as the prediction of the onset limit.

However, in order to quantify onset further, it is necessary to estimate the

erosion rate. Erosion of the electrodes may occur by means of either ,s

evaporation or sputtering. In order to estimate the erosion rate however, it is *a

necessary to consider the boundary layer in detail. To the best of this

author's knowledge, boundary layer flow in the MPD thruster has not been

studied until now and this work represents the first such attempt.

For quasi-steady operation in the MPD thruster, the electrode temperature.,.

is fairly constant over the entire length. For all practical purposes therefore, ,

the MPD boundary layer flow may be treated as a boundary layer with a .

constant wall temperature and a varying free-stream. The electrodes are at

some temperature below the melting point (o 3650 K) and this is presumed to

be fixed. Across the boundary layer the temperature can vary from above 1
. ev in the free-stream to less than t 3650K near the wall. Furthermore, the

boundary layer is compressible because the density varies considerably across ".

the boundary layer due to the temperature variation. A further complication is

,-% that because of the presence of a cold wall and the difference in the masses

of various particles (ions, atoms, and electrons), the plasma Is expected to be

r %

.. %5
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a two temperature fluid. The ions and neutrals being very similar in mass,

would tend to exchange translational energy by elastic collisions more readily

amongst themselves than with the electrons. The presence of thp cold wall

implies that the heavier particles would, by colliding with the wall tend to

assume the wall temperature. Therefore, the heavy particle temperature varies

Psignificantly across the boundary layer from the free stream to the wall. But .

the electrons being negative, are repelled by the cathode sheath and

consequently retain their original kinetic energy. Therefore, their temperature

is not expected to vary very much across the boundary layer. Hence, it is

expected that the heavy particles (ions and atoms) would have a temperature

different from the lighter particles (electrons). %

The problem of calculating the heat transfer rate and wall shear in a

laminar boundary layer in a compressible flow is by no means easy.

Mathematically the problem of solving the governing equations of Sec.4.2 -j'.

reduces to the solution of simultaneous non-linear partial differential V.

equations. Physically the reason for the complexity lies in the fact that the .,

temperature appearing in the energy equation influences the density which in

turn affects the momentum equation. Thus, unlike the low speed

incompressible case, it is not possible to uncouple these equations".

Laminar compressible boundary layer theory for a single temperature %

fluid, in the absence of any electromagnetic effects has been summarized by

Schlichting" and studied by several other authors34 , 
3
5, 3 

3. The similarity

-. behaviour of incompressible boundary layers was first investigated by -

Blasius". Poots35 has extended this similarity method to study heat transfer -

in compressible laminar boundary layers with an adverse prp.sure gradient and

* ,e an adiabatic wall for a Prandtl number of unity. Poots uses the Illingworth- 14

Stewartson transformation to reduce thp compresnible flow equations to 0

incompressible form. Curle3 has extended the work of Poots to the case of N.

N.
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a fluid with a constant Prandtl number greater than 0.5 and in contact with a

wall of constant temperature. However, these are not applicable for a two %

temperature fluid. A detailed finite difference solution to the compressible

two temperature equations for a boundary layer adjacent to a non-current

conducting surface has been given by Liu et 8/.3. Their solution considers an

ionizing argon boundary layer in a supersonic flow over a wing. However the 0

complexity of Liu et a/.'s numerical solution does not permit ease of

applicability to design situations. A similar finite difference calculation has

been performed by Doss et al.'0, which deals with the non-equilibrium,

compressible boundary layer in a subsonic MHD flow with an applied and

* constant magnetic field. Again, the* numerical computation is tedious.

Throughout this thesis, the spirit of the research has been to develop

approximate theories that permit ease of solution while retaining the important

physics. This chapter will focus therefore on the development of a theory

that preserves the physics of the results of Liu et &/. but is mathematically

much simpler. This theory further differs from Liu et at. in that it includes

electromagnetic effects. Nageswara Rao" has recently studied the

incompressible momentum boundary layer in an MHD channel and has included

the Hall effect. However, he has neglected the energy equation and the

thermodynamics. These assumptions along with the effect of ionization will

be shown to be crucial in the case of the MPD thruster.

A novel feature of the two-temperature boundary layer that will be
. .%P

considered here is the important role played by ionization on the growth of

the boundary layer. It will be shown in Sec.4.4 that the strong dependence of

the viscosity on the ionization fraction and the subsequent control of boundary

layer growth by the viscosity, affect such important quantities as the wall

heat flux and the wall shear. This in turn affects the skin drag and the heat

transfer to the electrode, which could have an Important effect on electrode

erosion.

V- V- N- . - ,
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The governing equations of the two-temperature MPD compressible

boundary layer are solved by means of an approximate method. The

approximate method which will be outlined in Sec.4.3, is based on the use of

the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transformation in conjunction with the momentum and

energy integral method. The momentum integral equation of boundary layer X'.W

theory was first derived by von Karman 4 2. The modern form of this equation

was first given by Gruschwitz4 ' and finds its applications in the approximate

theories for both laminar and turbulent boundary layers. Since then,

Wieghardt" has deduced an energy integral equation by a similar approach. S

This approach will be used in this thesis to reduce the original partial

differential equations to ordinary differential equations. The success of using

this scheme depends largely on finding self-similar profiles for the velocity,

heavy particle temperature, and ionization fraction. The presence of the cold

wall often destroys the applicability of this approach to compressible,

chemically reacting, supersonic boundary layers. For this reason, this approach

is used in conjunction with a two-temperature plasma assumption, and the use

of the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transformation. Self-similar profiles are then

sought in terms of the transformed Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transverse coordinate.

The assumption of the two-temperature plasma besides being realistic, enables

the heavy particle fluid to be treated in a fashion similar to the treatment of .

constant Prandtl number fluids of classical boundary layer theory. This allows

the use of the momentum and energy integral methods.

The derivation of the two temperature, non-equilibrium, compressible

boundary layer equations from first principles for the MPD channel flow, will

be summarized in Sec.4.2. The important assumptions required to simplify

these equations will also be discussed. Sec.4.3 will outline an approximate

method of solving these equations and the results will be given in Sec.4.4.

Sec.4.5 will focus on a discussion of the electrical sheath near the cathode.

%...a
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A study of the cathode sheath Is important in determining the erosion rate by

evaporation, which is the prime motivation for considering the boundary layer " 4

in detail.

4.2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

* This section will focus on the development of the boundary layer 0

equations for the plasma in the MPD thruster. Using the standard boundary

layer assumptions, the boundary layer equations for a steady, two-temperature,

non-equilibrium, compressible plasma will be derived from the general

equations of two temperature magnetoplasmadynamics. These have been -

described in some detail by Kalikhman'5 . Kalikhman's approach has been

' .followed to derive the general equations for MPD flow, since it is important

to recoghize these equations prior to making the boundary layer assumptions.

a" These have been rigorously developed by this author " from the successive

moments of the generalized Boltzmann equation (i.e. the conservation of mass, 

momentum, and energy). However, only a summary will be given here. Since

the development of these equations is long and tedious, the interested reader

is referred to the development found in detail elsewhere'' 45, 7
, 

4

The plasma is assumed to consist of neutral atoms, single ions, and

electrons. As a first approach, the sheaths will be ignored, and the condition .

of local quasi-neutrality (n,- n) will be assumed to hold everywhere in the 1

boundary layer. The electrical resistance of the boundary layer is assumed to

be small compared to the free stream, so that the electrical characteristics are -'

determined by the free stream. Then, the governing equations for two .,

, dimensional steady flow may be summarized as follows in cartesian tensor

notation, with the repeated subscripts denoting summation from 1 to 2:

mass

ZW %''
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VWV.a a, ) _ o ,,
*P) (PvO 0 (4.2.1)

ax ay
x-momentum

aU aU aPaB 2 )aa.-
pu- + pv- - + L (4.2.2)

ax ay ax aDx 2p 0 ay ay
where .=t m " + r/ am is the heavy particle dynamic viscosity; i-U

y-momentum :-

-- 0 for negligible Hall parameter (4.2.3)

" oaP a B
- - (-) for significant Hall parameter (4.2.4)

o3y 'ay 2 p0

electron sensible energy (translational mode only)

3 a. au. (

!=3 a
-kn U- + - + r.- l 1'e(, ,uu
2 "'x, ax, a x :"...

+ 2 - ( n.U 1,) - mn.Uu k
2 ax, a-
3m

• . "kn < %.> (T,-T. (4.2.5) ..,

where < > is the energy-weighted average momentum transfer elastic

collision frequency between an electron and a heavy particle" .

heavy particle sensible energy (translational mode only) ..

.. "1
I

U, ..

w0

S U
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Ni atm ou;n.tr- k(n'+n )u - + -(q q, 11 n,1 ,
2 ax ax C) X

= iion (E - f k pq ).p q

,o3 41 0Mn
+ -kT n.U + nU

2 H ax., I A i

Hau
t -( m nUo + mA n AUlom) U k

moIt

3m
0+ - kn < v > (T -TH) (4.2.6)

m A

rate

N pu (n./p) + -L(n.U ion) i, (4.2.7) •
p 3X ax. "-".,.

where = net production of ions by inelastic collisions, .,,,.,

Ion %

state :

P ,nkT + (n,+n)kT (4.2.8)

where is the k'" component of the current density vector of the species a,.

qa is the ith component of the heat flux vector of species a, ek is the "

.- cartesian permutation tensor, E, is the k'" component of the electric field

vector, B is the q" component of the magnetic field vector, u, is the ih S
;'." '.-N

component of the mass weighted local average plasma velocity, u-=u is the

velocity in the x-direction or the flow direction, v u is the velocity in the y-

direction normal to the electrode and transverse to the flow, Uia is the P" 0

component of the diffusion velocity or the average peculiar or thermal

velocity of species a, and the stress tensor fli is given by:

," f= - l x-q P  (4.2.9)
litx a $-

r I
• S /
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,

JI.P

where 11a kpq is the viscosity tensor for species a, Pa is the partial pressure

of species a, and 6
1k is the Kronecker delta. Ir order to calculate the

transport properties and obtain the diffusion velocity, it is necessary to solve

the full Boltzmann equation for the velocity distribution function's 4a 47,45

The flow is assumed to deviate slightly away from equilibrium, so that the -

velocity distribution function is the sum of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

function and a perturbation. This regular perturbation solution has been

summarized by Kalikhman45 for the case where electromagnetic effects are 7O

present. Equations (4.2.1) through (4.2.8) constitute a system of 6 equations in

the 6 unknowns p, u, v, , , and a a n/(n.+nA). Before proceeding with '

""" any further simplifications or with the solution of the above equations, it is

necessary to summarize the assumptions that lead to these simplifications:

* The boundary layer flow is laminar, steady, and two dimensional.

* The Hall effect is neglected. "-

* The electrical characteristics of the boundary layer are determined by
-5 the free stream. Therefore, E , constant, 5 = Boo(, and j - joo(x).

o Radiative heat transfer will be neglected in this first approach. It
may ultimately be important to include radiation effects as will be
shown later in Sec.4.4.

* The plasma is a two-temperature plasma. The quantitative statement
of this is obtained from the electron energy equation (4.2.5) by
comparing the ratio of the heat conduction (the second term on
the left hand side of (4.2.5)) to the energy transfer by elastic
collisions (the fourth term on the right hand side of (4.2.5)). This
gives the condition8 :

-.. 4. ,,..,,

M A  L 0 2

>>1 (4.2.10)

where L is the mean free path of the electron, and T is the boundary layer

thickness. For a two temperature approach to be valid therefore, we must 6

, have:

".1

-5,
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Ow 10 (4.2.11 1V
a 2 m A fa

Simultaneously, for a continuum approximation to be valid, we require that e,

./a 1. Thus, fin!

! << << (4.2.12) --,

* Axial diffusion Is neglected.

With • these assumptions and some additional manipulation6 , equations (4.2.1)

through (4.2.7) become:

mass:

a3(pu) a3(pv) ,
+ - , 0 (4.2.13)

-9 X a y....

mopumtu + pv- ,, P d (B/2p) + ( ) (4.2.14)

ax X a'Y x d )Y a
electron sensible energy: .,. .

a + -nokV ,, enoV ° (E-uB) (4.2.15) 0

ay a3Y 260,,

where the electron diffusion velocity in the y direction, V, is given by '  .,:

eD*(E - u8) D an, .
V (4.2.16)

kTH n. ay
and D ° is the electron diffusion coefficient.

heavy particle sensible energy:

'aV"2, *--iii'
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a5,T, +U a kH + 2
Pu- (

ax °2Y m A 2 Y
2- -,v. +i + -- .< X>(- .1 "22)

Dy 'a> 3y C)y
-en VE + 3 ( kn< vs> (T. T) (4.2.17)p A

rate:

pU~ PVpu- + pv + (17rn ,V,) 2 (4.2.18)
ax ay ay mA mA

where a i n/(n +n). Also, the ion diffusion velocity in the y direction, V. is

given by 6 ":

eD'(E - uB) D, an.i V1 A p (4.2.19)
kr nay '

where D' is the ion diffusion coefficient. -

In equation (4.2.19), the neutral concentration gradient term and the effects of

thermal diffusion have been ignored in order to simplify the equations. Thus,

(4.2.19) resembles Fick's law with an additional term that is present because

there is a current being driven through the plasma.

The equations (4.2.15) and (4.2..17) may be simplified further with the following

additional assumptions:

* The electron temperature, To Is assumed to be fairly uniform across
the boundary layer. This is a reasonable approximation and is
supported by the work of Liu et al" l. This means that T ow Too (x)
throughout the boundary layer. ,0

V,

" The Ion ohmic heating Is assumed to be negligible. This means that
the first term on the right hand side of the heavy particle sensible
heat enuation, (4.2.17) is neglected. ...

The final form of the governing equations is then:

,,'
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mass:

. :.-+ 0 ( 4 .2 .2 0 ) .

I momentum: -)-

aru c U dP d a cu
" pv = (B/2o) + /\ V-- /(4.2.21);-py-

ax ay y ay.

electron sensible energy:

T W T x) (4.2.22)

00

heavy particle sensible energy:

a~k~2 5sk u2

+-)+ :+
ax 2m2m2 a' 2mT CI (U M

- o+ y /2) 3 -m' kn<v >(T-T) (4.2.23)

rate: .-
%

ka 40 -aa 2 /C(-= P k a 3P
.. . . (r n V ) aD ' b (4.2.24)

PU- +PV-- -(A I
ax aDy ay m A mA

5-, where a - n(n +n) and the ion diffusion velocity in the y direction, V, is

given by (4.2.19).

The equations (4.2.19) through (4.2.24) have been obtained after a lengthy

derivation and after making several assumptions. These equations will be

discussed next. A detailed critique of this boundary layer theory will be given

in chapter S.

Equation (4.2.20) is the equation of mass continuity encountered in

standard compressible boundary layer theory". Equation (4.2.21) is the



conservation of momentum. It resembles the usual form except for the

presence of the electromagnetic body force which appears as a gradient of

the magnetic pressure (see the second term on the rirjht hand side of (4.2.21)).

Mathematically, this should pose no additional trouble since it has the same

form as the hydrodynamic pressure gradient. It is the sensible energy

equations (4.2.22) and (4.2.23) that require some clarification. These equations

have been referred to as the sensible energy equations because they include

only the translational part of the total energy of the particles. The energy in

translation is therefore the "sensible" heat while any internal mode such as

electronic excitation is referred to as "latent" heat. Hence, equation (4.2.23)

would resemble the standard energy equation written in terms of enthalpy if

the particles had no other modes of energy storage. This is clear since in the -

presence of pure translation, the enthalpy is h - 5kT/2mA which appears on the

left hand side of (4.2.23). Equation (4.2.23) therefore resembles the classical

r compressible boundary layer equations with heat conduction and viscous

dissipation (the third term on the left hand side of (4.2.23)), but for the

presence of a source term on the right hand side. This source term is present

because the electron fluid and heavy particle fluid have been treated

separately. Consequently, there appears a term that couples the two energy

equations together. This term which represents the transfer of energy by

elastic collisions between the electron gas and the heavy particle gas. appears .

as the source term on the right hand side of (4.2.23). Equation (4.2.24) is the

familiar species conservation equation encountered In the field of ",

combustion"' ', 7. The only difference is in the expression for the diffusion

velocities (4.2.16) and (4.2.19) which contain additional terms due to the

presence of a current in the plasma. The source term on the right hand side

of (4.2.24) represents the production of ions due to the following reaction:

A + e- == p- + e- + A+ (4.2.25)

.1 ii
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The equations (4.2.20) through (4.2.24) represent the approximate boundary layer

equations for the electrodes in the MPD thruster. This section has focused on

a summary of a derivation of these equations which are given in detail
A.

elsewhere4s, The next section will focus on an approximate solution of

these governing equations.

%, 4.3. AN APPROXIMATE METHOD OF SOLUTION
.aP

This section focuses on the description of an approximate method of

solution to the governing equations presented in Sec.4.2. A brief review of

existing approximate methods will be given first. Then, the complications of

the electrode-adjacent boundary layer in the MPD thruster are briefly

P, mentioned, followed by a detailed description of the approximate method

proposed herein.

It A system of equations similar to those presented in Sec.4.2 have been

solved by Liu et al.31 by the use of a finite difference technique. In this

section, a simpler but approximate sol ion technique will be developed in

order to solve equations (4.2.20) through (4.2.24). Several authors have solved

systems of equations that are similar to the governing equations of Sec.4.2.

These will be described briefly. The equations are particularly easier to solve

if the Prandtl number is either one or constant. For a Prandtl number of

unity, Poots' s has studied heat transfer in laminar boundary layers with an

adverse pressure gradient and an adiabatic wall. Poots uses the Illingworth-

Stewartson transformation to reduce the compressible flow equations :o

incompressible form. Curle34 has extended the work of Poots to the case of

a constant wall temperature and an arbitrary but constant Prandtl number

'a greater than 0.5. Emmons and Brainerd" have developed a similarity solution

for a compressible boundary layer over an insulated plate at arbitrary Prandtl 0

-.
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numbers. Such a similarity solution often fails In the case of a reacting

supersonic boundary layer with a constant wall temperature. Nageswara Rao'4

has recently studied the compressible boundary layer in a

magnetohydrodynamic channel, but has altogether neglected the energy

equation and the thermodynamics. These will be shown to be crucial for the

MPD thruster. The method presented herein differs from all the above in that S

a relatively easy approximate solution is found by reducing the original partial

differential equations to ordinary differential equations, and is then solved by

using a momentum integral method. The integral method has been

successfully used by Chan"6 who does not consider a reacting boundary layer.

None of these authors with the exception of Nageswara Rao" have considered

electromagnetic effects. Hainss ° has considered electromagnetic effects in a

constant conductivity, non-reacting compressible boundary layer. He too has

successfully used the integral method. ',,. 
,p

The problem of the electrode boundary layer in the MPD thruster includes

all the complications of a classical compressible boundary layer and more. It

includes the additional effects of electromagnetics, chemical reaction %*,p ;

(ionization and recombination), variable flow properties, and a constant wall

temperature. The constant wall temperature, together with chemical reaction

often destroy the simplicity of the integral method because unlike the case of

the adiabatic wall, the temperature may not achieve its maximum at either the ,"

wall or the free stream. This makes approximate solutions very tricky. The *.p ",/

method proposed herein addresses all these complications.

Simply stated, the integral method proposed here begins by integrating

the partial differential equations (4.2.20) through (4.2.24) from y 0 to y - 6 in

,, order to eliminate the dependence on the transverse coordinate y. The result

is an ordinary differential equation in the axial coordinate x for certain

0,% dependent variables that appear as integrals over the transverse coordinate y.

%"
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Next, the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transformation "a is used to transform the

integration variable from y to a variable I which varies from 0 at the wall to

1 at the edge of the boundary layer. This is done in order to eliminete the

density dependence In compressible flow. Then, the integrands in the integrals

are assumed to be polynomial functions in terms of this variable 1. The

choice of the order of these polynomials is not obvious but will be discussed S

in detail later in this section. The differential equations are then

simultaneously integrated from the leading edge of the boundary layer to any

desired downstream location. The details of this scheme are outlined by

Hains 0 and this author" .  %

Let us now examine the integro-differential equations obtained by

integrating (4.2.21). (4.2.23), and (4.2.24). Integrating these equations and

rearranging, we obtain'": .

doe 0 d ,
(p0 U 200

+- ( P o o U 0 0
dX U2 dx

.. " ~dUoo ". .-+ -(4.3.1)

Uoo dx PooU00

where r is the wall shear defined by:

'-.
- au (4.3.2) '..

it, .0,ye
ay

.e is the momentum thickness defined by:

T

o--
,'..~~ e - d y (4.3.3) ,

0 PooUoo Uoo

" " " is Riven by: .-

.. 1" '..

T p

3- 1 - )dy (4.3.4)
o Poooo "'

,'p.* ,.N
,,N

%C..NN!.'N "V ~ ~ ~ '
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Next, the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transformation"8 is used to transform the

integration variable from y to a variable e which varies from 0 at the wall to

1 at the edge of the boundary layer. This is done in order to eliminate the

density dependence in compressible flow. Then, the integrands In the integrals

are assumed to be polynomial functions in terms of this variable . The

choice of the order of these polynomials is not obvious but will be discussed

in detail later in this section. The differential equations are then

simultaneously integrated from the leading edge of the boundary layer to any

desired downstream location. The details of this scheme are outlined by

" Hains'0 and this author".

Let us now examine the integro-differentiml equations obtained by

integrating (4.2.21). (4.2.23). and (4.2.24). Integrating these equations and Ia

rearranging, we obtaine:

de + d PooUoo

dx u20p dx

'" duoo _ ,__,
+ - " (4.3.1)

u 00 dx Poou00 2

where r is the wall shear defined by:

r (, Y/.--o (4.3.2) %

e is the momentum thickness defined by:

Pu., 1 U~ -(- )dy (4.3.3) i

0 P00U00  5'O

,' is given by:

c" , 4 dy (4.3.4)

0 POOUOO

. % %P

'v' .. 'r " - w ' -'.. - "-- .-. "' ,'. ; . .. x,..-,..,... .. .,IN- , , .% ,
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and the subscript oo refers to free stream quantities. Integration of the heavy

particle sensible energy equation (4.2.23) gives:

dGH + _____ (PooUoc r +u 2/2]

+oo C U2 O(Poo 2 • P/0 0
(C r + 2/2) dx p 0 a '0rdy 4.

M o oU .too+ooP/2C)d:

whee :r:e p 0 U0  °°0 +u o 2/2

+ d < v 1 > (Too-r H dy (4.3.5) %
M, ouoo lCP To+uo2/2) )Poo oo

where e is the enthalpy thickness defined by: @

- ( 
1dy 

(4.3.6)

2--2

where u is the slip velocity at the wall, < v > is the energy-weighted "

average momentum transfer electron-heavy particle collision frequency, and q,,H N"--

.'-;, is the heavy particle wall heat flux given by: ..

ay

.. where X - On
° + Xs'*m is the heavy particle thermal conductivity. The

integrated rate equation is:

N, 1
0]

N "- % ".% ~ V ~ - '%%~ % ''..''- %'~*%~2 2 ~,% *4 ~-U-
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I. d ,*u 0 0+- (P ,U a) +

57 T

A 00~ 00PO
- (n.WV1.) muY~a "

if"0a0  AO 00 0 00 '0002

POOUO*A A p0 0

STT

flU ~!- )d (4.3.90)
o2 fl 0 3U0 0

and n and V are the number density and transverse diffusion velocity of
OW W

the ions evaluated at the wall.

The general case of velocity slip, temperature slip, and ionization or

concentration slip at the wall have been treated"8 . However, in this chapter

only ionization slip will be considered. This means that u5  0 and T T.
S S W

The ionization slip a. which must be supplied for the rate equation (4.3.9), is

obtained" by setting the macroscopic diffusive mass flux at the wall to the

-. random thermal mass flux at the wall:1e
%.%

an n D'eE n (<..11
D IY.0 (..1

Way krW

where DW is the !on diffusion coefficient at the wall, E. is the electric field

at the wall which Is determined from overall current conservation, and <C,,> is

%the mean heavy particle thermal speed at the wall. The application of the %'

Howarth-Dorodroitsyn transformation to the integrals enables the elimination of
.N,5

N ~ density from the Integrand. Thus, if%

PS

%h ZgzV
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1
i-dy (4.3.12)

POO0

where A is given by:

T
P-dy (4.3.13)

0 0

then. (4.3.3) reduces to: -

~ (4.3.14)

similarly, the other quantities that appear in terms of derivatives of y or in

terms of integrals over y may be transformed into derivatives and integrals in

S. These have been summarized elsewhere"6 .

Before the various integrals can be evaluated, it is necessary to assume

profiles for the variation of the velocity, heavy particle temperature, and the

ionization fraction across the boundary layer. A quadratic profile for u and

cubic profiles for T. and a in terms of I are assumed. Cubic profiles for T.

and a are assumed because the maximum temperature could occur somewhere

inside the boundary layer, and not necessarily at the wall as in the case of an

adiabatic wall. The velocity profile is then completely determined by the

following constraints: 1

LJ(.0) - 0
"U. .%,

U(Q=) - 0 0
11 -l

(U3
0A

-- (. --1) = o

, ' .. a ,.,%.' ' ,%%\ ' * U -

!'/.'. .',.% .:. "&i : - -- : -:-: ?% . -- ¢ . , %._ .:,""-.,'.v'. ,. . ,3, ..-.-
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,=

5%

b This gives:

U
2 4 - 12 (4.3.15)

UO

Analogously, for the temperature and ionization fraction:

0"o

T H(two) = r IN,(I"0) = , ..'.

o= - =) o o-.-

Thus, the temperature and ionization profiles are:

2T .,
-- T-- + (2--+b.) ""
00o T0 TOO ..

T

+ I - 2b 12 + b4 1 (4.3.16)

and 0

" < 2"

a a
00 00 00

+ -- 2c 12 + c 1 (4.3.17) 0

000
where b. and c 4 are coefficients yet to be determined. Using these ,-.

polynomial forms, the integrated form of the momentum equation (4.3.1) is a

differential equation for 4, the integrated form of the energy equation (4.3.5)

.5.5 is a differentiai equation for the unknown coefficient b, and the integrated

form of the rate equation (4.3.9) Is a differential equation for the coefficient

c4. Thus, the original system of non-linear partial differential equations have

of0
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%
been reduced to a system of quasi-linear ordinary differential equations. To e

complete the formulation, conditions must be prescribed at x - 0, the leading

edge of the boundary layer. These are that the thicknesses, A. e, G., and " 1. *,

are zero at the leading edge. Further, starting conditions must be specified

for b, and c4. This can be obtained by requiring the second derivatives of T'

and a with respect to I to be zero at the leading edge. This gives C - 1 and 0

1 - (T /T ) at the leading edge. These approximate equations describing

boundary layer flow have been integrated using the IMSL subroutine DGEAR -'

which has already been discussed in chapter 3. The Gear algorithm is used

because of the "stiffness" of the system of ordinary differential equations.

The results of applying this boundary layer theory to the electrodes in the

MPD thruster will be discussed in the next section.

In summary, an approximate solution to the two temperature boundary

layer theory of Sec.4.2 has been outlined. This approximate solution uses the v
Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transformation and reduces the complicated system of S

non-linear partial differential equations to a relatively simpler set of quasi-

linear ordinary differential equations. In the next section, the solution to

these equations will be given for various conditions that may arise in the MPD

thruster.

4.4. RESULTS OF BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY

The boundary layer equations have been solved by the integral method

outlined in the previous section, near the onset condition predicted by the PAN.

/ non-equilibrium theory of Sec.3.5. The results of this analysis are presented '4.

in this section. The results focus primarily on a mass flow rate of 3 g/sec, S

but results for a mass flow of 6 g/sec are also mentioned. The wall heat flux "

computed in this section, will then be used to estimate the erosion rate due

to evaporation at onset. The free stream conditions at onset for a given

rU 4 44.-. _,_1% 4. Z-e C:. . "' ''

'S ' 'S U' ~ ~ % % ' 5. U. % '. . *''. .... .* -.
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mass flow rate, have been obtained from the results of quasi-ID non-

equilibrium theory. A constant wall temperature of 3000 K is assumed, and

the heavy particle Prandtl number is taken to be f 0.7. Since boundary

layers usually begin at stagnation points or at sharp edges, the starting point

or leading edge must be specified. The entrance region of the MPD thruster A

is not well understood, and it is not clear what the flow pattern is in this p

region. Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis, the boundary layer is

assumed to begin at the inlet. Since the sonic point is very close to the

inlet, the calculation is simpler if the leading edge, x = 0 is taken to be at the

sonic point.

The governing equations (4.2.20) through (4.2.24) are then simultaneously

integrated from x = 0 to x - L This is done for several different cases in

order to examine the effect of ionization on the boundary layer growth. The

case of a non-equilibrium boundary layer with ionization slip (i.e. a is

determined from (4.3.11)) with a non-equilibrium free stream will be considered

first. Next, the ionizing free stream with a frozen bc';idary layer (i.e.

a = a (x)) will be considered. Finally, the case of a fully ionized, frozen free
. stream with a frozen boundary layer (i.e. a r 1 all across the boundary layer) 0

will be addressed. The mass flow of 3 g/sec will be considered first. .-

The results of tne non-equilibrium theory are summarized in Fig.17,

Fig.18, Fig.19, Fig.20, Fig.21, and Fig.22. Fig.17 shows the growth of the

boundary layer at the cathode. The boundary layer at the anode is assumed

J. to be similar to the cathode, and is plotted assuming this symmetry for the 5

cm. wide straight coaxial thruster of King". It is found that the bound- y .

layers are relatively thick and actually merge at an axial distance of

approximtately 4 cm. from the leading edge. This surprising fact will be-

discussed at length, later in this section. The ionization fraction at the wall is S

shown in Fig.18 as a function of distance. This ionization slip decreases with

- %%VV^,-
%
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distance as expected, since the diffusion time increases as the boundary layer r

thickness increases with distance along the thruster. Thus, though the free

stream ionization fraction increases, it takes longer for ions to diffuse to the

wall in order to replenish those that are lost due to recombination. The

ionization fraction, non-dimensionalized by the free stream ionization fraction

is shown in Fig.19 versus distance, at a location of 1 cm. from the leading

edge. The bulge in the profile is characteristic of hot, high speed flows in %

contact with a cold wall. The constant electron temperature in the boundary %

layer tends to ionize the plasma, whereas the presence of the cold wall drives 0

the plasma to recombine. These two opposing effects cause the maximum

ionization fraction to occur somewhere in the middle of the boundary layer as

shown in the figure. The non-dimensional temperature profile is shown in

Fig.20. A bulge analogous to the one observed in Fig.19 is not present 1 cm.
.-..- ,

downstream from the leading edge, because the plasma flow velocity is not

high enough for the viscous dissipation to be comparable with the heat

transfer to the wall. Another source of heating is the energy transfer from

"-" elastic collisions with the hot electrons. This too is not comparable with the

conductive heat transfer to the wall. Fig.21 and Fig.22 show the variation of

the heavy particle wall heat flux and the wall shear stress respectively. The

heat flux is iarge near the leading edge of the boundary layer (x - 0) because

the boundary layer thickness is small. In fact, the heat flux is infinite exactly

at the leading edge, because of the singularity at x-O. This is of course .

non-physical, because the boundary layer becomes free-molecular very close

to the leading edge. Thus, the leading edge is a singularity only in the

continuum theory. The wall shear is large when the boundary layer thickness
.f-

is small (since this means that the velocity gradient at the wall is large), and

then decreases as the boundary layer grows to be thicker. The heavy particle

wall heat flux exhibits a similar behaviour. From classical boundary layer •

theory, both the wall shear and the wall heat flux would be expected to .

decrease with Increasing boundary layer thickness,

. . .-".
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The case of the frozen boundary layer with an ionizing free stream will

be considered next. Again, the free stream conditions are obtained from the

quasi-1D non-equilibrium theory presented earlier in Sec.3.5 since the free

stream is assumed to be ionizing. However, since the boundary layer is

chemically frozen, the ionization fraction in the boundary layer is the same as

in the free stream (i.e. a - a throughout the boundary layer). Furthermore,

there is no ionization or recombination in the boundary layer. The motivation

for studying this case, is to examine the effect of varying ionization at the

wall (aw) on the viscosity. The boundary layers in the thruster for this case

are shown in Fig.23. This case differs from the non-equilibrium case with real

ionization slip in that the boundary layers do not merge, though they are

appreciably thick. The boundary layer thickness is seen to decrease near the

exit of the thruster, due to the drastic variation of the free stream conditions

near the exit (see Sec.3.6). The ionization fraction is identicai to the free% ,%

stream ionization fraction, and has already been shown in Fig.15. The heavy

particle temperature profile is shown in Fig.24 at four different locations, 1

cm., 5 cm., 10 cm., and 15 cm. from the leading edge. The noticeable bulge A

in the profiles far from the leading edge exists, because of the opposing A

effects of viscous dissipation and heat transfer to the cold wall. This bulge

does not appear near the leading edge because the plasma flow velocity is

small and therefore the viscous dissipation is small. Fig.25 and Fig.26 depict

the variation of the heavy particle wall heat flux, and the wall shear 0

respectively. The heat flux and wall shear are seen to decrease with

-% increasing boundary layer thickness, as expected. The magnitudes of the heat

flux and the wall shear are lower in the frozen boundary layer as opposed to

the non-equilibrium boundary layer with ionization slip, because of the smaller

thermal conductivity and smaller viscosity. The viscosity is smaller, because

the frozen boundary layer has a greater ionization fraction than in the non-

equilibrium case. The thermal conductivity is smaller because the viscosity is

N6Z N
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smaller, and the heavy particle Prandtl number is fixed. It is evident by

comparing these cases, that the amount of ionization at the wall is extremely

important in determining the heat transfer and the wall shear because of its

effect on boundary layer growth.

A more dramatic illustration of the effect of ionization is enabled by

studying the case of the fully ionized frozen boundary layer. In this instance,

the fully ionized, frozem, quasi-lD flow of chapter 2 is used to provide the

free stream boundary conditions, and the boundary layer is treated as being

fully ionized and chemically frozen. The results of this calculation are shown

in Fig.27, Fig.28, Fig.29,and Fig.30. The characteristic behaviour of the various

quantities (i.e. heavy particle temperature, heavy particle wall heat flux, and

wall shear) is the same as before, and has been explained in the other cases S

that were considered. The magnitudes of the quantities is lower in this fully

ionized case, again because of the lower viscosity and thermal conductivity.

This will be addressed in detail next.

The heavy particle Prandtl number has been fixed at 0.7 in the boundary

layer calculations. Thus, If the viscosity is known, the thermal conductivity

may be calculated using the definition of the Prandtl number. The viscosity

of the plasma Is primarily due to the heavy particles. Since the electrons

have a significantly smaller mass than the ions and neutrals, their contribution

to the viscosity is negligible". The heavy particle dynamic viscosity is the •

sum of the ion viscosity, and the neutral viscosity. Since the mass of the
A...

ion differs from that of a neutral only by the mass of the electron, the ions

and neutrals will be treated as having the same mass in this two-temperature

theory. Therefore, at a given heavy particle temperature, the mean thermal ,'

speed of the ions is approximately the same as that of the neutrals. The

viscosity may then be obtained from kinetic theory" ' , as:

iO
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it " it i + A " m A < C n L n L A ) (4 .4 .1) N r

where <C,> is the mean thermal speed of the heavy p'-rticles, Lm is the mean

free path for an ion colliding with other heavy particles, and LAM is the mean

free path for a neutral colliding with other heavy particles. The mean free

paths for the ions and neutrals are given by":

L A. 1

n A0
AA 0 nA

where the O's denote energy-averaged momentum transfer collision cross

sections between various species. Using these, the definition of the ionization

fraction a - n /(1+n), ant quasi-neutrality n, M n gives the following

expression for viscosity in terms of the ionization fraction:

.." a -
M <C >1 4.4.2)

A m C >- + (,-a)O (-a)OAA + CO 1A2)

where 0 denotes the coulombic ion-ion cross section, 0 denotes the ion-

neutral cross section, and 0 A denotes the neutral-neutral cross section.

Typically for argon, 0
A OW 10"m , 0  ow 10"'m', and 0 IV 110"m 2 . It can 0

be seen from (4.4.2) that when a a 0, the viscosity is determined by 0
AA. If

a a 1. then the viscosity Is determined by OW which is three orders of

magnitude bigger than 0
AA* Further. if a < 0.9. the viscosity is primarily

determined by 0 ,. which is only about an order of magnitude bigger than 0 
AA* %

This indicates that in order to have very small boundary layer thicknesses, the

boundary layer flow must be very nearly fully ionized. In fact, it is this

dependence of the viscosity on the degree of ionization that has resulted in

* ~~ k. WRU** ~ - *
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the relatively large boundary layer thicknesses that have been computed. This

explains why the non-equilibrium boundary layer grew so quickly as to merge--,

j in the middle of the thruster. The straight coaxial thruster of King 23 has been

described as being "lossy" compared to the shorter "benchmark" thruster (the _

"benchmark" thruster was less than 10 cm. long whereas King's coaxial

thruster was 20 cm. long). The non-equilibrium boundary layer theory appears
to explain why this is so. The resulting dependence of the viscosity on the

ionization fraction also causes the heavy particle thermal conductivity to

depend on the ionization fraction as well (this is because the heavy particle
O

qjPrandtl number is roughly constant). Consequently, this is expected to affect

the heat transfer to the electrode.

Thus far, MPD boundary layer flow has been considered under the 0

V. assumptions of non-equilibrium, frozen, and fully ionized flow, for a uniform

mass flow of 3 g/sec. A calculation of the non-equilibrium boundary layer J.

has also been performed for a uniform mass flow of 6 glsec. For this mass

flow, the boundary layers merged at approximately 6 cm., as opposed to 4

cm. from the leading edge for a mass flow of 3 g/sec. This is to be

expected, since the density Is higher In the higher mass flow case which

should in turn, give smaller boundary layer thicknesses.

The boundary layer theory solutions presented in this section may be

used to estimate the drag, as well as the heat transfer. The heavy particle S

heat flux that has been calculated in this section, gives an idea of how much

heat is transferred from the hot, flowing plasma to the wall by thermal

conduction. A constant wall temperature of 3000 K was assumed for this

calculation. In the next section, a methodology for determining the cathode

surface temperature will be given. This electrode surface temperature may

then be used to estimate the erosion rate due to evaporation.

ZS .'%"
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4.5. THE CATHODE SHEATH

The previous chapters and the previous sections of this chapter have

focused on the development of a new theory of onset, and a means of

estimating the heat transfer to the electrodes. In this section, a methodology

for calculating the steady state cathode surface temperature using the results -.P.

0of Sec.4.4 will be given. The heat fluxes due to heavy particle heat

conduction, electron bombardment, ion bombardment, electrode heating due to

ion recombination at the electrode, cathode evaporation, thermionic emission, %

radiant exchange with an anode at constant temperature, and heat transfer to 0

an externally supplied coolant will be considered. Existing vapour pressure

data for tungsten" may then be used to determine the evaporation rate.

Near the cathode, there exists a layer where the quasi-neutrality

condition, n. t n. is no longer valid. This layer known as a sheath, is of the

order of a few Debye lengths which is much smaller than the mean free path.

Consequently, the sheaths may be treated as being collisionless. In this

section, an electron retaining sheath is assumed so that incoming electrons are ..e %

repelled, and incoming ions are accelerated through the cathode fall. Such a

model is necessary in order to determine the number densities of ions and

electrons in the sheath. These may then be used in the subsequent cathode -

heat balance. This will be discussed next. %

At steady state, the total energy into the cathode surface must equal the

total energy out. Any effects at the root of the cathode or at its tip are
W.
- ignored. Thus, only heat flow transverse to the cathode surface is considered.

The total energy into the cathode surface consists of heavy particle heat -;..
conduction, electron bombardment, ion bombardment, and ion recombination at -. '.

the electrode. The energy out of the surface is due to thermionic emission.

evaporation, radiative heat transfer to the anode, and any heat that may be 0

V ~

V--
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transferred to an externally supplied coolant. For the purposes of this

analysis, the cathode is assumed to be made of tungsten, the anode

temperature is taken to be a constant 2000 K, and additional heat is assumed

to be removed from the cathode surface by a coolant whose temperature is

taken as 1000 K. The radiant exchange between the cathode and the anode may

be modelled as that between two long; coaxial, grey cylindrica! surfaces

whose emissivities are assumed to be 0.4. Thus, the heat balance at steady

state for the cathode is:

erC 2kToo enC.V
<,. + 00 exp-eV k,.,oo) + I "

4 • 4nC (f 0) 2kr~ P
4 E + rA

So5,s (Tec- 2000')

14
+ hEF ( EC - 1000 ) (4.5.1) '

where q,,, is the heavy particle conductive heat flux given by (4.3.8), VC is the

cathode sheath voltage drop, n Is the electron or ion number density at the

sheath-boundary layer edge, C, is the ion mean thermal speed, C is the

electron mean thermal speed, J,, is the thermionic electron emission current

density, 9, is the cathode work function, Tc is the cathode surface S

temperature, r is the evaporative mass flux, A is the heat of sublimation of

.. the cathode, a, is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and hF is the effective %

heat transfer coefficient between the cathode surface and an external coolant.

The exponential boltzmann factor which appears in the electron bombardment

term (second term on the left hand side of (4.5.1)) displays the tendency of

. the sheath to repel most incoming electrons. The cathode sheath voltage

drop, V. is calculated from the overall current conservation:

Ile

..S
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.b eriC, enC..I

100 4 .+  4 exp -eV/kTo ) (4.5.2)

where 1oe is the free stream current density. The second term on the left

hand side of (4.5.1) represents energy addition due to electron bombardment, .0
the third term represents ion bombardment, and the fourth term represents

energy deposition at the cathode due to ion recombination at the cathode.

The four terms on the right hand side of (4.5.1) represent heat loss due to

thermionic emission, evaporation, radiant exchange with the anode, and heat

exchange with an externally supplied coolant. Consequently, (4.5.1) is an

equation for the unknown T~c given the heavy particle wall heat flux, the

electron temperature, the total current density, the electron number density at

the edge of the sheath, and the heat transfer coefficient between the surface

and the external coolant. Once the cathode surface temperature is known, the

evaporation rate can be determined from vapour pressure data for tungsten' .

'a, For the purposes of illustration, equation (4.5.1) is solved for the various

boundary layer assumptions already discussed earlier in this thesis. For IF

present purposes, the cathode is assumed to be made of tungsten which has a

work function of 4.52 eV. The choice of the heat transfer coefficient between .-

the surface and the external coolant is chosen to be whatever permits the

existence of a steady solution. Four cases are considered. The first is a 0

cathode subjected to a non-equilibrium boundary layer with ionization slip for

a mass flow of 3 g/sec. The second is that of a cathode subjected to a

frozen boundary layer with a non-equilibrium ionizing free stream, for a mass

flow of 3 g/sec. The third case is that of a fully ionized, frozen boundary

layer with a fully ionized and frozen free stream for a mass flow of 3 g/sec.
WOO

The fourth and final case is that of a non-equilibrium boundary layer with

ionization slip for a mass flow of 6 gluec. These will be discussed in the

subsequent paragraphs.

W'
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An interesting feature of equation (4.5.1) is the existence of two steady

state solutions for the cathode surface temperature, one of which is a stable

operating point. The other point is an unstable thermal runaway point. Fig.31

shows the variation of the heat defect (i.e. the net heat Into the cathode)

versus the cathode surface temperature. It is apparent that the unstable root

gives thermal runaway temperatures. Physically, this means that if the surface

temperature increases just above the value given by the second root, the

steady state energy balance (4.5.1) indicates a further increase in temperature

since the only possible way of losing energy is.through radiation, thermionic

emission, evaporation, and heat transfer to an external coolant, all of which

increase with increasing temperature. This results in a thermal runaway with

eventual melting of the cathode.

For the first and fourth cases (i.e 3 g/s with slip and 6 g/s with slip

respectively) with external cooling, a stable steady state solution that satisfies

(4.5.1) and (4.5.2) simultaneously, could not be found. However, with external

heating (i.e. h1 F < 0) a stable steady state solution was found in some cases.

A lower work function did not resolve this problem and did not yield stable

solutions. The variation of the cathode surface temperature for the second 0'O

case for a heat transfer coefficient of Nir - 500 W/m2/K iS shown in Fig.32.

The surface temperature variation for this case for a lower value of

h EF - 250 W/m'/K Is shown in Fig.33. In the third case of the fully ionized.

frozen boundary layer, a much higher cooling rate is required (corresponding to

h 3000 W/m 2/K) due to the large rate of ion and electron bombardments. p...

The surface temperature variation for this case is shown in 'Fig.34. The

. relative importance of each of the terms in (4.5.1) can be seen from Fig.35

" through Fig.37 for the cases that have been studied. From these, it can be

.. seen that only the evaporation heat flux is negligible, but that all other terms

are significant in determining the cathode surface temperature. Using the

-%..
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vapour pressure data for tungste,' the evaporative erosion rate has been

calculated and is shown in Fig.38. The erosion rate has been expressed in

terms of micrograms per coulomb, which is obtained by dividing the

evaporative mass flux by the current density.

It is evident from these results for a tungsten cathode that a significant

amount of external cooling may be required in order to operate the MPD IL

thruster at steady state with minimal erosion. In reality cathodes may be

made of thoriated tungsten or coated with other substances. Thoriated

tungsten cathodes would hmve a lower work function and thus a higher rate of

thermionic cooling. However, judging from the high heating rates observed

from the results of the analysis in this section, it appears that external

cooling may be necessary even in the case of a thoriated tungsten cathode at

steady state.'"J.

The approximate analysis of this section is deficient in several areas.

Two such areas may be mentioned. Firstly, the effect of the sheath electric

field in lowering the work function (Shottky effect) has not been taken into
account. This would tend to increase the cooling due to thermionic emission.

Secondly, the transfer of heat by radiation to a 0 K ambient through the exit,

may be important in determining the surface temperature near the exit. This

is of major importance since the bulk of the observed erosion in experiments

has been near the inlet and the exit.

From the theory presented in this thesis, we may attempt to explain the

major causes of the erosion in the inlet and exit regions. Near the inlet, the

boundary layer thickness is small and therefore the heavy particle conductive

heat flux is high. Also, the current density and ionization slip are large in this

region. Consequently, the sheath voltage drop and the charged particle number

densities are large leading to heavy Ion and electron bombardment. Near the

M WO'
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exit, the free stream temperature and current density are largest. This leads VIP,

of course to heavy electron and ion bombardment with a subsequent rise in

the surface temperature and evaporation rate.

The simple heat balance given in this section may thus be used to .

determine the erosion rate due to evaporation. Radiation from the plasma,

which has been neglected in (4.5.1) may increase the erosion rate further. In

addition to this evaporation rate, there is erosion by sputtering. The boundary

layer theory presented in the earlier part of this chapter may also be used to
0

determine sputtering rates. A calculation such as the one presented here may

be ultimately used to predict thruster lifetimes.

This chapter has focused on the development of a boundary layer theory

for MPD thrusters, and has culminated in an approximate semi-empirical model "P'.

that may be used in estimating erosion rates due to evaporation. The theory

presented in chapters 2 and 3 has provided an understanding of onset. This

theory, together with the boundary layer theory of this chapter provides a
P..-

means of quantifying onset. The next chapter will provide a summary of the

findings In this thesis, critique some of the assumptions that have been made.

and present recommendations for further work.

:<':
.:,.
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CHAPTER 5 ,

L0

N 0

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter will discuss overall the research that has been performed.

A summary of the work described In chapters 1, 2, 3, and 4 will be provided,

followed by an outline of the contributions of this thesis to research in

magnetoplasmadynamics. Next, a critique of the assumptions that have been

made will be given, and this chapter will then conclude with recommendations

for further work.

This thesis has attempted to explain and quantify the life-limiting

phenomenon of onset in MPD thrusters. Onset refers to the severe electrode 0

erosion accompanied by voltage oscillations that occurs at a critical value of

the total current, for a fixed mass flow during quasi-steady operation. For the

first time, fully ionized, chemically frozen MPD flow has been considered in

chapter 1. This has revealed several interesting points. Firstly, it has been

found that the MPD flow is parametrized by a non-dimensional quantity S. the

magnetic force number. Secondly, It has been shown that S. is related to the

onset parameter JI/,rh which is used to characterize onset experimentally.

Examination of the quasi-1D MPD equations has yielded the result that the

'. electric field necessary for a smooth transition from subsonic to supersonic

flow is determined by a choking condition (Sec.2.3). Further study of the

.4" equations has yielded a limit on S" based on Ohm's law. This is the

requirement that the electric field be sufficient to draw all the applied current.

Thus for steady flow, It has been found that the electric field must

simultaneously satisfy the choking condition and Ohm's law. It has been 7-

e. 
•°5w
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4K J=,,

found that this could be satisfied for steady flow, only for S below a certain

value. This limit of S" corresponds to the operating point where the back-EMF

becomes comparable to the electric field. For a fixed mass flow, this can be

translated to a critical value of the total current. This limit is referred to as

back-EMF onset, and has been further explained in terms of the length

constraint from Ampere's law, in Sec.2.5. This new mechanism of onset is 0

different from existing anode starvation theories, because it has been shown

in recent experiments" that mass injection at the anode has a major effect on

the predictions of these theories. However, such mass injection would have

no effect on the back-EMF onset theory. Furthermore, the back-EMF onset

appears in the steady state, as opposed to other existing unsteady

theories"3 . The onset condition obtained from the frozen flow theory has

been shown to correlate well with the experimental data of Malliaris et a/S.

The back-EMF o'set has also been shown to affect the efficiency. For

efficient thruster operation, it has been shown that it is necessary to operate

in a regime where back-EMF onset is important.

Quasi-one dimensiona MPD channel flow has been considered under the

equilibrium and non-equilibrium assumptions, in chapter 3. This has been done

in order to examine the effects of non-zero ionization rates on back-EMF

onset The equilibrium flow theory of King et el. has been qualitatively

studed using a pecev-se linear model. The results of this analysis show that

the electric field is strongly dependent on the ionization rate at the sonic

po-nt. The ion,zation rate is highest for equilibrium flow, and therefore this

yields significantly higher electric fields than for frozen flow. This higher

" electric field permits a higher back-EMW, and thereby delays back-EMF onset.

This explains why King in a/. did not find any evidence of back-EMF onset in

their equilibrium flow theory over the range of parameters they studied. The

electric field dependence on the ionization rate (see Sec.3.3) prompted the 0

N %i
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consideration of more realistic ionization rates, under the non-equilibrium

assumption. The non-equilibrium theory has not only predicted the onset limit,

but has also predicted current versus voltage characteristics in agreement with -1

the experiments of King , within the limits of quasi-one dimensionality. Back-

EMF onset appears as the failure of a steady solution to exist at a critical

value of the curren:, for a fixed mass flow. This is due to the conflict

between the electric field required to sustain a supersonic flow in the thruster,

and the electric field necessary to draw all the applied current. Finally, the

quasi-lD flow has been considered by partially Including the effects of wall

friction, and heat transfer. It has been shown by examining the

magnetoplasmadynamic choking condition, that heat transfer may delay back-

EMF onset while wall friction may cause it to occur sooner.

The quasi-lD MPD channel flow theory developed in chapters 2 and 3.

have been utilized to obtain the free stream boundary conditions for an

analysis of the electrode-adjacent boundary layer. The governing equations of

the boundary layer in a two temperature plasma, have been rigorously derived

from non-equilibrium kinetic theory. Following the approach of Kalikhman4S

these have been obtained by taking successive moments of the Boltzmann

equation. The boundary layer equations have been solved using an

approximate momentum and energy integral method, neglecting the electrode

sheaths. This has enabled an approximate calculation of the wall shear and

the heat transfer to the electrode. The most significant result of the boundary .' .-

layer research has been to show the strong dependence of the viscosity on

- the ionization fraction at the wall. This affects such relevant quantities as

boundary layer thickness, wall shear, and wall heat flux. This calculation has

then been used to estimate the erosion rate due to evaporation . The work in

this thesis has *hus provided the outline of a systematic method for predicting

thruster lifetimes. Though only the erosion due to evaporation has been

)-LMVkJ[ .AXA)O),ALIM Ilt P
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addressed here, erosion due to sputtering may be estimated by using existing

semi-empirical models'- 5' in conjunction with the boundary layer theory

developed here. -i

The accomplishments of this thesis may be summarized as follows: -

" The first non-equilibrium self-field MPD theory to predict onset due to
an excessive back-EMF at high currents, has been developed. 0

" For the first time, the electrode-adjacent boundary layer in MPD flow .. ,-
has been studied. The governing equations for a two-temperature .

non-equilibrium plasma boundary layer have been derived from first
principles. The effects of wall friction and heat transfer to the
wall, have been quantified through the boundary layer analysis for
the MPD thruster. These may be used to refine the quasi-lD theory
that has been developed.

" The importance of considering detailed thermodynamics ( Ionization and
recombination ) has been firmly established. The importance of non-
equilibrium ionization in determining the appearance of back-EMF 0

onset, and in determining boundary layer growth has been
established. This work, like King et 8l.7 shows the significance of
considering conservation of energy.

e The Howarth-Dorodnitsyn Integral method has been applied for the
first time In the case of a two temperature non-equilibrium plasma
boundary layer. The approximate solution has been used to compute
the wall shear and the wall heat flux. N.

The complexity of MPD flow has prompted the use of simplifying

assumptions. As a result, some of the effects that have been left out in the

present theory, ought to be included in a more detailed calculation. These will

be addressed next, and a critique of the assumptions that have been made in

the present theory will be discussed.

The theory presented in this thesis is a steady theory that enables a

calculation of the erosion rates, in order to quantify MPD thruster lifetimes.

However, onset is not only characterized by high erosion rates, but also by

large voltage oscillations. This steady theory does not even attempt to study N"

the conditions beyond onset. Therefore, if one is Interested in predicting

" i°
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either the frequency of the voltage oscillations or the nature of the flow

beyond onset, then the unsteady behaviour must be incorporated into the

theory. This of course, would significantly complicate the relatively simple

method of solution proposed in this thesis.

Another weakness of the boundary layer theory presented here, is the

assumption of laminar flow. It is not clear at this time whether the MPD

boundary layer is laminar or turbulent. Nor is it clear at what Reynold's

number the MPD flow would become turbulent. This is of course assuming

that the concept of a critical Reynold's number, and a continuum boundary

layer, are valid. These will be addressed in greater detail shortly.

Perhaps two of the weakest assumptions made here, have been those of

a scalar conductivity, and the neglect of radiative heat transfer. Both effects

have been neglected In order to simplify an otherwise complicated problem.

According to King 23, the Hall effect may not be negligible in some regions of

the thruster. Inclusion of the full Hall effect would render the free stream

flow two-dimensional. It is possible however, to partially include the Hall

effect in a quasi-1D theory for a long, slender channel, by means of a tensor

conductivity2 3 1. 49. Inclusion of the Hall effect would also render the V

assumption of negligible Ion ohmic heating in the heavy particle sensible ,

energy equation, to be invalid. Radiation from the hot plasma to the wall may

also be Important for determining the heat transfer to the electrodes. It is

not clear whether the plasma is optically thin or thick. It Is most likely in a

region between optically thin and thick, which makes the Incorporation of

radiation into the flow equations rather difficult. However, the method that S

has been presented in this thesis Is sufficiently robust, that the radiation

effects may be partially modelled by assuming an optically thick gas with an

effective radiative conductivity. The inclusion of radiation would most likely

lead to increased Ionization fractions near the walls, and thereby reduce the

I% N N, N
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wall shear and wall conductive heat flux by reducing the viscosity and the

thermal conductivity. However, there would be an additional heat transfer to

Ii the wall because of the radiative Interaction between the plasma and the

walls. It may therefore enhance the overall erosion rate.

The assumption of a two temperature plasma is perhaps the most

realistic of all the assumptions. There is however, a possibility that the

plasma is a three temperature fluid near the entrance to the thruster. This

could affect the simple theory presented here. The assumption of a uniform

qelectron temperature across the boundary layer is realistic and is supported by

the work of Liu et al.39. Inclusion of the electron sensible energy equation

with a varying electron temperature, is not expected to alter the results in this

thesis significantly. Furthermore, the plasma in the free stream and the 0

boundary layer, has been assumed to consist of electrons, neutral atoms, and *-,

single ions only. The presence of second ions (or doubly ionized atoms)

could have a major effect on the erosion rate by sputtering. Since double

ions have twice the charge of single ions, they would be acted upon by twice

the electromagnetic force (which • is proportional to the charge). Any

appreciable number of double ions present near the electrodes could therefore

contribute significantly to erosion by sputtering.

Since this is the first time that the Howarth-Oorodnitsyn integral method

has been applied to the case of a compressible, non-equilibrium, two

temperature plasma boundary layer with electromagnetic effects, the accuracy e,:

of the results may be questionable. This Is because no extensive direct

comparison has yet been made between the approximate solution given here

and existing numerical solutions, for various situations.

Finally, the boundary layer itself may or may not exist as a continuum.

From the free stream to the wall, the nature of the flow may change from a S

N
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continuum flow to either a rarefied flow or to one that is in transition. This

is evident upon examination of the heavy particle mean free paths given in

Sec.4.4. For fully ionized flow (a - 1), the ion-heavy particle mean free path is I

of the order of 10"m, which is significantly smaller than any characteristic

length. The fluid therefore behaves as a continuum. However, if the flow is

weakly ionized (a a 0), the neutral-heavy particle mean free path is of the

order of millimeters. This is only about one-fiftieth of the MPD channel
height, and comparable to the boundary layer thickness. The fluid in this case,

may either be in a transition regime or in a rarefied free-molecular regime.

The flow in the MPD thruster could thus involve continuum, transition, and

free-molecular behaviour.

The critique of the present work which has just been outlined, naturally

."N leads to some prospects for future work. Some of the effects which have

just been described that have been left out in the current theory, may be

incorporated rather easily. Some others may not. However, there may be

ways to partially account for these effects. The recommendations for future

work, whether or not as an extention of this work, will be discussed next. %

1%

The presence of double ions in the quasi-iD MPD flow, may be modelled

in a rather straightforward manner. This would merely involve the introduction

of a second ionization fraction, a.., and a corresponding rate equation to

describe the production and depletion of double ions from single ions. The I

equation of state would also have to be modified to include second ions.

This is a relatively direct extension of the theory described in Sec.3.5 and

Sec.3.6. The method of solution would also be identical to the one already

described in Sec.3.6. The inclusion of second ions would provide more %

realistlc exit temperatures and velocities.

The effects of wall friction and heat transfer may also be approximately
.,4.

! S.
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studied, by solving the governing equations of Sec.3.7. As a first approach,

the drag coefficient C D and the heat transfer coefficient h. may be treated as

parameters. The present boundary layer theory results have indicated that the
wall friction may have a significant effect on the quasi-lD MPD flow. This

effect could be approximately quantified using such a parametric analysis. Of

course, the equations of Sec.3.7 cannot be reduced to algebraic form as in

Sec.3.5 and Sec.3.6. This is because the presence of the wall friction and heat

transfer terms necessitates a numerical integration of the momentum and

energy equations, as well ai the rate equation.

The effect of varying channel geometry is another extension of the

quasi-iD theory presented in this thesis. The solution of the quasi-lD

equations with varying area, should be no more difficult than solving the

quasi-lD MPD flow with wall friction and heat transfer. This would be useful

for designers to determine which channel geometry may provide the best

Uacceleration characteristics.

' .Once the effects of wall friction, heat transfer, and varying channel

geometry have been investigated and understood, the boundary layer solution

presented here should be extended to partially include the effect of plasma

radiation. This -nay be done by considering the assumptions of an optically:
thin and an optically thick plasma. A proper study of the plasma radiation

A. problem is however extremely complicated, and may require the approach of
Holstein" , '1 If the plasma is neither optically thin, nor optically thick.

/ However, the coefficients In the optically thin and thick cases may be varied

as parameters, in order to estimate the importance of radiation. Plasma

-, ,radiation may affect not only the heat transfer to the walls, but also the wall

friction since the ionization fraction at the wall may increase due to additional

heating from the hot plasma. The approximate methods of Sec.4.3 may still

r % be applied in the case of an optically thin or thick plsama, but its accuracy

would have to be checked against any existing numerical solutions.

Wr r -r
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An effect that complicates the theoretical calculations, but may

nevertheless be important in MPD thrusters, is the Hall effect. The Hall effect

causes the electromagnetic part of the problem to be two-dimensional, and J

introduces the notion that the electrical conductivity is a tensor. Thus, the

rcurrent density and electric field vectors cease to be colinear. However, the

Hall effect should not be incorporated at the expense of the detailed

1 10thermodynamics, as has been done by several authors$ , It is this author's

belief that had the detailed thermodynamics been included in these partial Hall

effect theories, they would have resulted in the prediction of the back-EMF

onset that has been described here. However, the inclusion of the Hall effect

is expected to destroy the simplicity of the solution procedures outlined in

this thesis.

A major phenomenon not included in the boundary layer analysis

presented here, is the effect of electrode sheaths. The inclusion of sheaths

would be of prime importance in a calculation of electrode erosion by

sputtering. This is because the analysis of the sheaths would provide the

voltage drop in this region close to the electrode. The sign of this voltage

drop would determine to what extent the ions would bombard the electrode "J.,I
material. For an estimate of the erosion rate due to evaporation however, this

may not be that important. The omission of. sheaths may not be that

important at high power since the voltage drop is typically less than 20% of

the terminal voltage.

Once the above effects are at least qualitatively understood, the more

difficult problem of the entrance region of the thruster should be studied.

Virtually nothing is known about this region. The injection of different '-
,. 5 .,.

amounts of mass at the cathode and anode' s has been shown to have a major

impact on the anode sheath reversal theories. This will not have any impact

on the back-EMF theory presented here. However, in order to verify the
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assumptions and predictions of the back-EMF theory, some detailed P

diagnostics or analysis of the inlet is necessary. The entrance region for the

present designs is very much two-dimensional, which complicates the analysis.

The study of the entrance region would not only provide useful verification of

back-EMF onset, but may also provide some information on the erosion of the

insulator back plate. At present, there is not much understanding of why this
,Nl

occurs.

*" This work has indicated that though several phenomena may be important

P Iin the MPD thruster, the thermodynamics of ionization is perhaps one of the

most important. An improvement over the current state of the art should

F, therefore not be made at the expense of ignoring the importance of ionization.

It is also clear, that some more carefully designed experiments are necessary

to enable a more positive comparison between the back-EMF theory and

experiment. Firstly, it would be useful to repeat the experiments of Barnett' s

on King's straight coaxial thruster, or on another smooth geometry. Secondly,

a better comparison between the quasi-lD theories and experiment could be

made if the mass flow to the thruster were more uniform56 . Finally, more

experimental information on the entrance and choking regions would be

invaluable.

"N
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APPENDIX F: Unsteady Flow Modeling

This Appendix consists of Chapter 7 from the Ph.D. "Thesis of

Ed Richley. This chapter described an unsteady two-temperature

flow simulation of an MPD thruster. A
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7. M PD I Predictions for a Newer Problem

7.1 Introduction ".

This chapter is concerned with the development of another simulation type. The

system to be simulated is known as a Magneto-Plasma-Dynamic (MPD) thruster8 0. '.

These thrusters are under development for possible use as space vehicle propulsion

units and are of interest because of their high exit velocity.

An MPD thruster is basically an electric discharge in a low pressure fluid Its

operation is based on the interaction of the discharge current with its own self-

induced magnetic field. The typical coaxial geometry of an MFD device is shown in

Fig. 7.1. The power supply is assumed to be positioned off to the left and

configured in such a way as to introduce no asymmetry into the magnetic field

The Lorentz force is able to produce flow velocities much larger than the sonic

speeds obtainable with conventional chemical rockets. Since it involves an electric

discharge, the governing equations for an MPD device are very similar to those for .

the previously described wall stabilized arc. However, the boundary conditions,

geometry, and operating conditions are all extremely different

7.2 Modifications to the Equations

As in the case of RadialArc, a one-dimensional non-equilibrium model called "MPO" 1k

has been created. In this model, all fluid properties are considered to be uniform

with radial position, but are allowed to vary in the axial direction. The non-

equilibrium equations considered by simulation type "MPD" are very similar to those S

of RadialArc. There are, however, several important differences. The most significant

difference is the presence of an important magnetic field term This can be included

by modifying the pressure to include the magnetic pressure derived from the self-

induced magnetic field. Thus, instead of considering only the gradient of kinetic

pressure, the momentum equation now contains a modified term

B2
(P v I - Vip *VV..4+ (7.1)

where B is the mpgnetic flux density.

This Lorentz force acts directly on the electron gas so as to accelerate electrons

downstream The plasma, however, reacts with an internally generated electric field

S
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this model are being accelerated in the positive x direction via the Lorentz force.

and decelerated by the Internally generated electric field (E I and collisions withxA
heavy particles

The Lorentz force always acts perpendicular to the Instantaneous direction of

motion of electrons and so can contribute no energy to the electron gas. However,

the retarding field provides a body force which acts on both the electron and heavy

gases and contributes to the energy balance of both. The effects of this body

force appear as equal and opposite additional terms in both the electron energy

conservation equation and the heavy particle energy conservation equation This term

is:

qn(v + vD)E x  17.3)

where E is the axial internally generated electric field. This field is automatically

calculated during the diffusion velocity calculation If the model discussed in 2.3.3 is

used (with the modifications of Eq (7.2). The term of Eq. (7.3) is added to the

electron energy equation and subtracted from the heavy energy equation The effect

will be to reduce the energy of the electron gas and increase the energy of the

heavy gas. Thus, the internally generated electric field provides an additional

mechanism for energy exchange between the two fluids.

It has been determined that the energy conservation equations should be cast in a

modified form when flow is supersonic This form is obtained by ignoring the

kinetic energy of the electrons, and by using a kinetic energy equation as discussed %

.. in appendix B to alter the form of the heavy energy equation. After these steps, the

energy conservation equation for the electrons is:

kT)+* (5nk. (7.4)

L

XiE- :Ad d 0o
r ech - vr + noqlv +vo)ER

and for the heavy gas:

~,..,Ilea

%*S
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it nu) + V*( 1 nyh.v + vD - 17.51

i 0
-Vrh +.ch + v ,V(P + 2

Lv( 2 p 0

+ #j n q o(V~v )E,

where the pressure gradient term accounts for the kinetic energy of the heavy gas. ,

Furthermore, in order to calculate this magnetic field, some fo rm of Ampere's law

must be included. In fact, the entire electric and magnetic field situation is quite

different in MPD. The voltage across the electrodes can be considered uniform

along the axis (although It is allowed to change in time). In reality, for non-planar

geometries, the electric field will vary with radial position as well as axial position.

However, an approximation is used to retain the one-dimensional nature of the

1% problem by letting the field be uniform between the electrodes. Thus, the

transverse electric field is assumed to be.

Er(x) (7.6)

where D(x) is the channel width. V Is the thruster voltage, and E (xl is the local

transverse electric field. Once the local electric field has boen determined, the
transverse electric current density is easily determined from Ohmns law.

jIxI = lr) - (v(x)v .  x)) (7.7)

*,. where jIX) Is the transverse electric current density, and r is the local electrical

conductivity. In this model the Induced EMF Is calculated with the total speed of the

mobile charges (electrons) and so includes the flow and diffusion velocities. It is

. assumed that the magnetic field only points in the azimuthal direction (perpendicular

to both current and flow) so that Ampere's law takes on a particularly simple form

3- "pp

x pjx (7.8)
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This combination of Ohms law and Ampere's law must then solved as an auxiliary
equation in much the same manner as Ohm's law was solved in RadialArc. However,

in the MPD context, the diffusion model requires knowledge of the magnetic field.
just as the magnetic field model requires knowledge of the diffusion velocities. In

order to produce self-consistent magnetic field, diffusion velocities, and axial

electric fields both Ampere's law and the diffusion model must be solved together.

These laws have been combined in a routine caned "MPDDiffusion" which is called

before each flow step. This procedure ensures that as long as electrons are

accelerated by the magnetic field, the net energy gain of the electrons due to their

interaction with transverse and axial fields is positive. The significance of this

approach becomes great in cases where the electric drag is. very close to the

Lorentz force. Numerical oscillations can result with a less careful approach.

The rest of the equations remain as they were for RadialArc. Thus, the primary

difference between the physical description of MPD and that of RadialArc is that

MPD must describe a transverse magnetic field, and is not concerned with an axial

electric field This magnetic field then becomes an important part of the momentum ,a

transport picture.

7.3 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions for MPD are very different than for RadialArc. In the P,

Y" case of RadialArc. there was a symmetry point at one end where fluxes vanish, and

constant conditions at the opposite end. Thus, the conditions at the 'guard cells" just '-

off the computational mesh were very easy to establish. In the case of MPD, a

stagnation point with constant composition and temperature is assumed to exist at

some upstream point before the computational mesh. Boundary conditions for the

upstream guard cell must then reflect some physically reasonable conditions matching
the stagnation point to the thruster inlet It I important that these conditions remain

physically realizable. For example, the guard cell pressure, temperatures, and

compositions must all lie between those of the stagnation point and those of the

first grid point Furthermore, the flow velocity must be chosen so as to avoid

representing any non-physical condition such as an expansive shock or discontinuity.

Following along the lines of techniques reported by Boris. Oran, Fritts and Oswald6 1"

the following method has been devised which seems to work well under most

conditions. -a

In order to implement these inlet conditions, a characteristic length is needed. This

length represents something about the physics of the world outside the thruster. It 0

is an indication of how far away from the inlet the stagnation conditions exist The'-4-
S

,.N

"U-
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stagnation conditions are given by a constant temperature. composition, and zero
momentum At the inlet guard cell, then, temperatures are assumed to be:

T + (T - T )e"dx/)F °w 'L.h (7.9)

where InFlowLength is the characteristic length as specified by the "@lnFIowLEngth"
command described in the next section and "dx" is the grid spacing. Composition at
the guard cell must be chosen to prevent any discontinuities in the pressure
distribution. To accomplish this, each species partial pressure is forced to be kink-
free. Thus:

n a48d - "*,an t&O + (Tnl' n X -T. hn Wd ),dxlFlowLfth (7.10)
T d

where the appropriate kinetic temperature is employed If species y happens to

correspond to the electrons. Finally, momentum at the guard cell is related to the
flow rate: of the inlet

PV " FlowRate/Area(O) (7.11)

Similarly, the downstream situation requires some kind of outflow boundary
condition. The basic problem in modelling outflow conditions Is that calculations can
not extend spatially to infinity where conditions are known. In the case of MPD,
pressure and energy densities are all zero at infinite distance. Since the flow is

supersonic at the exit, the conditions chosen must not affect the flow field. A
* a-good scheme will be one for which varying some parameter over a significant range

does not significantly affect the results of the rest of the modelled region.

The outflow approximation used by MPD is very simple. All that is needed is an
approximation for conditions at one point off the computational grid. In order to
encourage FCT to flow material Into the infinite vacuum, energy density, momentum

-' density, and species concentrations are taken to be zero at the guard cell during the
flow process. Furthermore, the last computational cell Is treated in a backward
difference scheme and so does not directly involve the guard cell In addition, for
the parts of the simulation outside of the flow problem (generation of heat fluxes,
diffusion velocities, etc.) the following approximations are used

" 'V% 'V %' .% "% %" "*'S%' " : *', .. f '.f* ft"&' W K '"';/ *'' o .' ' " € 0 .''
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17.12)

yw+1 w dN

T T (7.13)

Te~~VV+ I O TW(714

where W is the index of the last computational grid point The magnetic field is

taken to be zero at the nozzle exit

B("W)0 (.5

7.4 The User Interface

As in the case of RadialArc. Several commands have been added to the basic list

of possible control file entries Furthermore. some new keywords have been added

to the @BoundaryConditions command. Briefly, the new commands are:

fLength to indicate the length of the thruster

@FlowRate to indicate a mass flow rate at the inlet

@lnFlowLength to indicate a characteristic length for .

Inflow processes

*Width to Indicate a profile of the channel width

@Area to indicate a profile of channel area

@Voltage to indicate the voltage (possibly a function of time)

@Transient to control the time flow (as in RadialArc)

and are used in addition to the basic THOR commands of @Reactions. @Species.

@lnitilConditions, and @BoundaryConditions.

As would be expected, the fLength command is used to indicate the length of the

thruster. A simple numeric argument is used, and will be Interpreted as the length in

,t For exampl.

@LengthCG.05) ii
Indicates a 5 cm channel length

NS i

- %141 "" % ' % "" %' ",5
5
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"FlowRate is used to indicate a inlet mass flow rate (kg/sI. If not specified, a flow

rate of .006 kg/s is assumed Thus:

@FlowRate(.o1)

indicates a 10 gl flow rate.

Similarly, @lnFlowLEngth is used to indicate a characteristic length for the inlet
conditions. Thu.. ,

@InFlowLength (.1)

indicates a 10cm characteristic inflow length.

0
@Width allows the specification of a channel width as a function of the x :.-'..

coordinate. Thus, arbitrary profiles can be taken for simulation. All linear dimension

units should be M. For example:

INldt[.o05-(1.O+x,,2)3

indicates a channel width beginning at 5mm. and increasing quadratically. @Width is a

required entry. MPD will not run without it.

@Area is similar to @Width. and is used to Indicate the cross-sectional area of the
2thruster channel Units are in M . For example:

QArea[25e-6. (1+xe.2) *.2]

would indicate an area corresponding to a square cross section of the width

Indicated above. @Area is a required entry.

@Voltage Is analogous to the @Current command of RadialArc. Again. the voltage

may be a function of time. For example

QVoltage[50 (1-100, tLme)]

Indicates a decreasing voltage romp. @Voltage is a required entry.

'-4i'i-- V _L. , ., Vy ,•V . -;.. % .. V.-, -',.,-,...:.--.- .. , -- , ,......,.*
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@Transient Is identical to the @Transient defined f or RadialArc. Again, keywords

OutTime. TimneToStop, and Verbose may be used. V

Finally, the gBoundaryConditions command has slightly different keywords in MPD
than it has f or RadialArc. These are OStagTemp and "Stag~ensity" and are roughly

equivalent to the NWalTempo and *WallDenstyO defined for RadialArc. In the case of
MPD. however, a fictitious point upstream from the computational grid is taken to

be a stagnation point with constant temperatures and densities as indicated by these

keywords..4

7.5 An Example In Argon

These equation modifications and boundary equations were employed in a simulation

of an MPD thruster in argon. The input control file appeared as follows:

@Malce(XPD)
@Species (ArArPlusELEC) 0
@*eactions (JAC. Aphvto. ±AA)
@AxialPoints (80)
@Voltage (30]
@Length(.2)
@Transient (TimeToStopul~e-6,OutTimeale-6)
@XnitialConditionslvishe0p.outl
@BoundaryConditiols (StagTeinp-1000. 0StagDensity Arul.De23,
StagDensity ELEC=5.0e19,StagjDensity ArPLUSw5. 0e19)
@AreaE.078238]
@Width(.04133
@FlowRate( .006]
@lnFlowLengthC .04]
U~ndo)

This indicates a simulation for a thruster 20cm in length, with 4. 13cm between
2.

electrodes, and with a cross sectional area of .0078238M -. These conditions were

chosen to roughly correspond to a device Investigated by King. Clark. and Jahn 60.
Stagnation conditions are taken to be 10 torr at 1000K. and the applied electric

field Is 30 volts. Beginning with arbitrary initial conditions. a steady state is reached
af ter several hundred microseconds of simulation. Fig 7.2 shows the f inal

temperature profiles. This plot indicates the heating of the heavy gas by the

'-V electrons as the plasma flows down the channel. Fig. 7.3 shows the plasma flow
velocity at various points in the channel. Sonic speed at the exit Is roughly 1900 -..

M/s and so the flow has resched supersonic speeds. The current density profile is

shown in Fig. 7.4 and indicates the typical droop In the middle where ba~k EMF Is
significant At the inlet, back EMP is small because the flow velocity is small. At the

N.
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Axial Temperature Profile. 20cm device
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7.6 Summary

The general computational techniques developed for RadialArc have been shown to

be applicable to an MPD problem Some difficulties were encountered concerning

numerical stability and the magnetic-dif fusion description. Also, difficulties in the
energy conservation model at supersonic speeds were removed by re-castingth
energy conservation equations to not include kinetic energy directly. The most
significant remaining problem involves the Inlet conditions. The chosen model is not
entirely satisfactory In representig the mechanisms by which the cold imf lowing gas

is heated and Ionized by the channel plasma The bulk flow Is directed away form
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Axial Velocity Profile, 20cm device
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,F- Fig. 7.3: Flow velocity in 20me MoPD ,hruster,,.
this inlet indicating that somes recirculstion zones, such as in a flame holder, are ,_.

U necessary. THis aspect has not been addressed, but a model for these effects couldO
be easify added to MFPD. '"

The results of this SimnulationType are expected to be useful as a bulk flow model ..

for future analysis of electrode erosion in MPD thrusters. More work remains to be ,-
' done on the model itself, but the current results are typical of other investigations. **

both theoretical and experimental. lnd have the added advantage of including thO -.-
,-. ~non-equilibrium description.. .,
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Current Density Profile, 20cm device I b
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d: 'Figure 3: Exit flow speed versus S"

The exit flow speed. nondimonsionslized by the sound speed at the

• , choking point. Is plotted against the magnetic force number. r., The upper

-.- branch represents supersonic flow and the lower represents subsonic flow,.'-

The supersonic branch Is shown dashed for .>&.52 since this range volats,_ .

the onset condition discussed In S c 2 A5 S' Is defined by MAI4,7 or (2 412).

-'. "rl~Tis plot was calculted usng the frozen-flow model of Sec. 2.4."'.!
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Figre 4: Flow speed versus Magnetic field

The flow speed u Is plotted against the magnetic field 8 for three values

of the magnetic force number. S'. u and B have been nondimensionalized,

respectively, by the speed of sound at the choking point a', and the magnetic

field at the choking point 8. Near the Inlet, the speed is very low. Going

downstream, the magnetic field declines. At B/8".1. the flow has accelerateaI

to u/a*- for all S. The speed continues to Increase until very near the exit.

The decline in speed near the exit Is because ohmic heating, which decelerates

the flow, becomes more important then the Lorentz force, which tends to

accelerate the flow, because 5 is small. See (2.3.1). These curves were

calculated using the analytical solution, (2.4.8) of See. 2.4.
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Figure 6: Back-EMF versus Magnetic field

The back-EMF, &S. is plotted against the magnetic field, B. for three

values of the magnetic force number, S%, for supersonic flow. Both the back-

EMF and the magnetic field are nondimensionalized by their values at the

choking point. These curves were calculated using the frozen-flow solution of
(2.4.8). The back-EMF Is small nearthe Inlet because is small. See 4. The--'

back-EMF Is small near the exit because B Is small. See the discussion of

boundary conditions in Sec. 2.2. The back-EMF peaks In the middle of the

thruster. Also, the electric field determined by the choking condition. (2.4.2). _- .

is shown as a dashed line. For the largest So shown, the back-EMF is larger

than the electric field during part of the flow. The Implications of this are

discussed in Sec. 2.5. 5
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The experimental date of Malliaris et &0. for onset conditions correlate"..,

1 ,5

s predicted by back-EMF onset theory. The ordinate Is the value of J21h at

) . ~which onset was observed to occur. The abscissa Is ,0R40 amum) " where

A is the thruster aspect ratio and m A Is the propellant's atomic mass. 40

"+ smu is the atomic mass of argon. The date shown cover the range of AI-4.0

, to 136 and the propellnts used were helium, non. argon, krypton. and xenon."

., The solid line Is a best fit to the experimental date. The back-EMF theory of

onset Is discussed in Sc. 2.5...,
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The electric field determined by the choking condition. (2.3.3), is plotted

against temperature at the choking point for the two cases of equilibrium end

frozen flow. The equilibrium curve uses the enthalpy including translational.

electronic, and lonlzational contributions for an equilibrium composition of

, argon and its first six Ions. The frozen flow curve assumes a constant
"'V-,

composition of electrons end once Ionized argon with enthalpy as given by

(2.5.2). A mass density of 0.0007 kglm2 was assumed for the equilibrium

calculation.
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Figure 9- Argon enthalpy at equilibrium versus Temperature

The variation of specific enthalpy versus tempera ure for Argon Is shown

S at various number densities. These results were obtains,. by using a detailed

statistical thermodynamics. Upto six excited states have boon accounted for

-. each of the species A. A*. A.*. and A*.*.. The details of the calculation are

given In Sec. 3.4.
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Figuire 10. Idealized argon enthalpy versus Temperature

The variation of specific enthalpy versus temperature for argon in

thermodynamic equilibrium Is approximately modeled using the above

piecewise linear form. This graph represents FIg.9 approximately. In this

piecewise linear model, the enthalpy varies linearly until a cutoff temperature -%

T - T is reached. In this linear region, any energy that is added goes Into the
-

translational mode. After this cutoff temperature is reached, the temperature P%41

" remains at r -,, and the enthalpy continues to Increase. This picwse linear

variation qualitatively simulates the equilibrium behaviour of the enthalpy. See

Sec.3.4 for a full discussion. ....
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*Figure 11: Electric field versus Total current for 3g/sec '

The vriation of th the elet li sh ver th. total current. The ,

experimental data of King"3 for a 2 cm. long tigtcxalhrseae

~~plotted as discrete points, for a1 total mass flow of 3 g/sec. The vertical bars .

do not denote exper cantat error hers. These bars have been used to denote
the variation of the experiment from quasi-one dimensionality. The solid

curve represents the prediction of the non-equilibrium theory of Sec.3.5

. corresponding to a uniform mass flow of 3 glsec. The upper portion of the -

solid curve ends where no steady solution to the equations of Sec.3.5 was"-

,i"+ found. This is interpreted as the theoretical onset point. As can be seen.

this agrees well with the onset limit observed in the experiment, where the '-

' data is seen to be scattered. See Sec.3.5 and Sec.3.6 for a detailed

disusio.
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WO.Figure 12: Electric field versus Total current f or 6g/sec

The experimental data of King"3 f or a 20 cm. long straight coaxial

thruster are plotted as discrete points, for a total mass f low of 6 glsec. The

vertical bars do rot denote experimentgal error bars. These bars serve to denote

the variation of the experiment from quasi-one dimensionality. The solid

curve represents the theoretical predictions of the non-equilibrium theory of

Sec.3.5 for a uniform mass flow of 6 glsec. The curve ends at the upper

point where no steady solution could be found. This Is the theoretical onset

limit, which agrees well with the experimental onset limit of 28 kA.
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Figuire IS: Ionization fraction versus Distance for 3g/sac ,,

The Ionization fraction has been plotted here as function of the distance "

along the thruster. The Ionization fraction shows marked Increases near the

entrance and near the exit, where the most drastic variations In temperature -,

take place. This again, Is from the solution of the non-equilibrium equations-.,

found In Sec.3.5 and Sec.3.6, for a uniform mass flow of 3 g/sac.
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Figure 18: Current density versus Distance for 3gisec ,.

The current density is shown here versus distance for a uniform mass

flow of 3 g/sec. This is from the solutions of the governing equations given 0
:%0"

in Sec.3.5 and Sac.3.6. The current density is small near the entrance because

the temperature is small which makes the conductivity small. Then, it

increases as the temperature Increases. Next, as the flow speed increases and

the magnetic field decreases, the current density drops until a minimum is

reached. This minimum current density corresponds to a maximum back-EMF.

The current density then rises rapidly toward the exit because the rising

temperature causes the conductivity to Increase.
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Figure 17: Non-equilibrium boundary layer growth .

The growth of the electrode boundary layers is plotted as a function of

the distance along the electrode. The non-equilibrium boundary layer

calculations of Sec.4.3 and Sec.4.4 have been performed for the cathode, for a .5

total mass flow of 3glsec to the MPD thruster. The anode boundary layer has ..

been plotted assuming symmetry. 'This is done to show the approximate

locution where the boundary layers merge, and the flow in the thruster

becomes fully developed. See the discussion of Sec.4.4•
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Figure 18: Ionization friction at the wall versus Distance ..

The slip ionization fraction at the wall is plotted here as a function of

the distance along the electrode. The non-equilibrium boundary layer theory of

Sec.4.3 and Sec.4.4 has been used to compute this profile for a total mass

f low of 3 g/sec to the thruster. As expected, the slip ionization fraction

decreases continuously with increasing distance near the leading edge of the

boundary layer.
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} i',: Figure 19. Ionization fraction versus Transverse distance .

The ionization fraction non-climensionalized by the free stream ionization .

fraction, is plotted here versus the Howarth-Dorodnitsyn transverse coordinatex'
defined In Sec.4.3, at I cm. from the loading edge. This calculation has ben -

.. '% performed for a total mass flow of 3 glsec to the thruster. The bulge In the ,

profile Is caused by the opposing effects of Ionization due to the high

-- " electron temperature. and recombination due to the presence of the cold wall. ,'
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Figure 20. Heavy particle temperature versus Transverse distance

The variation of the heavy particle temperature non-dimensionalized by •0
the free stream temperature, is shown here versus the Howerth-Dorodnitayn ;'.-

transverse coordinate 1. 1 has been defined In Sec.4.3. This calculation has i..-

been performed for a total mass flow of 3 glsec. and is shown at a location

of 1 cm. from the leading edge of the boundary layer. See Sec.4.4 for further ,

discussion.
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The heavy particle wall host flux Is shown here versus distance along the ""

electrode. for a total mass f low of 3 glsec. Note the decrease of the host

f lux along the electrode. as the boundary layer thickness increases downstream ""

', from the loading edge. Sao Sec.4.4 for further discussion...
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Figare 2t Wall shear versus Distance

The wall shear stress Is plotted here as a function of distance along the

electrode. Note the decreasing shear, as the boundary layer thickness

Inrae ln the length of the electrode. This profile has been calculated

nerostfor a total mass flow of 3g/sec. Soe Sec.44 for further details. .. '
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, .
The growth of the cathode and anode boundary layers Is shown here 

.
, versus distance along the electrode. The anode boundary layer has beenplotted assuming symmetry. though the frozen boundary layer calculations 

"
• were performed for the cathode. A total mass' flow of 3 g /sc Is assumed 

,,
input to the thruster. the free stream is as sued to follow the non-equilibrium 

"

\.. 

,'..

'.-. ~quasi-11 description of S ac3.5 and Sec.3.6 , and the boundary layer Is assum ed. 
,'

to be chemically frozen. See Sec.4.4 for further discussion. 
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Fkgue 24: Heavy particle temperature profiles

The heavy particle temperature non-dimensionalized by the free stream

temperature, has been plotted versus 1. the. Howarth-Dorodnltsyn transverse

coordinate at locations of I cm.. 5 cm.. 10 cm.. and 15 cm. from the leading

edge. A mass flow of 3 g/sec Is assumed. the free stream is Ionizing, end

the boundary layer Is chemically frozen. Notice the bulge in the profiles

apparent far downstream of the leading edge, caused by the conflict between

viscous dissipation In the boundary layer, and heet transfer to the cold wall.

See Sec.4.4 for discussion.
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Figure 25: Heavy particle wall heat flux versus Distance

The wall heat flux due to the heavy particles is shown here as a

function of the distance along the electrode. This calcula~tion has been

performed f or a mass flow of 3 glsec. an ionizing free stream, and a frozen

boundary layer. See Sec.4.4 for details.
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Figure 26: Wall shear versus Distance

The wall shear is shown here as a function of distance from the leading

edge of the boundary layer, for a mass flow of 3 glsec. The free stream

flow is assumed to follow the quasi-ID non-equilibrium description of Sec.3.5,

while the boundary layer is assumed to be chemically frozen. See Soc.4.4 for
ds.discussion. "'
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.i Figuire 2W: Heavy particle wall host flux versus Distance

,"The heavy particle hot flux profile Is shown here for the fully ionized, Ile

frozen boundary layer and free stream case. The calculation has been

performed for a total mass flow of 3 glsec. See $0c.4.4 for discussion. "'
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.;, Figure 30:. Wall sheer versus Distanco...

-" The wall shear Is shown here versus distance along the electrode, for the ..

,. fully Ionized. frozen flow case. A mass flow of 3 glsec has been assumed.

See Sec.4.4 for details. .'
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. Figure 3 1: Meet defect versus surface temperature ....

"- The not host Into the cathode, L~e. the host defect Is shown here as a"-.r

, function of cathode surface temperature. Intersections with the horizontal axis

denote steady state solutions to equation (4.5.1). Note the existence of 9

.,, , stable root and an unstable root. The stable root Is the point at which the "/ -.

slope of the curve Is negative. See Sec.4.5 for details. I
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Effective Cathode Temperature vs Length ,
Heff = 500 Watts/m/m/K -b
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Figure 32: Cathode surface temperature profile

The cathode surface temperature determined by equation (4.5.1) it shown
hire versus distance along the electrode, for a heat transfer coefficient of

500 Watts/n,/K. This is for the case of a frozen boundary layer with a non-
equilibrium free stream, for a mass flow of 3 g/saec. See Sec.4.5 for the

discussion.
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j Effective Cathode Temperature vs Length
Heff = 250 Watts/m/rK.
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Figure 33: Cathode surface temperature profile
.. .-

The cathode surface temperature determined by equation (4.5.1) is shown

here versus distance along the electrode, for a heat transfer coefficient of

250 Watts/m 2 /K. This is for the case of a frozen boundary layer with a non-

equilibrium free stream, for a mass flow of 3 glsec. See Sec.4.5 for the %
discussion.
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Cathode Surface Temperature vs Length
Heff = 3000 Wtts/m/rn/K
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Figure 34. Cathode surface temperature profile .The cath.,ode..urface ,.mperature determine by equation (4.,.1)Issown
here versus distance along the electrode, for a host transfer coefficient of

3000 Watts/rr?1K. This case Is that of a cathode subjected to a fully ionized, .

2".-frozen boundary layer with a fully Ionized. frozen free stream. See Sec.4.5 i,,

for further details. O• %
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Heat Fluxes vs Length
Frozen Boundary Layer, 39/s at Onset
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~~See Sec.4.5 for details of the erosion calculation. ;
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Heat Fluxes vs Length
Frozen, Fully Ionized Boundary Layer
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Figure 37: Heat fluxes versus distance

The various heat f luxes that contribute to the cathode energy balance

given by ("M.1 are plotted here versus distance. The case shown here Is that

of a fully Ionized. frozen boundary layer with a fully Ionized. frozen free

stream f or a mass flow of 3 glsec at onset. This case considers heat

transfer to an externally supplied coolant with an effective heat transfer

a. coefficient of 3000 Waftt*/m'/K.
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Evaporative Erosion vs Length
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""*" The Figure 38: Evaporative Erosion versus distance :'Teerosion rate expressed in units of micrograms per coulomb is shown ,.-. here as a function of distance. This erosion rate is the evaporation mass flux

AS

divided by the current density. This figure when viewed in conjunction with"-,
Feg.16 shows the higher evaporation rates near the entrance and exit regions. ;

.. as opposed to the middle region of the thruster. See Sec.4.5 for the ".-".discussion. 
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